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Tα   Final melting point or clear point of the α-polymorph 

Tβ   Final melting point or clear point of the β-polymorph 

Tβ’   Final melting point or clear point of the β’-polymorph 

Tcr   Crystallization temperature 

Tcr,chain   Chain crystallization temperature 

Tm   Final melting temperature 

Tmax   Temperature a few degrees below final melting point 

Tch   Churning time 

tmax   Time at Tmax 

Twh   Whipping temperature 
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twh   Whipping time 

t,T-program  Time-temperature program 

TAG   Triacylglycerol 

TEM   Transmission electron microscopy 

UHT   Ultra-high temperature 

WAXD   Wide-angle X-ray diffraction 

WP   Whey protein 
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WPH   Whey protein hydrolysate 

WPI   Whey protein isolate 

xaq   Mass fraction of the aqueous phase  

y   Diameter of the aggregating crystals  
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Dairy cream is a fat-rich fluid milk product that, from a microstructural point of view, can 

be described as an oil-in-water emulsion. Highly fat-rich creams or whipping creams can 

be processed into whipped cream which is a rigid foam that can be defined as an aerated 

partially destabilized oil-in-water emulsion. During the whipping process, air is introduced and 

fat globules start to interact by means of a partial coalescence mechanism. As a result, in the 

ultimate whipped cream a network of partially coalesced fat globules envelops the air 

bubbles and immobilizes the serum phase. The presence of fat crystals and a substantial fat 

content are thereby indispensable. Moreover, the amount and rate of partial coalescence 

control to a large extent the final microstructure and, hence, the sensory attributes and 

physicochemical properties (overrun, stability, firmness, creaminess, fattiness, etc.) of 

whipped cream. In particular factors governing the globule size, the oil-water interfacial 

properties and the fat crystallization behavior of cream control the partial coalescence 

kinetics and may, hence, be usefull to improve the whipping behavior of dairy creams  

Nowadays, besides natural dairy cream, derived directly from fresh cow’s milk, often 

recombined dairy cream is used. The latter is made by recombining milk products, mostly 

milk fat and a low-fat milk powder, and water. The benefits of using these creams are that the 

composition and formulation can easily be modified for product development goals and that 

the raw materials can efficiently be stored and transported to regions where fresh milk is not 

readily available and/or where suitable storage facilities are scarce. Nevertheless, 

recombined whipped cream seems to have unfavorable divergent physicochemical and 

sensory properties as compared to whipped cream derived from natural cream. This may 

partly be attributed to a variation in susceptibility of the fat globules towards partial 

coalescence between both creams during processing. Given that monoacylglycerols (MAGs), 

as oil-soluble small-molecule surfactants, are able to modify the fat globule size, the oil-water 

interfacial properties and the fat crystallization in recombined creams, MAGs can play a key 

role in governing the partial coalescence rate and, hence, probably in improving the structure 

build-up of the recombined whipped creams.  

Generally, this manuscript aimed at more understanding of a few of the underlying 

phenomena important for whipping of dairy creams. More specifically, in Part I (Chapter 1-4) 

milk fat crystallization in cream was addressed, which is an essential process preceding 

partial coalescence, and in Part II (Chapter 5-9) the partial coalescence in cream with and 

without air inclusion was discussed. Throughout both parts, the effects of MAGs were 

extensively surveyed with the intention of, firstly, getting more fundamental insight in the 

mechanism clarifying the effect of different MAGs on partial coalescence of recombined 

cream and on their whipping properties and, secondly, exploring the potentials of MAGs to 

improve the physicochemical properties of dairy recombined whipped creams.  
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Part I: Milk fat crystallization 

In Chapter 1 an overview was given of (1) the chemical composition of milk fat, of (2) the 

general basic principles on fat crystallization in bulk and in emulsions, of (3) the effect of 

small-molecule surfactants on the crystallization behavior and of (4) recent studies on milk fat 

crystallization. Besides, more specific brief literature reviews on the ‘state of the art’ are 

provided as an introduction to each experimental chapter. 

The description of the materials and methods was collected in Chapter 2 as a lot of the 

experimental work in the research chapters of Part I was based on the same spectrum of 

analytical procedures. It covered, firstly, the substrates used and, secondly, a description of 

common techniques applied to study fat crystallization. Thereby, special attention was drawn 

to adapting, if necessary, the well-known conventional methods in order to investigate fat 

crystallization in cream in a proper way. Thirdly, the techniques used to measure oil-water 

interfacial tensions and fat globule sizes of cream were reported. 

In Chapter 3, the first experimental chapter of Part I, a comparison is made between the 

mechanism and kinetics of milk fat crystallization in bulk and emulsified state and between 

recombined and natural cream. Milk fat in bulk or emulsified state showed a similar 

crystallization mechanism at temperature conditions closely related to the ones applied 

during the industrial production of whipping cream (fast cooling to 5°C). First, α-crystals were 

formed and, second, β’-crystals grew at the expense of the α-crystals. However, some α-

crystals still remained and additional crystallization during further cooled storage took place. 

The observed mechanism was explained by the formation of compound crystals. Although 

these similarities between the milk crystallization mechanism in bulk and in cream, the 

overall crystallization rate was found to be lower in both natural and recombined cream. This 

difference was to a large extent explained by the widely accepted theory of nucleation in the 

dispersed phase. To achieve full crystallization, nucleation has to take place in each 

individual globule. The time required to induce nucleation is thereby related to the volume of 

the globules and if the globules have the same size, nucleation is a random process. The 

crystallization behavior of natural cream deviated from that of recombined cream since the 

triacylglycerol composition of the individual globules varied in natural cream. In the 

considered natural cream this was manifested in an earlier start and a more scattered α-β’-

polymorphic transition and in a lower amount of solid fat after 5 days storage at 5°C while 

this was not observed for recombined cream. 

In Chapter 4, the effect of MAGs which differ in chain length and degree of saturation on the 

primary crystallization behavior of milk fat in recombined cream was elucidated at the same 

experimental conditions as in Chapter 2. The long-chain unsaturated MAGs did not show 
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significant effects on the primary crystallization behavior and on the solid fat content. A 

similar crystallization mechanism compared to the reference recombined cream, as studied 

in Chapter 3, was observed. In contrast, recombined creams containing long-chain saturated 

MAGs revealed a different nucleation mechanism. Interfacial heterogeneous nucleation took 

place during cooling. As a consequence, in the presence of long-chain saturated MAGs the 

crystallization started at a higher temperature and the crystal growth and the α-β’ 

polymorphic transition was accelerated. Intermediate behavior was observed with saturated 

MAGs with a mid-chain length. These MAGs accelerated the α-β’ polymorphic transition 

while they did not show any effect on the nucleation and the crystal growth. It was postulated 

that the intermediate behavior is ascribed to co-crystallization of the MAGs once 

crystallization has started. Furthermore, regardless of the type and concentration of MAGs, 

the mechanism apart from the nucleation was similar to the reference cream and the solid fat 

content after prolonged storage at 5°C was unaffect ed. 

Part II: Partial coalescence 

A detailed critical literature review on partial coalescence was given in Chapter 5. In the first 

section, after a brief description of the general physical properties of cream, the mechanism 

of partial coalescence was extensively discussed. Next, the factors controlling the kinetics of 

partial coalescence were addressed. The second section dealt with the microstructure of 

whipped cream and the role of partial coalescence in the whipping process. Finally, factors 

govering the whipping properties were summarized. Moreover, via an introductory section 

the ‘state of the art’ was reported in each research chapter of Part II.  

The materials and methods were collected in one chapter (Chapter 6) since they all are 

relevant to the following experimental chapters. In addition, in Chapter 7, a rheological 

method to survey shear-induced partial coalescence kinetics was first introduced as a 

qualitative predictive tool for the whipping properties of dairy creams. This technique was 

validated by linking the partial coalescence rate and the whipping properties of natural cream 

by varying the flow condition, the temperature and the fat content. Moreover, in combination 

with microscopic and particle size analyses it was possible to get more insight in the 

mechanism of the ongoing shear-induced partial coalescence in the rheometer.  

The rheological method introduced in Chapter 7, is used in Chapter 8 to unravel the effect of 

two long-chain MAGs which differ in saturation degree on partial coalescence in recombined 

cream and on their whipping properties. The same MAGs as in Chapter 4 were used. The 

unsaturated MAGs showed an increased partial coalescence rate in recombined cream 

resulting in a lower whipping time and overrun and a higher stability and firmness of whipped 

recombined creams while the saturated MAGs demonstrated the exact opposite effects. The 
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decreased partial coalescence rate in recombined cream with the saturated MAGs provoked 

a higher whipping time and overrun and a lower stability and firmness of the whipped 

recombined creams. The divergent behavior of the MAGs on the susceptibility of fat globules 

towards partial coalescence was mechanistically explained by the different behavior of MAGs 

at the oil-water interface, by using the results obtained in both Chapter 4 and Chapter 8. If 

the MAGs were able to crystallize at the oil-water interface and if they thereby induced 

heterogeneous interfacial nucleation of the milk fat during cream production, the protrusion of 

the obtained smaller crystals was suggested to be limited resulting in a decreased partial 

coalescence rate. On the contrary, MAGs that behave as a liquid at the oil-water interface 

enhanced the deformability of the interface which presumably enhanced the protrusion of the 

fat crystals through the oil-water interface causing ultimately an increased partial 

coalescence rate. In this study, the long-chain saturated MAGs behaved as a solid while its 

unsaturated counterpart appeared to be in the liquid state at the oil-water interface.  

Following the fundamental research on the effect of MAGs on milk fat crystallization (Chapter 

4) and partial coalescence (Chapter 8) it was explored in Chapter 9 whether the long-chain 

MAGs which differ in saturation degree can be used in practice to improve whipping 

properties of recombined cream. The separate use of one type of MAG in a full-fat cream 

showed rather poor whipping behavior: some beneficial whipping properties were attained 

but this occurred at the expense of other desired whipping properties. Alternatively, when 

both the MAGs are introduced in one full-fat cream the negative effects of one MAG can be 

counterbalanced by the other causing ultimately improved whipping properties of recombined 

cream. On the contrary, when also the fat content of recombined cream is varied, the 

separate use of the long-chain unsaturated MAGs in one cream became beneficial. In fact, 

whipped recombined cream with a reduced fat content containing unsaturated MAGs 

demonstrated comparable whipping properties to the full-fat variant without MAGs. 
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Zuivelroom is een vetrijk vloeibaar melkproduct dat vanuit microstructureel oogpunt 

beschreven kan worden als een olie-in-water emulsie. Een zeer vetrijke room of slagroom 

kan verwerkt worden tot opgeklopte room of geslagen room. Dit is een stevige schuim dat 

kan gedefinieerd worden als een beluchte gedeeltelijk gedestabiliseerde olie-in-water 

emulsie. Tijdens het opklopproces wordt er lucht in de room geslagen en wordt er een 

netwerk gevormd van partieel gecoalesceerde vetglobulen die enerzijds de luchtbellen 

omgeven en anderzijds de serumfase gevangen houden. De aanwezigheid van vetkristallen 

in de vetglobulen en een aanzienlijk vetgehalte van de room is daarbij essentieel. Evenals 

bepaalt de mate en de snelheid van partiële coalescentie grotendeels de uiteindelijke 

microstructuur en derhalve de sensorische eigenschappen en fysicochemische 

eigenschappen (luchtinslag, stabiliteit, stevigheid, romigheid, vettigheid,...) van opgeklopte 

room. Vooral factoren die de melkvetkristallisatie, de olie-water grensvlakeigenschappen en 

de partikelgrootte van slagroom beïnvloeden, controleren de snelheid van partiële 

coalescentie.  

In de praktijk wordt er naast natuurlijke room, dat rechtstreeks wordt afgeleid van verse 

koemelk, vaak gebruik gemaakt van gerecombineerde room. Dit wordt geproduceerd door 

het hersamenstellen van melkafgeleiden, doorgaans melkvet en melkpoeder met een laag 

vetgehalte, en door toevoeging van water. De voordelen van deze romen zijn enerzijds de 

flexibiliteit waarmee de samenstelling en formulatie kan gewijzigd worden naargelang de 

gewenste producteigenschappen en anderzijds de daling in kostprijs om de 

hoofdingrediënten te bewaren en te transporteren naar regio’s waar verse melk schaars is 

en/of waar geschikte opslagplaatsen voor verse zuivelproducten ontbreken. Desondanks 

blijken gerecombineerde opgeklopte romen ongewenste afwijkende fysicochemische en 

sensorische eigenschappen te vertonen in vergelijking met natuurlijke romen. Mogelijks is dit 

te wijten aan een verschil in vatbaarheid voor partiële coalescentie van de vetglobulen in 

beide romen. In de wetenschap dat monoacylglycerolen, als vetoplosbare oppervlakteactieve 

stof, het vermogen bezitten om de grootte van de vetglobulen, de olie-water 

grensvlakeigenschappen en het vetkristallisatiegedrag te beïnvloeden, kunnen 

monoacylglycerolen een rol spelen in het beheersen van partiële coalescentie en derhalve 

mogelijkerwijs in het verbeteren van de microstructurele opbouw van gerecombineerde 

opgeklopte room.  

In dit manuscript staat doorgaans het begrijpen van de onderliggende fenomenen die van 

primordiaal belang zijn bij het opkloppen van room centraal. Meer specifiek werd in Deel I 

(Hoofdstuk 1-4) melkvetkristallisatie, het essentieel proces dat partiële coalescentie 

voorafgaat, behandeld en in Deel II (Hoofdstuk 5-9) werd er dieper ingegaan op de partiële 

coalescentie in room met en zonder luchtinslag. Doorheen beide delen werden de invloeden 
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van monoacylglycerolen in kaart gebracht met als doel enerzijds inzicht te verwerven in het 

mechanisme die de gevolgen van het gebruik van monoacylglycerolen in room verklaren en 

anderzijds het vermogen na te gaan van deze oppervlakteactieve stoffen om de 

opklopeigenschappen van gerecombineerde romen te verbeteren.  

Deel 1: Melkvetkristallisatie 

Nadat in Hoofdstuk 1 een overzicht werd gegeven van de chemische samenstelling van 

melkvet, werden de algemene basisprincipes van vetkristallisatie in bulk en emulsies 

toegelicht. Vervolgens werden de invloeden van oppervlakteactieve stoffen op de algemene 

vetkristallisatie en de recente studies aangaande melkvetkristallisatie behandeld. Bijkomend 

werd een meer specifieke duiding betreffende de stand van zaken van de wetenschappelijke 

literatuur bij elk onderzoekshoofdstuk gegeven. 

Daar veel experimenteel werk van Deel I gebaseerd is op eenzelfde gamma aan analytische 

procedures werd de beschrijving van de aangewende materialen en methoden gebundeld in 

een afzonderlijk hoofdstuk (Hoofdstuk 2). Het omvat (1) de gebruikte substraten, (2) een 

omschrijving van de technieken om de olie-water grensvlakspanning en de vetglobulegrootte 

te bepalen en (3) een beschrijving van de veelvoorkomende technieken aangewend in 

vetkristallisatieonderzoek. Hierbij werd voornamelijk aandacht besteed aan essentiële 

aanpassingen van de conventionele procedures die doorgevoerd werden om vetkristallisatie 

in room op een correcte manier te bestuderen. 

In Hoofdstuk 3, het eerste experimentele hoofdstuk van Deel I, werd het mechanisme en de 

kinetiek van melkvetkristallisatie in bulk en in room in het algemeen en ook in natuurlijke en 

in gerecombineerde room vergeleken. Melkvet in bulk en in room vertoonden een 

vergelijkbaar kristallisatiemechanisme bij temperatuurscondities conform met de industrieel 

toegepaste condities bij de productie van slagroom (snelle koeling naar ± 5°C). Tijdens de 

koeling werden α-kristallen gevormd en groeiden vervolgens β’-kristallen ten koste van de α-

kristallen. Een aantal α-kristallen hielden daarbij stand en postkristallisatie tijdens 

aanhoudende bewaring trad op. Het geobserveerde mechanisme werd verklaard door de 

vorming van mengkristallen. Niettegenstaande de gelijkenissen in het 

kristallisatiemechanisme was de algemene kristallisatiesnelheid van melkvet in beide romen 

vertraagd ten opzichte van bulk melkvet. Dit verschil werd verklaard door de algemeen 

aanvaarde nucleatietheorie in emulsies. Tevens week het kristallisatiegedrag van natuurlijke 

room af van dat van gerecombineerde room doordat de lipidensamenstelling van de 

individuele melkvetglobulen in natuurlijke room varieert. In deze studie resulteerde dit in een 

gewijzigde start en meer gespreide α-β’ polymorfe overgang en een lagere hoeveelheid vast 
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vetgehalte in vergelijking met bulk melkvet. Bij gerecombineerde room werd dit niet 

vastgesteld.  

In Hoofdstuk 4 werd de invloed van monoacylglycerolen die verschillen in ketenlengte en 

verzadigingsgraad van de veresterde vetzuren op de primaire kristallisatie van melkvet in 

gerecombineerde room ontrafeld. Dezelfde experimentele condities als in Hoofdstuk 3 

werden aangewend. De langketen onverzadigde monoacylglycerolen vertoonden geen 

significante effecten op de primaire kristallisatie en het vast vetgehalte. Eenzelfde 

kristallisatiemechanisme als in de referentieroom (zonder monoacylglycerolen), zoals 

onderzocht in Hoofdstuk 3, werd vastgesteld. Gerecombineerde romen die langketen 

verzadigde monoacylglycerolen bevatten, vertoonden daarentegen een verschillend 

nucleatiemechanisme. Grensvlak gemedieerde heterogene nucleatie van melkvet grijpt 

plaats tijdens de koeling. Bijgevolg in aanwezigheid van de langketen verzadigde 

monoacylglycerolen startte de kristallisatie bij hogere temperaturen en werd de kristalgroei 

en de α-β’ polymorfe overgang versneld. Intermediair gedrag werd geobserveerd bij gebruik 

van monoacylglycerolen met een middellange ketenlengte. Zij versnelden de α-β’ polymorfe 

overgang terwijl geen significante invloed op de nucleatie en kristalgroei van melkvet 

vastgesteld werd. Dit intermediaire gedrag werd toegeschreven aan co-kristallisatie van de 

monoacylglycerolen eens de melkvetkristallisatie is geïnitieerd. Tevens werd er vastgesteld 

dat onafhankelijk van het type en de concentratie aan monoacylglycerolen het 

kristallisatiemechanisme na nucleatie en het finale vast vetgehalte na aanhoudende 

bewaring bij 5°C voor vijf dagen niet werd beïnvloe d. 

Deel II: Partiële coalescentie 

Een gedetailleerd kritisch literatuuroverzicht aangaande partiële coalescentie werd gegeven 

in Hoofdstuk 5. In het eerste gedeelte, na een korte beschrijving van de algemene fysische 

eigenschappen van room, werd het mechanisme van partiële coalescentie zonder luchtinslag 

beschreven. Vervolgens werden de factoren die de kinetiek van partiële coalescentie 

beheren uitvoerig besproken. In het tweede gedeelte werd de microstructuur van geslagen 

room en de rol van partiële coalescentie in de structuuropbouw tijdens opkloppen behandeld. 

Alsook werden de factoren die de opklopeigenschappen van slagroom beïnvloeden onder de 

loep genomen. Net zoals in Deel I werd elk onderzoekshoofdstuk in Deel II ingeleid met een 

meer specifiek overzicht van de stand van zaken aangaande de wetenschappelijke literatuur 

van toepassing.  

De beschrijving van de materialen en methoden werd verzameld in één hoofdstuk 

(Hoofdstuk 6) daar al het experimenteel onderzoek in Deel II stoelt op dezelfde aangewende 

technieken en substraten. Aansluitend werd in Hoofdstuk 7 de toepasbaarheid van een 
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reologische methode uiteengezet om de snelheid van partiële coalescentie bij een constante 

afschuifsnelheid in kaart te brengen. In combinatie met microscopische evaluaties en 

partikelgrootteanalyzes werd het bovendien mogelijk om meer inzicht te verwerven in het 

mechanisme van partiële coalescentie in de reometer. Een vergelijkende studie van de 

reologische techniek en de opklopeigenschappen van zuivelromen bij verschillende 

temperaturen, afschuifsnelheden en vetgehaltes toonde bovendien aan dat de reologische 

methode aangewend kan worden als een kwalitatieve voorspellende techniek voor de 

opklopeigenschappen.  

De reologische methode, geïntroduceerd in Hoofdstuk 7, werd vervolgens gebruikt om de 

invloed van twee langketen monoacylglycerolen die verschillen in verzadigingsgraad op de 

partiële coalescentie in gerecombineerde room en op hun opklopgedrag te onderzoeken. 

Dezelfde monoacylglycerolen als in Hoofdstuk 4 werden gehanteerd. De onverzadigde 

monoacylglycerolen veroorzaakten een verhoging in snelheid van partiële coalescentie. Na 

opkloppen resulteerde dit enerzijds in een verlaagde opkloptijd en luchtinslag en anderzijds 

in een verhoogde stabiliteit en stevigheid van opgeklopte gerecombineerde room. De 

verzadigde tegenhanger ontketende daarentegen het omgekeerde effect. De vertraagde 

partiële coalescentie in gerecombineerde room met de langketen verzadigde 

monoacylglycerolen lokte een verhoogde opkloptijd en luchtinslag en een verlaagde 

stabiliteit en stevigheid uit. Deze uiteenlopende invloeden van de monoacylglycerolen op de 

gevoeligheid voor partiële coalescentie en op de opklopeigenschappen van 

gerecombineerde romen werden toegeschreven aan het verschil in gedrag van de 

monoacylglycerolen aan het olie-water grensvlak. Indien monoacylglycerolen in staat zijn te 

kristalliseren aan het grensvlak en daarbij heterogene nucleatie in melkvet berokkenen 

(tijdens de productie van gerecombineerde room) wordt het uitpuilen van kristallen vanuit de 

vetglobule in de waterige fase verhinderd. Dit doet bijgevolg de gevoeligheid van de 

vetglobulen voor de partiële coalescentie dalen. Monoacylglycerolen die zich gedragen als 

een vloeistof aan het olie-water grensvlak verhogen de vervormbaarheid van het grensvlak 

dat vermoedelijk het uitpuilen van de vetkristallen door het olie-water grensvlak bevordert. Dit 

veroorzaakte uiteindelijk de toegenomen gevoeligheid van de vetglobulen voor partiële 

coalescentie. In de beschouwde condities induceerden de gekristalliseerde langketen 

verzadigde monoacylglycerolen heterogene nucleatie terwijl de onverzadigde tegenhanger 

de vervormbaarheid van het grensvlak bevorderden.  

Aansluitend op de fundamentele bevindingen aangaande de invloed van monoacylglycerolen 

op de melkvetkristallisatie (Hoofdstuk 4) en op de partiële coalescentie (Hoofdstuk 8) in 

gerecombineerde room, werd in Hoofdstuk 9 het potentieel van het gebruik van 

monoacylglycerolen om de opklopeigenschappen van gerecombineerde romen te verbeteren 
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aangetoond. In een eerste luik werd proefondervindelijk bewezen dat een binair mengsel van 

elkaar tegenwerkende monoacylglycerolen verbeterde opklopeigenschappen bewerkstelligen 

ten opzichte van romen waarbij één van deze twee monoacylglycerolen afzonderlijk werd 

aangewend. Het tweede luik van Hoofdstuk 9 illustreerde hoe monoacylglycerolen die het 

vermogen bezitten om partiële coalescentie te versnellen de opklopeigenschappen kunnen 

verbeteren van slagroom met een verlaagd vetgehalte. 
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Dairy cream is a fat-rich fluid milk product and can, from a microstructural point of view, 

be described as an oil-in-water emulsion. The so-called milk fat globules in natural 

cream, derived from fresh milk, contain the milk lipids and are dispersed in a continuous 

aqueous skimmed milk phase. Cream can be further processed into whipped cream 

which is a rigid dairy foam that is often used as a topping for desserts, cakes and ice 

creams. During whipping air is introduced in the cream and the milk fat globules 

destabilize by means of a partial coalescence mechanism due to the presence of fat 

crystals in the milk fat globules and due to the applied mechanical agitation. As a result, 

whipped cream consists of a network of partially coalesced fat globules which 

immobilizes the air bubbles and the cream serum phase. In order to obtain a high-quality 

whipped cream with desired physicochemical and sensory properties (overrun, stability, 

firmness, creaminess, etc.), the partial coalescence rate needs thus to be controlled and a 

substantial amount of fat seems to be indispensible. However, it is assumed that a 

substantial fat reduction is feasible when an efficient arrangement of the fat globules in 

whipped cream can be achieved by controlling the partial coalescence rate.  

From literature, it is clear that monoacylglycerols (MAGs), being small-molecule surfactants, 

may govern partial coalescence rate and, hence, the whipping properties of cream. MAGs 

are known to change the fat globule size, the oil-water interfacial properties and the fat 

crystallization behavior of oil-in-water emulsions which all influence the partial coalescence 

rate (Figure 1). Note that these factors strongly interact with each other. However, an 

elaborate study that surveys the effect of different types of MAGs and a well-funded 

mechanistic explanation of their effects in dairy whipping cream is still lacking.  

Hence, MAGs are extensively examined in this manuscript. The obtained fundamental 

insights aim at providing knowledge on how the MAGs can be used in a proper way for 

custom made whipped creams. In this study, recombined cream was chosen as a substrate 

to elucidate the effects of MAGs since it provides more flexibility to control the physical 

properties of creams. Recombined creams are made by recombining milk products, mostly 

milk fat and a low-fat milk powder, with water. An additional benefit of using recombined 

creams is that their starter materials can easily be stored and transported to regions where 

fresh milk is not readily available and/or where suitable storage facilities are scarce. 

Nevertheless, whipped recombined cream compared with whipped natural cream seems to 

have unfavorable divergent physicochemical properties (i.e. lower stability and overrun). 

Therefore, the differences between natural and recombined cream are also addressed in this 

research. 
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Figure 1 Schematic presentation of how monoacylglycerols may  affect partial coalescence rate and, 
hence, the sensory and physical properties of 

 

This manuscript consists of two parts. Part I deals with the milk fat crystallization which is 

indispensable for partial coalescence to occur. In Part II partial coalescence with and without 
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Part II: Partial coalescence 

Chapter 5 outlines a literature review on partial coalescence in oil-in-water emulsions and in 

whipped cream and critically summarizes the factors governing the rate of partial 

coalescence with and without air inclusion. Chapter 6 lists the materials and methods used in 

part II and Chapter 7 introduces a rheological method to study the partial coalescence rate in 

dairy whipping cream. The applicability of the introduced rheological method is valorized by 

linking the influence of temperature, shear rate and fat content on the partial coalescence 

rate in natural cream with their effect on the whipping properties of natural cream. Chapter 8 

addresses the effects of MAGs on the partial coalescence rate and the whipping properties. 

Based on the findings in Chapter 4 and the examined physicochemical properties of the 

recombined creams and of their oil-water interfaces a mechanistic explanation is put forward 

explaining the effects of MAGs on partial coalescence and, hence, on the whipping 

properties. Chapter 9 uses the research results attained in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 to 

explore the potentials of MAGs to improve the whipping properties of recombined cream. 

Two case studies are addressed. Firstly, the applicability of a binary mixture of MAGs to 

improve whipping properties is examined and, secondly, the use of MAGs to achieve a 

substantial fat reduction in whipped cream products with an acceptable overrun and stability 

are probed.  
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1. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

1.1. Introduction  

Cream is a fat-rich fluid milk product derived from physical separation of milk into 

skimmed milk and cream. From a microstructural point of view, cream can, similar to 

milk, be described as an oil-in-water emulsion. The so-called milk fat globules, which 

contain the milk lipids, are dispersed in a continuous aqueous skimmed milk phase. This 

general description refers to cream that is made directly from fresh cow’s milk and is 

indicated as natural cream in this manuscript. Nowadays, besides natural cream often 

recombined cream is used which is prepared by recombining milk products, mostly milk fat 

and a low-fat milk powder, with water. The benefits of using recombined cream are that the 

composition and formulation can easily be modified for product development goals and that 

the raw materials can efficiently be stored and transported to regions where fresh milk is not 

readily available and/or where suitable storage facilities are scarce. 

Milk fat is one of the main constituents of milk, cream and their derivatives. It mainly consists 

of a complex mixture of triacylglycerols (TAGs) which may solidify in well-arranged crystalline 

structures. These shaped milk fat crystals determine to a large extent the physicochemical 

and sensory properties of primarily the fat-rich dairy products.  

The following literature review is intended to summarize the general aspects of the chemical 

composition of milk fat and the common principles of fat crystallization in bulk and in 

emulsified state. In addition, the latter includes a critical review of researches dealing with the 

common effects of small-molecule surfactants on fat crystallization and of recent studies on 

milk fat crystallization. 

1.2. Chemical composition of milk fat  

As for most other food fats, the main components of bovine anhydrous milk fat are 

triacylglycerols (TAGs) (95 - 98 wt%). The minor components of the milk lipids include mainly 

diacylglycerols (DAGs) (0.3 - 1.6 wt%), monoacylglycerols (MAGs) (0.016 - 0.038 wt%), 

phospholipids (PLs) (0.8 - 1.0 wt%), sterols (0.22 - 0.41 wt%) and free fatty acids (FFA) (0.1 -

0.44 wt%) [1-3]. 

Below the general aspects of the major and minor components and the influencing factors 

governing their content are briefly summarized. For more detailed information on these 

chemical aspects of milk fat the reader might consult the extended review by Jensen [4].  
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1.2.1. Major components 

TAGs consist of three fatty acids (FAs) esterified on a glycerol backbone. Milk fat TAGs can 

contain over 250 [1] to 400 [4, 5] different FAs. The broad range of FAs that mainly differ in 

chain length and degree of saturation contributes to the wide melting range of milk fat. Table 

1.1 gives an overview of the major FAs present in milk fat expressed in wt%. The FAs have 

primarily an even carbon number and are generally linear and saturated. The most abundant 

FA is palmitic acid (C16:0) followed by oleic acid (C18:1). Characteristic for milk fat is the 

significant proportion of short-chain FAs (C4 to C6), trans FAs, like vaccenic acid (C18:1 t11) 

[6] and conjugated linoleic acid (CLA) (C18:2 c9t11) [7]. The short-chain FAs are synthesized 

in the mammary gland of the cow and, with respect to the physical properties, they determine 

to a large extent the distinctive crystallization and melting behavior of milk fat. The presence 

and the amount of CLA and trans FAs is determined by both the microbial isomerization and 

biohydrogenation process of dietary unsaturated FAs in the rumen and the activity of ∆9-

desaturase in the mammary gland  [7, 8]. Note that the concentrations of branched [9], 

hydroxyl [5], keto [10] and odd chain length FAs are higher in dairy fats compared to 

vegetable fats. 

Table 1.1 Nomenclature and composition of the major  FAs in milk fat, adapted from [4, 11]. 

Short notation (Cx:y) 1 Triavial name Average range (wt%) 

C4:0 Butyric 2 - 5 
C6:0 Caproic 1 - 5 
C8:0 Caprylic 1 - 3 

C10:0 Capric 2 - 4 
C12:0 Lauric 2 - 5 
C14:0 Myristic 8 - 14 
C15:0 Pentadecanoic 1 - 2 
C16:0 Palmitic 22 - 35 
C16:1 Palmitoleic 1 - 3 
C17:0 Margaric 0.5 - 1.5 
C18:0 Stearic  9 - 14 

  C18:12 Oleic 20 - 30 
C18:2 Linoleic 1 - 3 
C18:3 Linolenic 0.5 - 2 

1 where x is the number of carbon atoms in the FA and y is the number of double bonds in the FA 
2 Includes about 3% trans isomers [12] 

 

On the glycerol backbone the FAs are not randomly distributed. The short-chain FAs are, for 

instance, primarily esterified on the sn-3 position [4]. Although this somewhat stereospecific 

distribution of the FAs, an identification of all milk fat TAGs is not feasible due to the highly 

complex FA-pattern. Milk fat may contain several thousands of TAGs, most in traces [4]. 

Therefore the chemical composition of different milk fats is generally evaluated using the FA-

profile. 
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1.2.2. Minor components 

All non-TAG components present in milk fat can be defined as minor components. The 

concentrations of these components are dependent on the definition of milk fat [2]. When 

milk fat refers to the apolar phase of milk, the concentration of the sterols and PLs will be 

higher than when milk fat is defined as, the industrial product, anhydrous milk fat (AMF). The 

latter is the fat phase gained from butter after several centrifugal separation steps. PLs and 

sterols which are mainly originally located at the milk fat globule membrane (MFGM) of milk 

can, though at lower concentrations, be found in AMF due to its incomplete exclusion as a 

result of their solubility in the TAG-mixture.  

In bovine milk, the PLs amount to about 1 wt% of the total milk lipids. The main PLs are 

phosphatidylcholine (25.4%), phosphatidylethanolamine (37.2%), phosphatidylserine (2.8%) 

and sphingomyelin (23.6%) [4, 13]. Their FA-composition differs from that of the TAGs in milk 

fat. More long-chain unsaturated FAs and no short-chain FAs are detected [14].  

FFAs, MAGs and DAGs are present because of the unfinished synthesis of TAGs or due to 

the action of lipases. An elevated FFA-content, in particular when the short-chain FFA-

content is increased, contributes to a rancid off-flavour of butter [15].  

Furthermore, the unsaponifiable fraction of milk fat includes sterols, tocopherols, 

hydrocarbons, carotenoids, aliphatic alcohols, squalene and fat soluble vitamins (A, D, E and 

K). Most of the sterols are cholesterol (>95%), although traces of lanosterol, 

dihydrolanosterol and β-sitosterol are also present [14].   

1.2.3. Factors governing the fat composition 

The chemical composition of milk fat is primarily influenced by the feed, the breed (genetics), 

the stage of lactation (physiological condition) and possible udder infections (mastitis) of the 

cow [16]. When all these factors are kept constant differences in milk fat composition 

between the different individuals can still be noticed [1]. In the dairy industry milk is pooled 

before further processing to limit variation in milk fat composition.  

The most important aspect causing the chemical FA-variability is the feed factor which can 

be easily illustrated by the differences observed between summer and winter milk fat [17].  

The switch from stall feed (silaged feed) in the winter to fresh grass during the summer 

months causes an increase in the amount of unsaturated FAs in milk fat and, hence, a 

change in physical properties of mainly the fat-rich dairy products, like butter. For instance, 

summer butter is softer than winter butter. Also trans FAs are strongly subjected to seasonal 

variation of the feeding [4]. Besides the seasonal variation in the feeding, many studies 

demonstrate intentional manipulations of the FA-composition by feeding the cow with 
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supplements of various fats and oils, as reviewed by Ashes et al. [18]. Next to the chemical 

composition of the supplements, its physical appearance may also contribute to a higher 

proportion of unmodified dietary FAs available for milk fat synthesis in the udder [19-21]. 

Dietary fats present in a specific matrix may escape biohydrogenation in the rumen of the 

cow. Moreover, several minor components, such as carotene and fat-soluble vitamins, are 

strongly affected by their content in the feed.  

The breed of the cow is mainly selected by man according to the intended use and the local 

conditions, such as climate, feed, terrain and customs resulting in variability in milk 

composition. Regarding the lactation period, the proportion of short-chain FAs is, for 

instance, low at the start and increases during the first weeks of the lactation period [4, 16].  

1.3. Fat crystallization  

Crystallization of milk fat is a complicated phenomenon given that it consists of a mixture of a 

very broad range of TAGs and small quantities of other components, as has been shown in 

Section 1.2. During processing and subsequent storage of dairy products, the shaped fat 

crystals create a fat crystal network which defines the characteristic physical and sensory 

properties of predominantly the fat-rich dairy products [1, 19]. For instance, in butter the fat 

crystal network properties determine greatly its consistency. It has to be high enough to 

withstand collapse under its own weight and low enough to have a spreadable butter and to 

avoid a waxy mouth feel. Furthermore, the fat crystal network in butter holds the liquid oil in 

the matrix, preventing oiling-off, and provides stability to the water droplets against 

coalescence. When milk fat is dispersed in fat globules, a space-spanning network is formed 

inside the fat globule which is of importance for its stability towards partial coalescence and, 

hence, for the manufacturing of butter, whipped cream and ice cream. Partial coalescence is 

extensively addressed in Chapter 5. 

The general processes involved in the development of a fat crystal network are schematically 

presented in Figure 1.1. TAGs may nucleate upon supercooling (cooled below their melting 

point) and, subsequently, primary crystals grow and develop a specific morphology and size. 

Upon further processing, when a certain solid fraction is reached, fat crystals may start to 

aggregate due to van der Waals attractions [20, 21]. This aggregation process proceeds until 

a continuous three dimensional network is formed. Note that in fats, once nucleation is 

achieved, these events are usually not chronological [22, 23]. Nucleation and crystal growth 

may still go on and new crystal aggregates will be shaped which tend to fill the pores in the 

existing network. Moreover, parts of the crystallizing molecules are deposited onto the 

existing crystals and can cause sintering, i.e. the formation of solid bridges between of the 

aggregated crystals and aggregates [1]. Eventually, a firm network may be formed with small 
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pores. Upon storage the fat crystal network properties can be largely affected due 

recrystallization [20]. 

In this section some general concepts of bulk fat primary crystallization and its controlling 

factors are first introduced. Secondly, the differences in crystallization behavior between bulk 

and emulsified fat are touched. Thirdly, the potentials of small-molecule surfactants as crystal 

structure modifiers are discussed and, finally, recent researches on milk fat crystallization in 

bulk and cream systems are briefly summarized.  

 

 

Figure 1.1 Schematic presentation of the processes i nvolved in fat crystallization [20]. 
 

1.3.1. General principles of primary crystallizatio n 

Primary crystallization includes the generation of sufficient thermodynamic driving force, the 

nucleation and the crystal growth. Furthermore, the TAGs may crystallize in different 

polymorphic forms and compound crystals may be created during primary crystallization.  

This section introduces some general principles and vocabulary and includes a brief 

discussion about process parameters controlling the rate of the various involved 

crystallization processes. More information on the fundamental thermodynamical aspects of 

lipid crystallization can be found in elaborated high-quality reviews by Boistelle [24], Garside 

[25], Aquilano and Sgualdino [26], Sato [27], Himawan et al. [28] and Marangoni [29].  
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1.3.1.1. Thermodynamic driving force  

For all crystallization processes, the driving force is the difference in chemical potential ∆µ 

(J.mol-1) (or partial molar Gibbs free energy) between the liquid and the solid phase. In lipids, 

the crystallization can be considered as from solution. The lower melting TAGs, thereby, act 

as a solvent for the higher melting ones, the solutes. Hence, crystallization can be achieved 

when the system is supersaturated: the concentration of the solute C exceeds the saturation 

concentration Cs. At a given temperature (T) the difference in chemical potential can be 

written as:  

 ∆µ � ��� ln �
��

 (1.1) 

 

with Rg the universal gas constant (8.314 J.K-1.mol-1) and T the absolute temperature (K).  

In addition, fat crystallization can also be considered from the melt. In the molten state above 

the melting temperature of the highest melting TAGs, the interaction between individual 

TAGs is too low to counteract the thermal Brownian motion. However, upon cooling the 

thermal motion is decreased and the interaction between the TAGs, i.e. van der Waals 

forces, may exceed the kinetic energy of the TAGs. The thermodynamic driving force for 

nucleation from the melt is, therefore, proportional to the temperature difference between the 

actual temperature and the melting temperature (Tm). This temperature difference is called 

supercooling and, occasionally, undercooling. The difference in chemical potential (∆µ) can 

be written as:  

  ∆µ � ∆��
�� � �

��
 (1.2) 

with ∆Hm the melting enthalpy. 

1.3.1.2. Nucleation  

When the driving force is large enough, nucleation may occur via bimolecular interactions 

which lead to the formation of ordered domains [21]. Three types can be distinguished: 

primary nucleation either homogeneous or heterogeneous and secondary nucleation.  

TAGs are flexible molecules that have to assume a specific conformation to be stable in a 

nucleus. This is a relatively slow process giving rise to the existence of a metastable region 

[29]. Figure 1.2 presents the thermodynamical limits at which each type of nucleation will 

occur with respect to the solubility curve.  
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to imagine a catalyzing effect of the already present fat crystals to create new nuclei. This 
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from the surface facilitating the new cr
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fragments of growing crystals that are washed off by flow along the crystals and act as 

nuclei. Contact secondary nucleation results from the collision of crystals, crystallizer walls, 

impellers, etc.  

1.3.1.3. Crystal growth  

Fat crystal growth involves both the diffusion of TAGs from the bulk solution across a 

boundary layer and the incorporation of TAGs into the crystal lattice of an existing nucleus or 

crystal [29]. However, TAGs can also become detached. The growth rate is therefore 

determined by the resultant of attachment and detachment of TAGs to the crystal surface 

[33]. 

The shape of the crystal surface plays a critical role in the crystal growth rate [24, 28]. 

Generally, three distinct surfaces in order of growth rate are described: flat, corrugated and 

kinked surfaces. However, in the last decades, growth rate is mainly described based on two 

types of surfaces: smooth and rough surfaces [23, 28]. Smooth surfaces are characterized 

by an atomically immediate change in the degree of crystalline order across the solid-liquid 

boundary, while rough surfaces are structurally diffuse, with the crystalline degree varying 

continuously over the scale of a few atomic planes across the solid-liquid boundary. The 

growth rate at the rough surface is faster because the attachment involves contact with more 

molecules than in smooth surfaces which involves contact with only one molecule. The more 

contact sites, the higher the ’sticking probability’. Crystal growth at a smooth surface occurs 

via a 2D-nucleation mechanism [33].  

Next to the internal factors of the crystals (structure, bonds and defects) also external factors 

such as viscosity, temperature and composition of the liquid phase play a role [24, 26]. The 

composition and the temperature determine the supersaturation and/or supercooling of the 

TAGs and, thus, the difference in chemical potential between the crystal and the solution or 

the melt which is positively related with the crystal growth rate [33]. An increased viscosity 

(i.e. decreasing temperature) can decrease the transport of TAGs to the crystal surface and 

the crystal growth rate will, thus, be diffusion limited. Diffusion limited crystal growth rate can 

be easily shown by stirring the fat system. If the growth rate is then enhanced, it is diffusion 

limited in quiescent conditions. In addition, higher viscosity implies the slower dissipation of 

the crystallization heat away from the growing crystal [29]. Viscosity is, hence, inversely 

related to the crystal growth rate. 

Crystal growth rate is usually a very slow process in natural fats [33]. For each large and 

flexible TAG-molecule it takes a long time before the right position and conformation are 

obtained to fit into the crystal lattice of a growing crystal. Moreover, fat is a multicomponent 
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system in which several TAGs may be supersaturated and go in competition with the same 

nucleating site [29].  

Compared to nucleation, the driving force required for crystal growth is lower than for 

nucleation [29]. Therefore, at higher supersaturation or supercooling, nucleation will 

dominate resulting in a large number of nuclei and, hence, crystals [34].  

1.3.1.4. Polymorphism  

Polymorphism is the phenomenon whereby the molecules with the same chemical 

composition can crystallize in different unit cell structures. Upon melting the same identical 

liquid phases are obtained. However, the different polymorphic modifications have different 

physical properties such as melting point, density, melting/crystallization heat,… 

A. Polymorphism based on subcell packing 

Larsson [35] classified the basic polymorphs of TAGs into three different types according to 

their hydrocarbon subcell packing: α, β’ and β. A subcell is the smallest unit of repetition 

along the FA-chain axis and their packing is characterized by their interchain distances. 

These distances or ‘short spacings’ are independent of the chain length of the TAGs and can 

be measured by wide-angle X-ray diffraction (8.5 < θ < 13°) [36-38]. Figure 1.3 shows a 

schematic representation of a cross-sectional view of the subcell of the three basic 

polymorphs. 

 

Figure 1.3 Cross-sectional view of the subcell pack ing of different polymorphs in which the lengths of  
short spacings are indicated [30]. 

 

Furthermore, the orientation and degree of freedom of the FA-chains differ between the three 

basic polymorphs. In the crystal lattice of an α-polymorph the hydrocarbon chains are 

positioned perpendicular to the methyl end group plane and are assumed to oscillate and 

rotate with a high degree of molecular freedom while in the β’- and β-crystals they are tilted 
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with respect to the methyl end group plane (angle between 50-70°) and exhibit less 

oscillatory freedom. In the β’-polymorph the hydrocarbon chain of the adjacent zigzag FA-

chains are in different planes whereas in the β-polymorph all zigzag FA-chains are positioned 

in the same plane.  

The three different basic polymorphs differ in stability, melting point, melting enthalpy and 

density. As a direct result of the more rigid packing, the β-polymorph has the lowest Gibbs 

free energy and is, thus, the most stable one and shows the highest melting point, melting 

enthalpy and density. The α-polymorph has the highest Gibbs free energy and is, hence, the 

least stable polymorph and reveals the lowest melting point, melting enthalpy and density. 

The β’-polymorph shows intermediate behavior [31]. Table 1.2 summarizes the subcell 

packing, the main short spacings and physical properties like melting point and enthalpy of 

fusion of the three basic polymorphs of tristearin. 

 

Table 1.2 Some properties of the three basic polymor phic forms in tristearin, adapted from [1, 33]. 
Properties  Polymorphic form  
 α β’ β 
Subcell packing Hexagonal Orthorhombic Triclinic 
Main short spacing(s) (Å) 4.15 3.8 and 4.2 4.6 
Melting point (°C) 55 63 73 
Enthalpy of fusion (kJ.mol-1) 110 150 546 

 

 

B. Polymorphism based on longitudinal stacking 

TAG-crystals are made by the stacking of TAG-layers. The thickness of one crystal layer 

strongly depends on the number of FA-sublayers. There can be 2 (2L) or 3 (3L) sublayers 

which correspond with a layer thickness or ‘long spacing’ of 40-50 Å and 55-75 Å, 

respectively, as shown in Figure 1.4. Long spacings can be measured by small-angle X-ray 

diffraction (0° < θ < 5°). Roughly, 2L-structures are generated mostly  by long-chain, high-

melting, trisaturated TAGs or TAGs with a very similar FA-moiety, whereas 3L-forms are 

usually related to low-melting, long-chain monounsaturated and/or mixed long- and short-

chain TAGs because of chain sorting. The differing chains may segregate into a specific 

layer [27, 28, 39]. Moreover, the layer thickness in TAG-crystals depends on the chain length 

and the degree of saturation of the FA-chains and the angle of tilt of the TAG-molecules with 

respect to the methyl end group plane. 
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Figure 1.4 Double (2L) (at the left side) and tripl e chair (3L) (at the right side) arrangement of TAG s in the 
β-polymorph with L the layer thickness (or long spac ings) and δ the angle of tilt [31].  

 

 

C. Polymorphic evolutions 

The polymorphs in natural fat are monotropic modifications [40]. Regardless of the 

conditions, the β-polymorph is more stable than the other basic polymorphs and 

transformations will only take place in the direction of the more stable form.  

When TAGs are cooled to a temperature at which several polymorphs may exist, the 

crystallization will start in the least stable polymorph [41]. For instance, below the melting 

point of the α-polymorph, the crystallization will start in the α-polymorph although the 

supercooling to create the β and β’-crystals is higher because of their higher melting point. 

The more rapid formation of the least stable polymorph is caused by the differences in 

activation energy between the different polymorphs. The α-polymorph has a lower activation 

energy. Due to the high flexibility and loose packing of the FAs in the α-crystal the thermal 

activation processes involved in the rearrangement are minimized. The more stable 

polymorphic modifications have a more rigid packing [42]. Hence, these forms show higher 

activation energies and more difficulties to nucleate. Upon storage or heating the more stable 

forms may arise by means of a polymorphic transition, as shown in Figure 1.5. Note that 

these transformations can occur within the solid phase or by melting and recrystallization. 

At proper conditions, all three basic polymorphs can be crystallized directly from the melt. 

However, at temperatures just below the melting points of the stable crystals, they do not 

readily form. The crystallization is delayed (increased induction time) because there is more 

time required to organize the molecules in the more rigid packing.  
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Compound crystals  

Compound (or mixed) crystals contain two or more different TAG-molecules that are not 
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that the total supersaturation of molecules that can form a 
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therefore, hardly disturb the α-crystal packing. In the β

the compound crystal formation is restricted to 

due to their denser crystal packing [33, 44].   

The compound crystal formation depends greatly on the degree of supercooling. At a greater 

degree of supercooling more low-melting TAGs can be incorporated in the crystal lattice of 
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The compound crystal formation depends greatly on the degree of supercooling. At a greater 

melting TAGs can be incorporated in the crystal lattice of 

may result in [1, 33]:  

Higher solid fat content. Even cooling to a lower temperature before bringing to the 

final temperature gives higher solid fat contents than direct cooling to the latter. 
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1.3.1.6. Factors affecting primary crystallization  

In a bulk fat system, without changing its composition, the fat crystallization mechanism and 

kinetics will mainly be defined by the applied time-temperature (t,T) program, including the 

actual temperature, cooling rate and storage time, and whether or not agitation is carried out.  

Form equation 1.1 and 1.2, it can be deduced that the actual temperature stipulates the 

degree of supersaturation and supercooling. As a consequence, the lower the temperature, 

the higher the driving force for nucleation to take place. Compared to nucleation, the driving 

force required for crystal growth is lower than for nucleation. Therefore, at higher 

supersaturation or supercooling, nucleation will dominate resulting in a large number of 

nuclei and, hence, smaller crystals. At lower supercooling or supersaturation crystal growth is 

favored resulting in fewer large crystals [34]. In addition, since natural fats are 

multicomponent TAG-systems, more TAGs will be supersaturated or supercooled with 

decreasing temperature [33]. This implies above all an increased solid fat fraction but also an 

increased compound crystal formation.   

At a fast cooling rate, nucleation is forced to take place in a short timescale [19]. Hence, 

nucleation only happens at severe decreased induction times (i.e. increased nucleation rate) 

and, thus, at higher supercooling. Consequently, the right TAG-conformation is more readily 

attained and compound crystals are favored. The latter involves an increased solid fat 

content as has been shown by Herrera and Hartel [34]. Furthermore, the cooling rate also 

sets the polymorphic modification of the shaped TAG-crystal. If the time spent between the 

clear/melting points of the stable and the metastable polymorph is shorter than the induction 

time of the stable polymorph, the TAG-crystals will solidify below the clear point of the 

metastable polymorph in this less stable conformation [41]. The latter has a lower induction 

time because of its lower activation energy, although it has a lower degree of supercooling 

[42]. As a result, at a high cooling rate crystallization starts at severe supercooling resulting 

in a large number of small compound crystals in a metastable polymorphic modification. The 

reverse is true for low cooling rates.  

Upon storage, as shown in Figure 1.1, aggregation of fat crystals and sintering between 

crystals and aggregates takes place. Moreover, recrystallization involving Ostwald ripening, 

changes in polymorphism, composition and morphology of the crystals may occur [20]. 

Recrystallization is in particular pronounced when compound crystals are shaped. 

For given t,T-conditions, the mass transfer and heat transfer will be highly dependent on 

whether or not mechanical agitation is applied. If agitation is applied the primary 

crystallization is mainly accelerated and the crystal sizes and the final fat crystal network 

properties may be affected [45-49]. At low shear rates agglomeration can take place whereas 
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at higher shear rates smaller crystals may be formed. Smaller crystals are formed due to an 

enhanced nucleation and/or breakdown of the crystals and their aggregates by the impeller 

[20]. In addition, crystals may also show orientation at severe agitation conditions [45]. 

1.3.2. Bulk versus emulsified fat 

In oil-in-water emulsions the fat is subdivided into numerous small particles. As a result, new 

phenomena arise, causing the fat crystallization to be more complex than in bulk fat systems. 

In particular the nucleation mechanism may strongly deviate. Regarding heterogeneous 

nucleation, three types can be distinguished (Figure 1.6) [50]:  

- Volume heterogeneous nucleation : In bulk fat systems heterogeneous nucleation is 

common due to the presence of guest molecules or foreign surfaces (Section 1.3.1.2). 

During emulsification these catalytic impurities are, like the fat, partitioned [33, 51, 52]. The 

number of impurities per droplet may thereby vary between many per droplet to 

approximately zero depending on particle size. Consequently, an increased supercooling is 

generally observed and the kinetics will initially be proportional to the volume of the droplets, 

and, thus, to its cube diameter [52]. Note that when the number of droplets exceed the 

number of impurities or when the bulk mass is impurity free, the fat crystallizes by a 

homogeneous nucleation mechanism [51, 53, 54].  

 

- Interfacial heterogeneous nucleation : In emulsions an enormous interfacial area is 

created which can serve as nucleating sites if the hydrophobic portion of the surface-active 

components have a similar molecular structure as the crystallizing components [53, 55]. 

Hence, the nucleation rate is proportional to the interfacial area of the droplets and, thus, to 

its square diameter [51, 52].  

 

- Interdroplet heterogeneous nucleation : Droplets rapidly move because of 

Brownian diffusion and, thereby, frequently collide. If a crystallized globule collides with a 

supercooled (liquid) droplet, nucleation may be induced in the latter, provided that the crystal 

phase of the solid droplet comes into contact with the supercooled liquid [33, 52, 56-58]. 

Note that this is a secondary nucleation process since it happens only if primary, either 

homogeneous or heterogeneous, has taken place [52]. 

As in bulk fat systems, the nucleation type and rate in emulsions will be affected by the entire 

T-history program and flow conditions. In addition, in emulsions the droplet/particle size 

distribution will also have a pronounced effect [54, 59]. The above-mentioned effects of 

dispersing the oil into droplets on nucleation will have an influence on the crystal growth and 

polymorphic evolutions during subsequent crystallization and, consequently, on the final 
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Figure 1.6 Schematic presentation of the different heterogeneou s nucleation mechanisms in oil
emulsions: (A) Volume heterogeneous nucleation, (B) interfacial heterogeneous nucleation and (C) 

interdroplet heterogeneous nucleation.
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amount, size, morphology and composition of the fat crystals and its network in the fat 

Schematic presentation of the different heterogeneou s nucleation mechanisms in oil
emulsions: (A) Volume heterogeneous nucleation, (B) interfacial heterogeneous nucleation and (C) 

interdroplet heterogeneous nucleation.  

ce between fat in bulk and in an emulsion is 

transported to or from the globules by the aqueous phase. Because of the very small oil 

compartments, temperature changes happen in a few seconds throughout the whole volume 

of the droplet. When oil is cooled in a bulk system, the temperature g

pronounced. At the lower temperatures (i.e. near the cooling medium) crystals 

er which prevents a rapid heat transfer in the highly viscous mass. 

Hence, an uneven distribution of the t,T-history in bulk occurs which can cause problems 

with the interpretation of experimental research results. The latter should be taken into 

account when drawing conclusions for emulsified system from bulk crystallization studies. 

Moreover, the very short timescale of the various stages that can be realized in emulsions 

allows studying the crystallization at constant temperature. 

An excellent review of studies on fat crystallization in emulsions is provided by 

and the fundamentals of the primary crystallization are clearly summarized 
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Schematic presentation of the different heterogeneou s nucleation mechanisms in oil -in-water 
emulsions: (A) Volume heterogeneous nucleation, (B) interfacial heterogeneous nucleation and (C) 

ce between fat in bulk and in an emulsion is that the heat is 

transported to or from the globules by the aqueous phase. Because of the very small oil 

compartments, temperature changes happen in a few seconds throughout the whole volume 

of the droplet. When oil is cooled in a bulk system, the temperature gradient is more 

pronounced. At the lower temperatures (i.e. near the cooling medium) crystals may rapidly 

rapid heat transfer in the highly viscous mass. 
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with the interpretation of experimental research results. The latter should be taken into 

for emulsified system from bulk crystallization studies. 

ious stages that can be realized in emulsions 

lization in emulsions is provided by Coupland [51] 

and the fundamentals of the primary crystallization are clearly summarized by Povey [52]. 
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1.3.3. Effect of small-molecule surfactants  

Apart from the TAG-composition, the physical properties of fats can be influenced by minor 

components such as small-molecule surfactants or emulsifiers which are present by nature 

or added on purpose. Small-molecule surfactants are amphiphilic molecules containing a 

hydrophobic and a hydrophilic moiety. The hydrophobic moiety, mostly composed of FAs, 

attracts the TAGs in the fat system depending on the chain length and the degree of 

saturation homogeneity between them. The hydrophilic moiety performs rather a repulsive 

power. Depending on the miscibility of the surfactant and the fat, the surfactant can either 

retard or accelerate the nucleation, crystal growth and/or polymorphic transition [43]. The 

surfactant may act as impurities and, thereby, perform a catalytic action resulting in an 

acceleration of the heterogeneous nucleation. The rate of crystal growth alters as a result of 

adsorption of the surfactant on the fat crystal surface or inclusion in the fat crystal lattice. 

Considering the interaction of surfactants with the polymorphic transition, surfactants were 

initially used to retard polymorphic transitions. However, studies with tristearin later showed 

that surfactants can accelerate the polymorphic transition as well [60]. Distinction is made 

between liquid and solid surfactants. The liquid surfactants accelerated the polymorphic 

transition in a tristearin system. They provide a higher mobility in the tristearin crystals thus 

promoting the polymorphic transition. Solid surfactants exhibit an ambiguous effect; they can 

both retard or accelerate polymorphic transitions. The different effects are attributed to the 

capacity of surfactants to create hydrogen bonds between the hydroxyl group of the 

hydrophilic head of the surfactant and the carbonyl group of the neighboring TAGs. 

Surfactants that are capable to form hydrogen bonds retard and the others accelerate the 

polymorphic transition due to the increasing mobility of the TAGs caused by the absent FAs 

in some surfactants compared with TAGs [60]. 

Table 1.3 gives an overview of studies that handle the effects of various food grade small-

molecule surfactants on the different levels of primary fat crystallization in bulk systems. The 

type of fat considered and whether the rate of nucleation, of crystal growth and/or of the 

polymorphic transition is investigated are also indicated in the table. Despite the numerous 

studies in bulk fat systems, it was not possible to report a straightforward accelerating or 

retarding influence on the primary crystallization kinetics. The rate of nucleation, crystal 

growth and polymorphic transition is greatly defined by (1) the chain length and degree of 

saturation of FAs in both the surfactant and the crystallizing TAG-system, (2) the number of 

FAs present in the surfactants, (3) the type of hydrophilic moiety, (4) the concentration of the 

surfactants and (5) the applied t,T-program. As a result of the influence of small-molecule 

surfactants on the primary crystallization kinetics, the surfactants may also show a change in 
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amount, shape (morphology) and size of the crystals and its fat crystal network properties 

(including sintering) [61-72].  

 

Table 1.3 Overview of studies on the effect of smal l-molecule surfactants on the rate of nucleation, o f 
crystal growth and/or of polymorphic transition in different bulk fat systems.  

Type of surfactant Type of 
fat1 Nucleation 2 Crystal 

growth 2 
Polymorphic 
transitions 2 Ref. 

Phospholipids HSFO X - - [73] 

PO XX X - [61, 73] 

CNO X - - [73] 

CB X X X [74-76] 

MF-CB  X X X [77] 

MF X X - [78-80] 

Sucrose esters HMF-SFO X X X [63, 64, 81] 

SSS - - X [82] 

HSFO X - X [83] 

PKO X X - [84] 

 PO X - - [85] 

Polyglycerol ester PO X X X [67] 

HMF-SFO X - X [63] 

Polyglycerol polyricinoleate HCSO - - X [86] 

Sorbitan polyesters PO - - X [87] 

RSO - - X [88] 

CB X - X [68, 89, 90] 

SSS - - X [82, 91, 92] 

RSO - - X [93] 

Monoacylglycerols PO X X X [71, 94-96] 

HSFO X - - [94, 95] 

CNO X - - [94, 95] 

MF X X - [97] 

LLL - X - [69, 70] 

Diacylglycerols PO X X  [98, 99] 

POl X X - [30, 100] 

MF X X - [97, 101] 

LLL - X - [69, 70] 

SSS - - X [92] 

HRSO - - X [102] 

CB - - X [103] 

other acylglycerols SSS - - X [91] 
1 HSFO = Hydrogenated sunflower oil; PO = Palm oil; CNO = Coconut oil; CB = Cocoa butter; MF-CB = Blend of 
milk fat and cocoa butter; MF = Milk fat; HMF-SFO = Blend of high-melting milk fat and sunflower oil; HCSO = 
Hydrogenated cottonseed oil; SSS = tristearin; RSO = Rapeseed oil; LLL = Trilaurin; POl = Palm olein. 
2 ‘X’ indicates that this effect is discussed while ‘-‘ indicates that the effect is not considered.  
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The number of studies on the effect of surfactants on emulsified TAG-crystallization is quite 

limited. However, recently the group of Sato studied extensively the effect of hydrophobic 

sucrose and polyglycerol esters in oil-in-water emulsions in which the oil phase is composed 

of palm oil [85], a palm mid fraction [104-107], palm stearin [108] or palm kernel oil [84, 104]. 

Generally, it was observed that the nucleation is mainly accelerated in the presence of these 

surfactants. Moreover, crystallization of palm kernel oil is initiated in a more stable polymorph 

in the presence of sucrose esters [84]. The effect on the nucleation rate of both the sucrose 

and the polyglycerol esters increases with the chain length of the saturated FAs and with the 

degree of FA interesterification on the hydrophilic moiety of the surfactants. Furthermore, it is 

postulated that the higher nucleation rate is attributed to interfacial heterogeneous nucleation 

rather than to volume heterogeneous nucleation. For hydrophobic sucrose esters in a palm 

mid fraction oil-in-water emulsion, interfacial heterogeneous nucleation was demonstrated by 

using a microbeam small-angle X-ray diffraction technique [109]. The lamellar planes of the 

fat crystals are found to be parallel oriented to the oil-water interface in the presence of the 

sucrose esters while otherwise a rather random orientation is observed. Sucrose esters 

oriented the FA-chains of the TAG-molecules by hydrophobic interactions causing interfacial 

heterogeneous nucleation.  

1.3.4. Recent research on milk fat crystallization  

During the last decade the group of Ollivon has put considerable efforts into investigating the 

crystallization behavior of milk fat in bulk (AMF) [39, 110-114] and natural cream [59, 111, 

115-117]. In their research, they focus mainly on elucidating the thermal and structural 

behavior of milk fat crystals in terms of polymorphism (sub-α, α, β’ and β) and longitudinal 

stacking (2L and 3L) by coupling simultaneously differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) recordings in both isothermal and non-isothermal conditions. 

Contradictory to the complex TAG-composition of milk fat only a few crystalline structures are 

formed in both bulk fat and cream systems. Whatever the cooling rate mainly α and β’-

crystals are formed which are longitudinally packed in 2L- and/or 3L-stackings. Traces of the 

β-polymorph are only found in bulk fat systems at low cooling rates and at isothermal 

conditioning at 4°C after quench cooling. This clea rly shows that mixed crystals in milk fat are 

omnipresent. The structural compatibility, required for the formation of compound crystals, 

within the heterogeneous group of TAGs in milk fat can be explained by the specific 

positional distribution of the FAs on the glycerol backbone in milk fat [118].  

The main differences observed between natural cream and bulk milk fat systems are the 

favored formation of unstable crystals and the delayed transition to more stable species, 

which appear in particular at low cooling rates (< 0,15°C.min -1) [113, 115]. Bulk milk fat 

nucleates as β’2L-crystals whereas milk fat in cream nucleates in a α3L-polymorph at higher 
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supercooling then in bulk milk fat. The cooling was not slow enough to allow stable varieties 

to be formed in cream due to the lack of nucleation centers in most of the globules. 

Moreover, by thoroughly investigating the X-ray diffraction peaks the group of Ollivon 

postulated that in fat globules the crystals are more disordered and/or are smaller. This was 

attributed to the higher supercooling required to induce nucleation and the crystal packing 

constraints because of the presence a curved interface. This packing constraint is positively 

related to the curvature of the droplets and, hence, increases with decreasing particle sizes 

[59]. Furthermore, the structural evolutions in natural cream were recorded for both the small 

globules (1-3 µm) and the large fat globules (> 5 µm) separately [116]. Similar crystalline 

forms appeared but at different degrees of supercooling. In addition, the long spacings 

slightly varied depending on the globules size which was mainly explained by the differences 

in FA-composition between the individual milk fat globules [119].  

Some recent studies dealing with the effect of small-molecule surfactants on bulk milk fat 

crystallization can be found, as is indicated in Table 1.3. Foubert et al. [97] investigated the 

temperature and concentration dependent effect of MAGs of oleic and stearic acid on milk fat 

crystallization. MAGs of stearic acid interact with the nucleation and crystal growth rate 

dependent on the degree of supersaturation, which is determined both by temperature and 

concentration. For MAGs of oleic acid a more straightforward relation was detected: the 

crystal growth rate is enhanced while the induction time is less affected. In contrast to MAGs, 

adding PLs and DAGs unambiguously retard nucleation and crystal growth of milk fat [78-80, 

97]. Regarding the effect of small-molecule surfactants on the milk fat crystallization in cream 

are the available studies rather scarce. In recombined dairy cream, Miura [120] investigated 

the effect of bovine and soybean PLs on the milk fat crystallization and concluded that 

soybean PLs decreased the crystallization temperature during cooling and consequently 

lowered the solid fat content compared to recombined creams containing bovine PLs.  

Besides the above-mentioned researches, other recent studies deal primarily with bulk milk 

fat and focus on investigating milk fat crystallization upon shearing [45], on the crystallization 

of milk fat fractions [39, 114, 121] and on the milk fat network formation [122-124]. However, 

these topics are beyond the scope of this manuscript. 
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2. DESCRIPTION OF MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

In this chapter the materials and basic principles of the methods used in Chapter 3 and 4 are 

discussed. Moreover, the chemical characterization of the applied materials is included in 

this chapter.  

2.1. Materials  

2.1.1. Natural cream 

The commercially available natural cream (NC) (Debic, FrieslandCampina Professionals, 

Lummen, Belgium) was produced via industrial skimming of fresh raw milk. The fat content 

amounts to 35 wt% and the cream was UHT-treated to prolong the microbiological shelf life 

and carrageenan (0.01 wt%) (Lactarin®, FMC biopolymers, Brussels, Belgium) was added to 

lengthen the physical stability. The milk fat from NC (MF-NC) was isolated by successive 

churning of the cream, melting and centrifugation of the obtained butter and separation and 

drying of the milk fat. The fatty acid (FA) profile of MF-NC obtained was characterized by 

using the AOCS Official Method Ce 1b-89. The GC-analyses were carried out on an 

Interscience Thermofocus GC with RTX-2330 column (cyanopropyl polysiloxane, 60 m 

length, 0.25 mm internal diameter, 0.2 µm layer thickness). The FA-analyses were performed 

in triplicate (Table 2.1).  

Table 2.1 FA-profile in wt% of milk fat extracted f rom natural cream (MF-NC) and milk fat used for 
recombined cream (MF-RC).  

FA (%) MF-NC MF-RC 

C4:0 3,14 ± 0,03 3,41 ± 0,04 
C6:0 1,76 ± 0,01 1,87 ± 0,04 
C8:0 1,59 ± 0,01 1,59 ± 0,03 
C10:0 3,92 ± 0,02 3,67 ± 0,01 
C12:0 5,11 ± 0,07 4,77 ± 0,04 
C14:0 13,86 ± 0,00 13,38 ± 0,08 
C14:1 1,69 ± 0,04 1,72 ± 0,01 
C15:0 1,57 ± 0,31 1,29 ± 0,00 
C16:0 33,86 ± 0,02 31,24 ± 0,29 
C16:1 2,29 ± 0,03 2,51 ± 0,01 
C17:0 0,77 ± 0,02 0,40 ± 0,05 
C17:1 0,29 ± 0,00 0,31 ± 0,01 
C18:0 8,58 ± 0,01 8,82 ± 0,06 
C18:1t 0,95 ± 0,01 1,56 ± 0,11 
C18:1c 17,42 ± 0,02 19,42 ± 0,23 
C18:2 1,04 ± 0,01 1,05 ± 0,03 
C20:0 0,08 ± 0,00 0,07 ± 0,00 
C18:3 0,37 ± 0,01 0,43 ± 0,00 
C20:1 0,26 ± 0,02 0,53 ± 0,02 
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2.1.2. Recombined cream 

Recombined creams (RCs) with and without monoacylglycerols (MAGs) were made by 

recombining anhydrous milk fat (AMF) (FrieslandCampina cheese & butter, Noordwijk, The 

Netherlands), sweet cream butter milk powder (SCBMP) (FrieslandCampina, The 

Netherlands), carrageenan (Lactarin®, FMC Biopolymers) and potable water. 

2.1.2.1. Chemical characterization of ingredients  

A. Anhydrous milk fat 

The FA-profile of AMF used for the manufacturing of RCs (MF-RC) (Table 2.1) is somewhat 

different from MF-NC. MF-RC contained an increased amount of unsaturated FAs at the 

expense of saturated FAs compared to MF-NC.  

B. Sweet cream buttermilk powder  

By using SCBMP all the components of the milk serum and the milk fat globule membrane of 

NC, including milk phospholipids, were incorporated in the RCs. The powder is made by 

drying a mixture of skimmed milk (70 wt%) and buttermilk (30 wt%) and contains lactose 

(45.5 wt%), proteins (33.1 wt%), fat (10.4 wt%) including polar lipids (3.4 wt%) and ash (7.7 

wt%).  

C. Monoacylglycerols 

Three types of distilled MAGs were selected in which the main FA-component (>75 wt%) 

differs in chain length and/or saturation degree: monoacylglycerols rich in oleic (MAG-O) 

(Palsgaard, Juelsminde, Denmark), lauric (MAG-L) (Palsgaard) and stearic acid (MAG-S) 

(Puratos Group, Grootbijgaarden, Belgium). Table 2.2 gives the FA-profile determined by the 

method described in Section 2.1.1.  

 

Table 2.2 FA-profile in wt% of monoacylglycerols ri ch in oleic acid (MAG-O), lauric acid (MAG-L) and 
stearic acid (MAG-S). 

FA (%) MAG-O MAG-L    MAG-S 

C10:0  -  0,18 ± 0,00  -  
C12:0  -  99,30 ± 0,04 0,15 ± 0,01 
C14:0 0,07 ± 0,00 0,45 ± 0,03 0,36 ± 0,02 
C16:0 4,92 ± 0,04  -  19,00 ± 0,19 
C18:0 3,28 ± 0,03  -  78,89 ± 0,31 
C18:1 82,08 ± 0,06  -  0,56 ± 0,07 
C18:2 8,25 ± 0,01  -  0,10 ± 0,03 
C18:3 0,46 ± 0,00  -   -  
C20:0   -   -  0,48 ± 0,01 
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2.1.2.2. Production on pilot plant  

SCBMP (7,2 wt%) and carrageenan (0,01 wt%) were dispersed in water and preheated to 

50°C and the MF-RC (35 wt%) was melted and preheate d to 50°C. Subsequently, the pre-

emulsion was prepared by thoroughly mixing of the aqueous phase and fat phase with an 

ultra turrax (10000 rpm) for 10 min at 50°C. The pr e-emulsion was then transferred to a 

continuous pilot installation (APV plate heat exchangers) in which the cream was 

successively homogenized (0-10 bar at 75°C), UHT-tr eated (6 s at 140°C), rapidly cooled 

(until 5°C) and aseptically packaged in HDPE-bottle s of 1L. RCs with MAGs were prepared 

with the same procedure and the concentrations used vary between 0.035 wt% and 0.5 wt% 

calculated on cream-basis.  

2.2. Methods  

2.2.1. Differential scanning calorimetry  

An indirect differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) method was applied to study the 

isothermal crystallization behavior of milk fat in bulk and in cream at 5°C. The 

direct/conventional DSC-method was not appropriate as a result of, first, milk fat 

crystallization during cooling and, second, the rather low resolution of the crystallization peak 

of milk fat in cream during the isothermal period. The low peak resolution in cream is partly 

caused by the decreased fat content in cream (35 wt%) compared to the bulk samples 

(dilution effect). Foubert et al. [125] described this indirect method, referred to as the stop-

and-return method, in great detail and Figure 2.1 gives a schematic representation of the t,T-

program. Distinct from the direct method is that the isothermal period in the indirect method 

is interrupted by applying a heating step. During heating, the crystals formed, both during the 

cooling and the considered isothermal period, completely melt. The melting heat calculated 

from the melting peak recorded by the DSC is thereby a measure for the amount of 

crystallization heat released during both the cooling and the considered isothermal period. By 

using this T-cycle for several defined isothermal periods, an isothermal crystallization profile 

can be constructed by plotting the calculated melting heats as a function of time. The 

prerequisite to use this indirect method for emulsions is that the emulsions remain stable 

during the repetitive T-cycling [125]. Destabilization can be tested by monitoring the variation 

of the crystallization temperature during the repetitive T-cycles. The crystallization 

temperature (Tcr) can be defined as the temperature at which the crystallization starts during 

cooling (the onset temperature of the crystallization). When destabilization occurs, the Tcr will 

increase due to an increased particle size, possibly because of partial coalescence. An 

unaffected crystallization temperature is, thus, required when applying the indirect DSC-

method for oil-in-water emulsions like cream.  
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The analyses were performed in triplicate with a TA Q1000 DSC (TA Instruments, New 

Castle, Delaware, USA). The DSC was calibrated with indium (TA Instruments), azobenzene 

Aldrich, Bornem, Belgium) and undecane (Acros Organics, Geel, Belgium) prior to 

analysis. Nitrogen was used to purge the system. Milk fat and cream samples (5

sealed in hermetic alodined aluminium pans (TA Instruments) and an empty pan was used 

t,T-program was as follows: (a) holding at 65°C for 10 min, (b) 

, (c) holding at 5°C for  x min (x may vary from 0 to 120 min) and 

until 65°C. This t,T-program or T-cycle is now repeated for several 

defined isothermal periods. The melting curves recorded were integrated using a horizontal 

r baseline with a fixed end point at 55°C. The obtained average melting heat 

the holding time at 5°C. The plotted Y- error bars represent the 

3). 

Schematic presentation of the t,T-program of the indirect DSC- method to study isothermal 
crystallization of cream at 5°C. 
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temperature for 10 minutes, cooling at 25 °C.min -1 to 5°C, holding at 5°C for 120 min and 

heating to 65°C at 5 °C.min -1. Scattering patterns were taken every 30 s from the start of the 

isothermal period. The known reflections of silverbehenate and silicon powder were 

respectively used to calibrate the SAXS- and WAXD-scattering angles, 2θ. In the case of 

SAXS, intensities are shown as a function of s, with s = 1/d = 2sinθ/λ and d the distance. All 

scattering patterns were corrected for the detector response and normalized to the intensity 

of the primary beam which is measured by an ionisation chamber placed after the sample. 

The 2D SAXS-powder patterns were radially averaged to yield 1D-patterns and, finally, a 

melt pattern was subtracted as a background. For WAXD, the intensities are plotted as a 

function of the short spacings d (Å).  

2.2.3. Static laser light scattering  

The size distribution of fat globules was determined using a Mastersizer S (Malvern 

Instruments, Malvern, U.K.) equipped with a 300RF lens. The refractive index values for milk 

fat and water were fixed at 1.4920 and 1.3300, respectively, whereas the imaginary refractive 

index of the dispersed phase was set at 0.01. Polydisperse analysis was selected. The 

creams were successively heated (50°C), diluted (1: 100) in a sodium dodecyl sulphate 

(SDS) solution (1 wt%) and then diluted (about 1:10000) with deionized water in the MSX-17 

(Malvern) sample unit at 20°C under moderate stirri ng and pumping conditions. The heating 

of the cream and the subsequent rapid measurement at room temperature was performed to 

avoid scattering of fat crystals present in the milk fat globules [126]. SDS was used since this 

anionic surfactant is known to deflocculate non-covalently bound aggregates of fat droplets 

[127-129] and to dissociate casein micelles [127]. It is important to heat before the dilution in 

SDS, since freshly created partially coalesced fat globules can be easily split due to the 

‘Lanza’ effect [130]. The volume-surface weighted or Sauter diameter D3,2 was used to 

characterize and compare the particle size of the creams. Particle size analyses were 

performed in triplicate.  

2.2.4. Nuclear magnetic resonance  

Solid fat content (SFC) was measured with a Maran Ultra 23 MHz pulsed-field gradient 

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) (Oxford Instruments, Abingdon, UK). For bulk milk fat, 

SFC was measured using the indirect SFC-method. In this method the SFC is calculated 

after determining the liquid FID-signals (free induction decay), at 70 µs, of milk fat (LMF) and 

rapeseed oil (Loil) per gram both at crystallization or holding temperature (T5°C ) and at a 

temperature above the final melting point of milk fat (i.e.. 45°C; T45°C ). The following equation 

was used to calculate the SFC at T5°C  of bulk milk fat (
CTMFS

°5, ):  
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The above-described SFC-method is inappropriate for cream samples since the aqueous 

phase of cream contributes to the FID-signal. Therefore, the measured liquid FID-signal (at 

70 µs) of cream (Lcr) per gram was corrected for the aqueous phase. This by measuring the 

liquid FID-signal of the aqueous phase (Laq) separately and subtracting it from the liquid FID-

signal of cream taking into account the mass fraction of the aqueous phase (xaq):  

 �’�� �  ��� – �� ��  (2.2) 

L’cr is the corrected FID-liquid signal per gram of cream. This correction was performed at 

both T5°C  and T45°C . For NC, the aqueous phase was obtained by churning the cream with a 

Hobart mixer and separating the buttermilk from the milk fat by using a Büchner funnel 

provided with a filter paper. The aqueous phase of RC was simulated by dispersing 11,1 wt% 

SCBMP in water. As a control for the corrections made for the aqueous phase, the following 

condition should be fulfilled:   

 ���,�!�°
 � �� �� ,�!�°
 " #1 � �� %���,�!�°
 (2.3) 

This was performed for every sample and no deviations were observed. Finally, the SFC of 

cream at T5°C  (
CTcrS

°5, ) is then calculated using the following equation:  
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This indirect NMR-method for cream was optimized in FrieslandCampina Corporate 

Research (Deventer, The Netherlands).  

The NMR-tubes were filled with ±0,5 mL sample and the mass was determined on an 

analytical balance (Sartorius CP225D, Germany). All samples were first placed in a water 

bath at 45°C. After 10 min the FID-signal was recor ded at 45°C. Subsequently, the samples 

were transferred in a bath at 5°C and the FID-signa l was recorded after holding the samples 

for 2h, 1 day and 3 and/or 5 days at 5°C. In order to avoid interruption of the isothermal 

period the NMR-probe was thermally controlled at 5°C. NMR-analyses were performed in 

triplicate and the plotted Y-error bars represent the standard deviations (with n=5).  
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2.2.5. Interfacial tension analyses 

To measure the oil-water interfacial tension (γOW) in a convenient way, the drop tensiometer 

(Tracker, IT concept, Longessaigne, France) was used. By means of an axisymmetric drop 

shape analysis, this instrument is able to study the γOW as a function of t and T. The T is 

controlled by means of an external water bath (Julabo, Seelbach, Germany) which manages 

the temperature of the cuvette in which the droplet is shaped.  

Two equations are used by the Tracker software to obtain the interfacial tension:  

1. The Laplace-Young equation: 

 ∆& � � ' 1
()

" 1
(*

+ (2.5) 

With ∆P the Laplace pressure, γ  the interfacial tension and r1 and r2 the radii of the 

curvature at a point on the interface 

2. Equation for hydrostatic equilibrium at a plane passing through a point at the 

interface: 

 2-�� sin 0 � 1#234 25%6 " -�²∆& (2.6) 

With g the gravitation constant, x the radius of the plane, V the volume beneath the 

plane and ρh and ρL the density of the heavy and the light phase, respectively.  

In order to not deviate too much from the RC-systems in this research, the similar 

concentrations of MAGs and SCBMP were used. The applied concentrations to prepare the 

aqueous and oil phase were therefore recalculated from emulsion-based concentrations to 

water-based and oil-based concentrations.  

The oil phase was purified sunflower oil. To remove the polar lipids, the sunflower oil was 

treated with silica. The γOW was measured of an aqueous droplet in a continuous oil phase. 

The reverse system was not applicable because the aqueous phase, containing SCBMP, 

was not translucent. The γOW measured for a water droplet in the purified oil is 29,5 ± 1,2 

mN.m-1 which corresponds well with values found in literature (28-30 mN.m-1).  

A droplet was shaped at T = 40°C. After conditioning for 10 min at 40°C a coo ling rate of ± 

0.3 °C.min -1 is applied and γOW  was measured every 10s. Measurements were performed in 

triplicate. In the graphs the average γOW  are plotted as a function of T and the error bars 

represent the standard deviations (n=3).  
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During the interfacial tension measurements the density of the different phases will vary as a 

function of T. Therefore, the density as a function of T of the different aqueous and oil 

phases was measured by using an Anton Paar density meter (Graz, Austria). After fitting a 

3rd order polynomial equation to the curve the different coefficients were programmed in the 

software of the IT concept Tracker drop tensiometer.  

2.2.6. Statistical analyses 

SPSS software (version 15, SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois, USA) was used for statistical 

comparison of the Tcr, D3,2 and SFCs. All the reported values are the average of at least three 

replicates. After checking the prerequisites, analyses of variance (one-way ANOVA) were 

carried out to determine significant differences between the results, followed by Tukey’s post 

hoc test for pairwise comparison. All tests were performed at a 95% significance level. 
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3. MILK FAT CRYSTALLIZATION IN BULK AND EMULSIFIED 

STATE: NATURAL AND RECOMBINED CREAM 

 

3.1. Introduction  

Milk fat crystallization determines to a large extent the physicochemical and sensory 

properties of a wide variety of fat-rich dairy products. In products like whipped cream, ice 

cream and traditional butter, cream is used as an essential ingredient. During processing of 

these products the milk fat crystallization occurs predominantly in cream and, thus, in the oil-

in-water emulsified state. Cream is first subjected to a specific time-temperature (t,T-) 

program to obtain partially crystallized fat globules and subsequently the cream is exposed to 

a severe mechanical agitation in which the fat globules destabilize through a mechanism 

known as partial coalescence for which fat crystals are indispensable. The generated 

partially coalesced fat globules give thereby the desired structure to the products. The extent 

and rate of partial coalescence defines largely the final macroscopic product properties 

(stability, firmness, creaminess, overrun, etc.) which are primarily governed by the T-history 

of the cream [130-134]. T-history, including both the applied t,T-program during processing 

and the storage conditions of the cream, defines mainly the milk fat crystallization 

mechanism and kinetics and, as a consequence, also the solid fat content, the amount, 

morphology, polymorphism, composition and size of the crystals and the final arrangement of 

the crystals in the fat globules. However, it need be remarked that partial coalescence is also 

affected by the flow conditions, particle size distribution and composition of the aqueous 

phase, the fat phase and the oil-water interfacial layer as will extensively be discussed in 

Chapter 5.  

Two main important aspects determine the complexity of investigating milk fat crystallization 

in cream: the composition of milk fat is significantly different from other fats in foods and the 

crystallization occurs in small droplets. Both these complicating factors are extensively 

discussed in Chapter 1.  

During the last decade, following the work of Walstra and van Beresteyn [54], the group of 

Ollivon has put considerable efforts into investigating the crystallization behavior of milk fat in 

bulk (anhydrous milk fat) [39, 110-114] and natural cream [59, 111, 115-117]. In their 

research, they focus mainly on elucidating the thermal and structural behavior of milk fat 

crystals in terms of polymorphism (sub-α, α, β’ and β) and longitudinal stacking (2L and 3L) 

by coupling simultaneously differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and X-ray diffraction 

(XRD) recordings in both isothermal and non-isothermal conditions. The main difference 
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observed during cooling is that in natural cream the formation of unstable crystals is favored 

because of the lack of catalytic impurities and that the transition to a more stable species is 

delayed, especially when slow cooling is applied (< 0,15 °C.min -1) [113, 115]. At higher 

cooling rates these differences are less pronounced. Moreover, independent of the t,T-

program the crystals in natural cream have compared to bulk milk fat crystals a smaller size 

and/or have a less organized structure [59, 111, 115].  

In practice, besides natural cream, derived from milk by means of centrifugation, often 

recombined cream is used. It is obtained by recombining milk products, mostly milk fat and a 

low-fat milk powder, with water. The benefits of using recombined cream are that the 

composition and formulation can easily be modified for product development goals and that 

the raw materials can easily be stored and transported to regions where fresh milk is not 

readily available and/or where suitable storage facilities are scarce. Nevertheless, the 

recombined dairy products like ice cream and whipped cream seem to have unfavorable 

divergent physicochemical and sensory properties as compared to products made from 

natural cream. This can probably be partly attributed to a variation in susceptibility to partial 

coalescence of the fat globules of natural and recombined cream during processing. The 

differences in composition of the interfacial layer [135] and/or fat crystallization behavior [54] 

between the two types of cream are potential explanations (see Chapter 5). Hence, 

understanding of the crystallization behavior of milk fat in natural cream and recombined 

cream is desirable.  

3.2. Research strategy  

This study applies a combination of advanced techniques (differential scanning calorimetry, 

time-resolved X-ray diffraction and nuclear magnetic resonance) allowing a thorough 

understanding of the effect of recombination on the isothermal crystallization mechanism and 

kinetics of milk fat. Therefore, a comparison is made between the milk fat crystallization in 

recombined cream, natural cream, the bulk milk fat used for the recombined cream and the 

bulk milk fat extracted from the natural cream. 

The fatty acid composition and, thus, also the triacylglycerol (TAG) composition of milk fat 

can vary depending on numerous factors such as feeding, climatic conditions, stage of 

lactation and breed of the cow (Section 1.2.3). These differences in chemical composition 

can have an important influence on the crystallization behavior of milk fat [136, 137]. In this 

contribution, the effect of the chemical composition of lipids on the crystallization behavior is 

circumvented by pairwise comparing, at one hand, the crystallization of natural cream (NC) 

with the milk fat extracted from the natural cream (MF-NC) and, on the other hand, the 
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crystallization of recombined cream (RC) with the milk fat used for its production (MF-RC). 

The fatty acid composition of MF-NC and MF-RC is given in Table 2.1 (Chapter 2). 

3.3. Results and discussion  

3.3.1. Characterization of the natural and recombin ed cream 

In emulsions the crystallization behavior can be affected to a large extent by the particle size 

distribution. The smaller the droplet, the higher the supercooling needed to induce 

crystallization [54, 59]. The latter counts until the supercooling for homogeneous nucleation 

is reached. In order to eliminate this influencing factor, a RC with a comparable order of 

magnitude of particle size distribution to NC was produced by adapting the homogenization 

pressure. Figure 3.1 gives the particle size distribution of NC and RC with a D3,2 of 3,14 ± 

0,19 µm and 3,46 ± 0,18 µm, respectively.  

 

Figure 3.1 Volume-weighted particle size distributio n of NC and RC. 
 

3.3.2. DSC-analyses 

The isothermal crystallization at 5°C was studied b y means of the indirect DSC-method for 

NC, MF-NC, RC and MF-RC. Upon T-cycling the crystallization temperature (Tcr) of NC and 

RC was unaffected (data not shown), which makes the cream appropriate for this indirect 

DSC-method [125]. Figure 3.2 A and B show the crystallization profiles of NC versus MF-NC 

and RC versus MF-RC, respectively. To facilitate quantitative assessment between bulk and 

emulsified milk fat, the measured values of melting heat in the cream samples were 

recalculated as melting heat per g fat.  
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Figure 3.2 Isothermal crystallization profiles of ( A) NC versus MF-NC and (B) RC versus MF-RC at 5°C 
constructed by plotting the melting heat per g fat as a function of the holding time. 

 

For all these samples melting heat can already be detected from the instant the temperature 

reaches 5°C ( t = 0 min) indicating that milk fat both in bulk and in cream started to crystallize 

during the preceded cooling. The crystallization temperatures (Tcr) of the different samples 

are given in Table 3.1. Generally, it is expected that due to emulsification the supercooling 

needed to induce crystallization will be increased [53, 54]. Nevertheless, in this case the 

crystallization temperature and, thus, the supercooling of MF-NC and NC are not significantly 

different and the differences between MF-RC and RC are rather small. This can probably be 

explained by the high cooling rate (25 °C.min -1) applied. This cooling rate was chosen as a 

compromise between the industrially applied high cooling rates and the potential of the DSC 

to cool linearly in the considered T-range. Table 3.2 shows the crystallization temperature of 

NC and MF-NC as a function of cooling rate. It can be observed that Tcr increases more in 

MF-NC than in NC with decreasing cooling rate. The temperature at which the milk fat in bulk 

starts to crystallize decreased thus strongly with increasing cooling rate which is in 

agreement with ten Grotenhuis [41]. In cream, this effect is less pronounced because of lack 

of nucleation at higher temperature due to a shortage of catalytic impurities in the fat 

globules.  

Table 3.1 The Tcr of MF-RC, RC, MF-NC and NC. 

Sample  Tcr (°C)  

MF-RC  13.29 ± 0.28a  

RC  11.10 ± 0.57b  

MF-NC  14.61 ± 0.33c  

NC  14.44 ± 0.18c  
a-ddifferent letters indicate significant differences. 
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Another similarity in Figure 3.2 is that the crystallization occurs in two steps. This two-step 

crystallization can be a result of a crystallization of different fractions, a polymorphic 

transition with or without additional crystallization or a combination thereof [138, 139]. Next to 

these overall similarities, differences between bulk and cream can be identified counting for 

both NC and RC. The rate of the second step (as measured by the slope) is higher for bulk 

milk fat samples than for the emulsified ones. Moreover, a significantly higher amount of 

melting heat is observed during the first two hours of crystallization. This difference can be 

attributed to a difference in SFC, in crystal composition, polymorphic form or a combination 

of these factors.  

Table 3.2 The Tcr as a function of cooling rate for NC and MF-NC. 

Cooling rate  
(°C.min -1)  

T
cr, NC

 
(°C) 

T
cr, MF-NC

 
(°C) 

0.5  17.74 ± 0.55
a,x

 23.27 ± 0.63
a,y

 

1  16.65 ± 0.45
a,b,x

 17.73 ± 0.50
b,x

 

2  16.11 ± 0.67
a,b,c,x

 16.58 ± 0.12
b,c,x

 

10  15.24 ± 0.23
b,c,x

 15.63 ± 0.21
c,d,x

 

20  14.39 ± 0.56
c,x

 14.89 ± 0.51
d,x

 

25  14.44 ± 0.18
c,x

 14.61 ± 0.33
d,x

 
a-ddifferent letters indicate significant differences between different cooling rates. 

x,ydifferent letters indicate significant differences between NC and MF-NC. 
 

Furthermore, regarding the onset of the second step (as indicated by an arrow in Figure 3.2) 

a difference between bulk and cream can be identified which only counts for NC. The onset 

of the second step takes place earlier for NC than for MF-NC while in RC and MF-RC a fairly 

simultaneous onset is observed. Besides, it is remarkable that the slope of the second step 

in RC is steeper than in NC.  

In order to further explain the differences observed in the above-mentioned DSC-

experiments, the crystallization mechanism behind the two-step crystallization had to be 

elucidated (Section 3.3.3) and the SFC (Section 3.3.4) had to be measured for both samples.  

3.3.3. XRD-measurements 

The crystallization mechanism of milk fat in bulk and in emulsified state was elucidated using 

small-angle (SAXS) and wide-angle (WAXD) XRD-experiments. These analyses were 

performed for NC, MF-NC, RC and MF-RC. Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 show the evolution of 

SAXS- and WAXD-profiles, respectively, of both MF-NC and NC.  
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long spacings (SAXS -patterns) at 5°C of MF- NC during (A) the first 
crystallization step and (C) the second crystalliza tion step and NC during (B) the first crystallizati on step 

and (D) the second crystallization step.  

, the evolution of the long spacings for both MF

plotted into two graphs showing separately the evolution of the first and the second step. 

three individual peaks can be identified in both MF-NC and NC. A small 

= 46,5 Å) is present at time 0 min and vanishes during the first 

minutes of isothermal crystallization. A longitudinal organization of TAG with a thickness of 
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first order and the second order peak are therefore labeled as 3L001 and 3L

Despite the complexity in the SAXS-patterns, only one peak at 4,15 Å appears, 

superimposed on the liquid signal (broad peak at 4.5 Å) [140], in the WAXD

NC and NC during the first step (Figure 3.4), which unequivocally corresponds with an 
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, the evolution of the long spacings for both MF-NC and NC are 
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rate was chosen high enough to block further polymorphic evolution and low enough to allow 

patterns.  

Evolution of the short spacings (WAXD -patterns) during heating (5 °C.min
crystallization period of 120 min at 5°C of (A) MF -NC and (B) NC and the corresponding relative evolut ion 

at 3,8 Å and peak maximum at 4,1 – 4,3 Å of (C) MF- NC and (D) NC.
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Evolution of the long spacings (SAXS -patterns) during heating (5 °C.min -

crystallization period of 120 min at 5°C of (A) MF- NC and (B) NC.

Analogue results were obtained for RC and MF-RC and the same conclusions regarding the 

crystallization mechanism were drawn (data not shown). 
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3.3.5. Discussion 

From the XRD-results described above the following crystallization mechanism is suggested 

for milk fat in bulk, NC and RC: 

- During cooling: liquid → liquid +α2L 

- First crystallization step at 5°C: liquid + α2L → liquid + α3L 

- Second crystallization step at 5°C: liquid + α3L → liquid + β’2L’ + α3L’ 

From the DSC-measurement in Figure 3.2, after 120 min it seems that an equilibrium in the 

milk fat crystallization was reached in NC, MF-NC, RC and MF-RC. However, SFC-

measurements show some extra crystallization during the first 3 days. The polymorphic 

transition probably continues after 120 min of crystallization at 5°C most likely combined with 

some additional crystallization of the TAGs which did not crystallize immediately. 

This proposed mechanism is for the most part in agreement with the findings of Lopez et al. 

[111] who studied the isothermal crystallization at 4°C of natural cream and its milk fat after 

quench cooling. The differences between their results regarding the mechanism is that they 

detected traces of a β-polymorph and didn’t associate the α- and β’-polymorphs to the two 

different long spacings (2L en 3L) present after the polymorphic transition. However, Lopez 

et al. [111] gave some proper suggestions about the polymorphic correspondence which are 

confirmed by the experimental data in this research.  

At 5°C in milk fat, the high-melting fraction (HMF)  and the middle-melting fraction (MMF) of 

milk fat will crystallize and constitute the solid phase while the low-melting fraction (LMF) will 

mainly be present in the liquid phase (the melt) [143]. Therefore, the solid phase will primarily 

consist of TAGs containing three long-chain saturated fatty acids and TAGs containing two 

long-chain saturated fatty acids and a short-chain saturated or a long-chain unsaturated fatty 

acid.  

Due to the rapid cooling applied, the crystallization starts in the metastable α-polymorph 

[110, 139, 144, 145]. β’-crystals are not formed directly from the melt because the time spent 

between the β’- and α-clear point (35°C and 20°C respectively) is shorte r than the induction 

time of the β’-crystals (35 min at 20°C) [41, 146, 147]. Below t he α-clear point the induction 

time of the α-polymorph is lower than for the β’-polymorph, even though the supercooling for 

the α-polymorph is lower. The longer induction time of the more stable polymorph is 

attributed to their higher activation free energy which hinders direct nucleation at the given 

conditions [42].  
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The metastable α2L-packing appears already during cooling which readily transforms into an 

α3L-packing from the moment 5°C is reached. This fas t transition probably occurs because a 

3L-packing appears to be a more appropriate longitudinal packing to accommodate TAGs in 

which one or two of the three fatty acid chain moieties are largely different from the other 

[27]. Both the long-chain monounsaturated TAGs and the TAGs containing a mixture of long-

chain and short-chain fatty acids from the crystallizing MMF of milk fat will be incorporated 

together with the HMF in the α3L-packing at 5°C, despite of their differences in melting 

points, molecular volume and chemical structure. Hence, compound crystals of HMF and 

MMF are formed upon rapid cooling to 5°C. This is i n agreement with several earlier studies 

[118, 144, 148, 149]. The structural compatibility, required for the formation of compound 

crystals, within the heterogeneous group of TAGs in MMF and HMF can be explained by the 

specific positional distribution of the fatty acids on the glycerol backbone in milk fat [118]. 

Moreover, in α-crystals the fatty acid chains appear to oscillate and rotate with considerable 

molecular freedom. The α-packing in the compound crystals will therefore hardly be 

disturbed when TAGs of MMF and HMF are incorporated [44].  

From a thermodynamic point of view, fat crystals can irreversibly transform to other 

polymorphs at a given condition. In this system the polymorphic transition provokes a 

molecular segregation of the initially formed crystals in different crystalline structures. The 

2L’β’-crystals grow at the expense of 3Lα-crystals but still some α-crystals (3L’α) persist. The 

higher lateral density of the chains in the β’-polymorph causes a rather limited solid miscibility 

in the more stable polymorph [44]. Therefore, only TAGs with fatty acids rather similar in 

chain length and saturation degree will fit in a 2L’β’-organization. The remaining 

supersatured TAGs, which are unable to crystallize in the 2L’β’-packing, will recrystallize or 

remain in a α3L’ structural organization. The α3L’-crystals will, thus, be enriched in TAGs 

containing one short-chain fatty acid compared with the initial α3L-crystals. The latter 

explains the decrease in the long spacings of the α3L’-crystals (66,7 Å) against the α3L-

crystals formed at the beginning of the isothermal period (71.4 Å). This segregation of the 

initially formed compound crystals suggests that the polymorphic evolution takes place via 

the liquid implying the simultaneous dissolution of the existing crystals and the formation of 

new ‘purer’ crystals.  

Besides the similarities regarding the crystallization mechanism between NC, MF-NC, RC 

and MF-RC, the above-described DSC- and NMR-results show differences between cream 

and MF which counts for both NC and RC. The DSC-measurements demonstrate an overall 

decreased amount of melting heat necessary to melt the crystals formed in cream during the 

considered isothermal period and a slower α-β’- polymorphic transition in cream than in bulk 

milk fat. The NMR-measurements show that the SFC of the creams is substantially lower 
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than in bulk milk fat after 2h storage at 5°C. The latter explains to a large extent the lower 

amount of melting heat measured in the cream by DSC. However, differences in composition 

and in the amount of α- and β’-crystals present will probably also contribute to differences in 

melting heat measured between the cream and the milk fat samples. Moreover, from all of 

these observations, it can be deduced that the crystallization kinetics is delayed if the milk fat 

is dispersed in numerous milk fat globules. Although only small or no differences in 

crystallization temperature between milk fat in cream and in bulk were observed, the 

explanation can mainly be found on the level of nucleation. When primary nucleation, 

whether homogeneous or heterogeneous, occurs in a bulk milk fat, the crystallization can 

readily spread throughout the whole liquid via secondary nucleation at severe supercooling 

[32]. Secondary nucleation will also occur if milk fat is dispersed in numerous globules but 

only in the globule in which primary nucleation took place. Therefore, to achieve full 

crystallization in cream nucleation needs to happen in every individual globule but will not 

simultaneously arise in each globule. Nucleation is a random process for globules of the 

same size [54]. Moreover, the fat globules show a polydisperse particle size distribution and 

the time needed for nucleation is related to the globule volume. At isothermal conditions, the 

nucleation rate in the small globules will be lower than in larger globules. This scattered 

nucleation behavior in cream counts for both the α- and β’-nucleation and as a consequence 

the overall crystallization in cream is more spread in time which is manifested in an overall 

decreased crystallization rate.  

NC shows also some differences with MF-NC other than RC with MF-RC. The α-β’-

polymorphic transition in NC starts before MF-NC and the final amount of SFC reached after 

5 days storage at 5°C in cream is still lower than in MF-NC. In RC no substantial differences 

in the start of the polymorphic transition or in SFC after 5 days at 5°C can be observed. 

These additional differences in NC may be attributed to the variation in TAG-composition 

between the individual globules in milk as is shown in several studies [116, 119, 150, 151]. 

Regarding the fatty acid composition in milk, even a distinction can be made between small 

milk fat globules (D < 3 µm) and large milk fat globules (D > 5 µm). Independent of the 

season the small milk fat globules contain more lauric, myristic and palmitoleic acid and less 

stearic acid than large milk fat globules [116, 119]. As a result, the MF-NC is thus a blend of 

various milk fats with a different TAG-composition originating from the naturally constituted 

milk fat globules of NC. The observed earlier start of the polymorphic transition than in MF-

NC is therefore probably caused by only a part of the fat globules which have a TAG-

composition for which the β’-nucleation rate is accelerated at the given conditions. Moreover, 

the β’-nucleation will be more spread in time in NC than in RC which explains the retardation 

of the polymorphic transition rate compared to RC in which the TAG-composition of each 
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globule is similar and equal to MF-RC. The lower SFC in NC compared to MF-NC can 

potentially be explained by a decreased SFC in a large amount of fat globules in the 

considered timeframe. Regarding the RC, an equal amount of SFC is observed after 5 days 

storage of RC and MF-RC at 5°C indicating that the delayed crystallization due to 

emulsification does not interfere with the final amount of SFC reached. 

3.4. Concluding remarks  

Milk fat in bulk or in cream showed a similar crystallization mechanism if rapidly cooled to 

5°C. First, α-crystals were formed and, second, β’-crystals grew at the expense of the α-

crystals. However, some α-crystals still remained and additional crystallization during further 

cooled storage took place. The observed mechanism was explained by the formation of 

compound crystals. Initially complex compound crystals were formed which, subsequently, 

partly segregated via the liquid state involving a compositional and/or polymorphic change of 

the newly formed crystals.  

Nevertheless, the overall crystallization rate was lower in both NC and RC. This difference 

was to a large extent explained by the widely accepted theory of nucleation in the dispersed 

phase. To achieve full crystallization, nucleation has to take place in each individual globule. 

The time required to induce nucleation is thereby related to the volume of the globules and if 

the globules have the same size, the nucleation is a stochastic process. The crystallization 

behavior of NC deviated from that of RC since the TAG-composition of the individual 

globules varies in NC. The latter caused further variations in the crystallization kinetics. In the 

considered NC this was manifested in an earlier start and a more scattered α-β’-polymorphic 

transition and a lower amount of solid fat after 5 days storage at 5°C.  

The acquired knowledge on the crystallization behavior of milk fat in recombined cream is 

used in Chapter 4 to explore the effect of different monoacylglycerols on the crystallization 

behavior of milk fat in recombined cream at similar conditions as in this chapter. 
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4. EFFECT OF MONOACYLGLYCEROLS ON MILK FAT 

CRYSTALLIZATION IN RECOMBINED CREAM 

 

4.1. Introduction  

From the literature review (Section 1.3.3) it is clear that small-molecule surfactants, 

depending on their miscibility in the fat, can interact (retard or accelerate) with the nucleation, 

crystal growth and/or polymorphic transitions [43]. As a consequence, crystals differing in 

size and morphology may be formed. Moreover, the number of crystals and the solid fat 

content (SFC) may be affected. 

The effect of monoacylglycerols (MAGs) on bulk fat crystallization is well-studied for several 

fat systems. In general, it is accepted that MAGs can autoassociate in inverse micelles which 

may act as templates for heterogeneous nucleation [54]. Niiya et al. [152] found that 

saturated MAGs increased the melting point and accelerated the crystal growth slightly in 

hydrogenated soybean and palm kernel oil while in the presence of unsaturated MAGs the 

melting point decreased and crystal growth was apparently accelerated. Sambuc et al. [94] 

concluded that the addition of a mixture of MAGs of palmitic and stearic acid decreased the 

induction time of vegetable fats. Smith et al. [69] and Smith and Povey [70] discussed a 

trilaurin model system and they concluded that crystal growth rate increased in the presence 

of MAGs of lauric acid, while it was hardly affected by the MAGs with a chain length deviating 

too much from lauric acids. Foubert et al. [97] investigated the temperature and 

concentration dependent effect of MAGs of oleic and stearic acid on milk fat crystallization. 

MAGs of stearic acid interact with the nucleation and crystal growth rate dependent on the 

degree of supersaturation, which is determined both by temperature and concentration. For 

MAGs of oleic acid a more straightforward relation was detected: the crystal growth rate is 

enhanced while the induction time is less affected. Fredrick et al. [71] studied the effect of 

2% MAGs of hydrogenated palm oil and sunflower oil on the isothermal crystallization of 

palm oil at 25°C. The MAGs of sunflower oil only ac celerate the polymorphic transition 

whereas MAGs of hydrogenated palm oil also affect the crystallization on nucleation level. 

The latter accelerated the nucleation rate which even caused crystallization during cooling. 

The higher degree of saturation of the MAGs of hydrogenated palm oil and the match in 

chain length with palm oil are suggested as the main factors causing the differences with the 

effect of MAGs of sunflower oil. Later on, Basso et al. [96] studied also the effect of MAGs on 

palm oil but they addressed both the isothermal (25°C) and non-isothermal crystallization 

and used two saturated MAGs which differ in chain length: MAGs of palmitic and behenic 

acid. Both MAGs led to the formation of many nuclei resulting in accelerated crystal growth 
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and the formation of many small crystals. The effect of MAGs of behenic acid was more 

pronounced. At isothermal conditions the SFC was not affected. Conversely, Vereecken et 

al. [153] recently described that MAGs can be used as SFC-provider when they are used at 

higher concentrations. The effect is strongly dependent on the fatty acid (FA)-composition of 

the MAGs. 

Opposed to the number of studies in bulk fat systems, researches dealing with the effect of 

MAGs on fat crystallization behavior in oil-in-water emulsions are rather limited. Skoda and 

Van den Tempel [53], showed an increased crystallization temperature in the presence of 

MAGs of stearic acid in model emulsions of which the oil phase is composed of tristearin 

(SSS) or paraffin oil. A more recent study of Davies et al. [154] suggested that in the 

presence of unsaturated MAGs more spiky SSS crystals are formed while smaller spherical 

crystals are created in the presence of MAGs of stearic acid. However, no straightforward 

evidences are given of these morphological hypotheses. Studies on real dairy cream 

systems are nonexistent. Hence, the main objective of this chapter is to study the effect of 

MAGs on the primary crystallization kinetics (nucleation, crystal growth and polymorphism) of 

milk fat in recombined cream (RC) and on the SFC during storage. Moreover, the effect of 

chain length and saturation degree is investigated.  

4.2. Research strategy  

Three different commercial distilled MAGs were selected which differ in chain length and/or 

saturation degree: MAG rich in oleic (MAG-O), stearic (MAG-S) and lauric (MAG-L) acid. The 

FA-composition is given in Table 2.2. The applied concentrations in the RCs varied between 

0% and 0.5% (wt%). However, RC with 0.5% MAG-O was not included in this research since 

its stability was too low to study the crystallization behavior. 

To characterize the RCs the particle size distributions were determined. The crystallization 

behavior was studied using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and nuclear magnetic 

resonance (NMR). For both techniques the conventional methods were adapted so that they 

were appropriate to conduct crystallization experiments in oil-in-water emulsions like cream, 

as described in Chapter 2. For DSC-analyses the crystallization curves were indirectly 

constructed by using the melting heats [125]. Corrections for the free induction decay (FID) 

signal of the aqueous phase were implemented in the frequently applied indirect NMR-

method to measure SFC in bulk fat systems [125]. It was chosen to study the isothermal 

crystallization at 5°C after a fast cooling step (2 0 °C.min -1) because this resembles most the 

production process conditions. Additionally, interfacial tension measurements were 

performed with a drop tensiometer to investigate the presence and the behavior of the MAGs 
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at the oil-water interface. To conduct these measurements, it was required to leave the real 

dairy cream systems. Macroscopic droplets originating from bulk phases were made.  

It should be mentioned that within each set of cream pilot production the same batch of 

anhydrous milk fat (AMF) and sweet cream buttermilk powder (SCBMP) was used and that 

the RC without MAGs is used as the reference cream. A comparative study within each set 

between the reference RC and the RC with MAGs was applied to identify the effect of the 

chain length, saturation degree and concentration of the MAGs on the studied variables. This 

comparative approach excludes potential variation between production sets due to, for 

instance, different storage and processing conditions of both the RCs and the starter material 

or due to slightly different composition of the starter material.  

4.3. Results and discussion  

4.3.1. Particle size distribution 

In oil-in-water emulsions the crystallization behavior can be affected to a large extent by the 

particle size distribution. The smaller the droplet is, the higher the supercooling needed to 

induce crystallization [54, 59]. The latter counts until the supercooling for homogeneous 

nucleation is reached. Moreover, the SFC may be increased with increasing particle size of 

the emulsion [53, 117]. In order to eliminate this influencing factor, the different RCs were 

produced with a comparable order of magnitude of particle size distribution independent of 

the type and concentration of MAGs. Although substantial differences in Sauter diameter or 

volume-surface weighted diameter (D3,2) can be observed (Table 4.1), MAGs show a limited 

effect on particle size distribution at the highest applied concentrations (Figure 4.1): 0.2% 

MAG-O, 0.5% MAG-S and 0.5% MAG-L. Also no large variations between the reference RCs 

without MAGs of different production sets can be observed.  

 

Table 4.1 D3,2 (µm) of RCs with different concentrations of MAG-O,  MAG-L and MAG-S. 
[MAG] 

MAG-O MAG-S MAG-L 
(%) 

0 3,28 ± 0,02 3,46 ± 0,01 3,10 ± 0,02 
0,035 3,32 ± 0,29 3,39 ± 0,01 3,26 ± 0,01 
0,07 3,25 ± 0,01 3,26 ± 0,16 3,12 ± 0,01 
0,1 3,28 ± 0,02 3,25 ± 0,18 3,01 ± 0,01 
0,2 3,11 ± 0,01 3,29 ± 0,02 2,98 ± 0,05 
0,5 - 3,15 ± 0,09 2,32 ± 0,01 
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Figure 4.1 Particle size distribution of RCs with 0%  MAGs, 0.2% MAG-O, 0.5% MAG-S and 0.5% MAG-L.  
 

4.3.2. DSC-analyses 

4.3.2.1. Crystallization temperatures  

A. Monoacylglycerols 

Because of the differences in chain length and saturation degree of the major fatty acids of 

the applied MAGs, the crystallization behavior of the bulk MAGs will largely be affected. 

Table 4.2 gives the temperature at which crystallization starts (Tcr) upon cooling and the final 

melting temperature (Tm) upon heating. Both the Tcr and the Tm of MAG-O, MAG-S and MAG-

L are substantially different. The Tcr measured are in general slightly lower than found in 

literature [155] which can be explained by the difference in T-history, in FA-composition and 

in purity of the commercial distilled MAGs used. Impurities like diacylglycerols (DAGs) and 

TAGs delay the crystallization of MAGs [155].  

 

Table 4.2 Crystallization temperature ( Tcr) and final melting temperature ( Tm) of the MAG-O, MAG-S and 
MAG-L measured at a cooling rate of 25 °C.min -1 and heating rate of 20 °C.min -1.  

Tcr 
(°C)  

Tm 
(°C)  

MAG-O 11.51 ± 0.21 29.81 ± 0.19 
MAG-S 68.02 ± 0.10 74.24 ± 0.15 
MAG-L 35.89 ± 0.04 42.15 ± 0.22 
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B. Cream with monoacylglycerols 

Table 4.3 shows the crystallization temperatures of the RCs with different types and 

concentrations of MAGs. In the presence of MAG-S a significant increasing trend in Tcr can 

be observed if [MAG-S] ≥ 0.07%. Because of the high Tcr of MAG-S, they can serve as 

heterogeneous nuclei to induce crystallization of the milk fat in RC at higher temperatures, if 

the concentration of MAG-S is high enough. This can be due to interfacial heterogeneous 

nucleation or volume heterogeneous nucleation depending on the presence and the behavior 

of the MAGs at the oil-water interface or in the dispersed oil phase, respectively [50]. The 

increasing trend in Tcr  as a function of [MAG] is observed in neither the RCs with MAG-O nor 

with MAG-L. For MAG-O, this is not surprising, since the Tcr of MAG-O (11.51 ± 0.21°C) is 

similar to that of milk fat in RC without MAGs (11.35 ± 0.1°C). However, the Tcr of pure MAG-

L (35.89 ± 0.04°C) is substantially higher than the  Tcr of milk fat in RC without MAGs (11.70 ± 

0.21°C). 

 

Table 4.3 The Tcr (°C) of RCs at different MAG-concentrations. 
[MAG]  MAG-O MAG-S MAG-L 

(%) (°C)  (°C)  (°C)  
0 11.35         ± 0.10 a,b  11.88  ± 0.04a 11.70  ± 0.21a  

0,035 11.21 ± 0.08a 11.78  ± 0.03a 11.72  ± 0.14a 
0,07  -  13.33  ± 0.04b 11.72  ± 0.18a 
0,1 11.30  ± 0.11a,b 14.15  ± 0.12c 11.47  ± 0.18a 
0,2 11.59  ± 0.09b 15.78  ± 0.21d 11.76  ± 0.21a 
0,5 - 16.81  ± 0.25e 11.84  ± 0.31a 

a-e Different letters indicate significant differences (p < 0.05) within one type of MAGs. 

 

4.3.2.2. Isothermal crystallization behavior of cre am 

To study the isothermal crystallization behavior of RC at 5°C it is required to construct the 

crystallization profiles in an indirect way, as described in Section 2.2.1. The prerequisite to do 

this is that the stability of the cream is guaranteed as a function of the applied T-cycli [125]. 

For all RCs investigated the stability was controlled and assured. No destabilization was 

detected.  

Figure 4.2 A shows the isothermal crystallization curves of RCs with different [MAG-O] at 5°C 

after fast cooling (25°C.min -1). The crystallization profiles show all a two-step crystallization 

indicating a similar crystallization mechanism as described in Section 3.3.5. First, α-crystals 

grow from the melt during cooling and at the beginning of the isothermal period (first step). 

Second, β’-crystals are shaped at the expense of α-crystals (second step) while still some α-

crystals persist. However, the latter have a different composition than the initially created α-

crystals during cooling. No significant effect of MAG-O on the crystallization mechanism and 

kinetics can be detected.  
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Figure 4.2 Isothermal crystallization curves at 5°C  of RCs at different concentrations of (A) MAG-O, (B) 
MAG-S and (C) MAG-L constructed by plotting the melting heat per g cream sample as function of the 

holding time. 
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For MAG-S the results are shown in Figure 4.2 B. Next to the similarities in the two-step 

crystallization mechanism between the different variants, some differences in crystallization 

kinetics can clearly be detected. At [MAG-S] > 0.07%, the slope of the second step is steeper 

and, hence, the α-β’ polymorphic transition seems faster than at lower concentrations. 

Furthermore, at [MAG-S] > 0.1% the melting heat required to melt the crystals, created 

during each applied isothermal period, is higher. The latter probably indicates a higher SFC, 

differences in TAG-composition of the fat crystals or a combination thereof.  

Figure 4.2 C gives the results for RCs with MAG-L. The only difference observed here is the 

increased rate of the second step and, hence, of the α-β’ polymorphic transition at the 

highest concentrations of MAG-L (0.5%). No significant difference in the final melting heat 

can be detected. 

4.3.3. NMR-analyses 

In order to study the effect of MAGs on milk fat crystallization in cream at 5°C during storage 

the SFC was measured for the highest applied concentrations of the different MAGs. SFC 

was measured after 2h, 1 day and 5 days storage at 5°C and compared with the reference 

RC without MAGs of the same production set (Figure 4.3). The results of the statistical 

analyses are given in Annex I. Independent of the type and concentration of MAG, SFC 

increases during storage. Measurement after 5 days didn’t show further increase indicating 

that equilibrium has been reached (data not shown). Figure 4.3 A and C gives the results for 

MAG-O and MAG-L, respectively. No significant differences as a function of [MAG] can be 

observed. In the presence of MAG-S significant differences in SFC with increasing [MAG-S] 

after 2h and 1 day storage can be detected, as shown in Figure 4.3 B. However, after 

storage for 5 days these differences vanished.  

4.3.4. Interfacial tension analyses 

Small-molecule surfactants may create upon cooling a two-dimensional (2D) crystal at the 

oil-water interface below a certain temperature. This phenomenon is called chain 

crystallization and occurs at the chain crystallization temperature (Tcr,chain). The latter 

depends strongly on the concentration, the chain length and saturation degree of the 

hydrophobic moiety of the small-molecule surfactants. For MAGs this phenomenon was 

studied by Lutton et al. [156]  and Krog and Larsson [157] and could be detected as a sharp 

decrease in the oil-water interfacial tension (γOW) upon cooling. In oil-in-water emulsions 

chain crystallization may have further consequences: first, the 2D-crystals at the oil-water 

interface may serve as heterogenic nuclei to induce crystallization of the TAGs and, second, 

proteins adsorbed at the oil-water interface may be displaced [157].  
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Figure 4.3 SFC (%) of RC without MAGs and (A) with 0 .2% MAG-O, (B) with 0.2% and 0.5% MAG-S and (C) 
with 0.2% and 0.5% MAG-L after storage for 2h, 1 da y and 5 days at 5°C. 

 

To elucidate the presence and the physical state of MAGs at the interface, interfacial tension 

measurements were performed. Direct measurement on the oil-water interface of cream was 

unfeasible. Therefore, it was essential to deviate from the real cream system. In order to not 

diverge too far from the applied RC-systems, the same concentrations of SCBMP and MAG 

were used. The applied SCBMP- and MAG-concentrations to prepare the aqueous and oil 

phase were, thus, recalculated from emulsion-based concentrations to water-based and oil-

based concentrations, respectively. For instance, a RC with 0.2% MAG-S with 35% fat has 

an oil phase which contains 0.6 % (= 0.2/35*100) MAG-S. 
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Figure 4.4 Interfacial tension γγγγOW (mN.m -1) of an interface created between buttermilk and purified 

sunflower oil during cooling as a function of concentration of (A) MAG-O, (B) MAG-S or (C) MAG-L (oil-
based concentrations). 
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Figure 4.4 shows the γOW of oil-buttermilk systems in the presence of the different types and 

concentrations of MAGs during cooling. In the presence of MAGs, γOW is lower at all 

temperatures showing that MAG-molecules are present at the oil-water interface 

independent of the type of MAG. In addition, with increasing concentration of MAG, γOW 

decreases further regardless of the temperature. More MAGs are probably positioned at the 

oil-water interface when the concentration increases. In the presence of MAG-S, a 

discontinuity in the slope of the γOW - curves is observed regardless of its concentration. 

These discontinuities in slope or the sharp decreases in γOW clearly show that chain 

crystallization is taking place [156, 157]. For instance, at 0.6% MAG-S, the slope changes at 

a Tcr,chain = 33°C. At T < 29°C, γOW becomes too low to keep the droplet pending on the 

needle of the drop tensiometer. Tcr,chain decreases with decreasing concentrations of MAG-S 

which is conform with the results of Lutton et al. [156] and Krog and Larsson [157]. No 

discontinuities in the γOW - curves and, hence, no chain crystallization is observed in the 

presence of MAG-O and MAG-L irrespective of the concentration. 

4.3.5. Discussion 

MAG-S is the only type of the investigated MAGs that shows an effect on the nucleation 

since an increased Tcr is observed and, thus, heterogeneous nucleation takes place. This 

accords well with the findings of Skoda and Van den Tempel [53] who revealed an increased 

nucleation rate in model emulsions due to the presence of MAG-micelles in the oil droplets. 

However, in the current study interfacial measurements (Section 4.3.4) indicate the presence 

and the crystallization of MAG-S at the oil-water interface demonstrating that interfacial 

heterogeneous nucleation takes place rather than volume heterogeneous nucleation. MAG-S 

create a template at the oil-water interface inducing the crystallization of milk fat TAGs. 

Subsequently, crystallization proceeds throughout the whole volume of the droplets. 

Nevertheless, in the presence of MAG-S the measured Tcr,chain are rather high compared to 

the Tcr of the RCs. For instance, at 0.2% MAG-S, which corresponds with 0.6% MAG-S in the 

oil phase, the Tcr  and Tcr,chain are 16.81 ± 0.25°C and 33°C, respectively. This is  probably 

caused by the difference in ratio of the interfacial area to the oil volume in the drop 

tensiometer and in the real cream system. In the drop tensiometer this ratio is very low 

compared with the real cream system. More MAG-molecules will, thus, be available to 

position at the oil-water interface. As a consequence, the measured Tcr,chain is likely to be an 

overestimation of the actual Tcr,chain and, hence, the Tcr in the real cream systems. Yet, chain 

crystallization in the cream system is believed to take place as it also occurs at lower MAG-S 

concentrations (Figure 4.4). In literature interfacial heterogeneous nucleation was 

established for other small-molecule surfactants with a long-chain saturated hydrophobic tail 

[53, 84, 104, 105, 107, 158]. Furthermore, it is reasonable to assume that the observed 
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increased nucleation rate due to heterogeneous nucleation of small-molecule surfactants 

results in more and smaller crystals as was suggested by Basso et al. [96], Fredrick et al. 

[71] and Sakamoto et al. [67] in bulk fat systems and by Arima et al. [107] in model oil-in-

water emulsions. In this study several attempts have been taken to visualize fat crystals in 

the milk fat globules with microscopic techniques. Unfortunately, due to the small sizes of the 

fat crystals and the numerous sample preparation steps, in particular for electron microscopic 

techniques, the size, the morphology and the arrangement of the fat crystals in the globules 

could not be observed.  

In contrast to MAG-S, for both MAG-O and MAG-L no increased Tcr is observed. Also, chain 

crystallization is not observed at the applied concentrations implying that interfacial 

heterogeneous nucleation does not take place. These discrepancies between the effect of 

MAGs with different chain length and saturation degree of the hydrophobic moiety are also 

perceived for sucrose oligoesters (SOEs) [50, 84, 104, 105] and DAGs [158]. SOEs and 

DAGs of palmitic and stearic acid were found to accelerate interfacial heterogeneous 

nucleation in both palm kernel and n-hexadecane oil-in-water emulsions while SOEs and 

DAGs of lauric and oleic acid do not show any effect on the nucleation rate. It should be 

remarked that at higher concentrations of MAG-L chain crystallization would probably take 

place because of the rather large difference in Tcr of the reference RC (11.70 ± 0.21°C) and 

the bulk MAG-L (35.89 ± 0.04°C). For MAG-O it will not take place at any concentration due 

to similar Tcr of the reference RC and the bulk MAG-O: 11.35 ± 0.10°C and 11.51 ± 0.21°C, 

respectively. 

The SFC-data at the highest applied concentrations of MAG-S, confirm that the increase in 

melting heat during the whole isothermal period, as measured by DSC, can at least partly be 

ascribed to an increase in solid fraction. Since MAG-S act as catalytic impurities, more 

nucleation sites in RC with MAG-S will be present which increases the possibility that 

crystallization has started in more individual globules than in RC without MAGs. In addition, 

due to the interfacial heterogeneous nucleation mechanism in the presence of MAG-S the 

composition of the formed crystals will possibly be different which further contributes to the 

differences in the measured melting heat. At Tcr of RC without MAGs more milk fat TAGs will 

be supercooled resulting in a more mixed TAG-composition of the initially created crystals 

than these shaped at the elevated Tcr of RC with MAG-S (probably less mixed). Further 

follow-up of the SFC during storage at 5°C showed t hat the differences vanished after 5 

days. This suggests that the MAG-S show an apparent accelerating effect on the crystal 

growth rate due to the increase in heterogeneous nucleation until the equilibrium SFC is 

attained. 
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On the level of polymorphic transitions both MAG-L and MAG-S seem to have an 

accelerating effect. The effect of MAG-S is thereby more pronounced and is observed 

already at lower concentrations while the effect for MAG-L is only observed at the highest 

applied concentration. In literature acceleration of polymorphic transitions is observed for 

several small-molecule surfactants, including MAGs, at isothermal conditions in bulk fat 

systems [60, 71]. Small-molecule surfactants are thereby thought to create crystal 

imperfections within the growing crystals owing to their low structure affinity with the TAGs. In 

this case acceleration can therefore probably be explained by incorporation of MAG-S and 

MAG-L in the crystal lattice. The latter implies that MAG-L probably co-crystallizes with the 

milk fat TAGs. Although no further indication of co-crystallization is found, it is believed that 

this is possible because of the high Tcr of bulk MAG-L. For MAG-S the difference in 

polymorphic transition rate can also be related to the difference in TAG-composition of the 

initially formed crystals. In the presence of MAG-S the α-crystals will have a narrower TAG-

composition which enhances the polymorphic transition rate [1].  

4.4. Concluding remarks  

The effect of MAGs which differ in chain length and degree of saturation on the primary 

crystallization behavior of milk fat at processing conditions (t,T-program) closely related to 

the ones applied during the production of whipping cream (fast cooling to 5°C) was 

investigated. Furthermore, SFC of milk fat during storage was followed. 

The long-chain unsaturated MAGs (MAG-O) didn’t show significant effects on the primary 

crystallization behavior and SFC. A similar crystallization mechanism compared to the 

reference RC was observed. Nucleation of α-crystals occured in the droplet (volume 

heterogeneous/homogenous nucleation). Subsequently, the growing α-crystals partly 

transformed into β’-crystals while still some α-crystals persisted. However, the latter had a 

different composition than the initially created α-crystals during cooling. 

A difference in nucleation mechanism was detected in cream containing the long-chain 

saturated MAGs (MAG-S). Interfacial heterogeneous nucleation took place during cooling. As 

a consequence, the crystallization started at higher temperature and the crystal growth and 

the α-β’ polymorphic transition was accelerated compared to the reference RC. However, the 

mechanism after nucleation was found to be similar to the reference RC and the SFC after 

prolonged storage at 5°C was unaffected.  

Intermediate behavior was observed with saturated MAGs with a mid-chain length (MAG-L). 

These MAGs accelerated the α-β’ polymorphic transition while they did not show any effect 

on the nucleation and the crystal growth. Moreover, these MAGs did not affect the SFC. It 
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was postulated that the intermediate behavior can be ascribed to co-crystallization of the 

MAGs once crystallization has started.  

The effect of MAGs on the nucleation mechanism and crystallization kinetics may result in a 

different number, size, arrangement and morphology of the crystals in the fat globule. 

However, a proper microscopic method to visualize fat crystals in emulsion droplets is still 

lacking.  

The differences in crystallization behavior of the fat globules with different MAGs may have 

consequences for the partial coalescence rate and, hence, the whipping properties of the 

RCs investigated in this chapter. Therefore, the effect of the MAGs on partial coalescence 

and on the whipping properties is further assessed in Chapter 8 and Chapter 9 of this 

manuscript. 
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PART II: PARTIAL COALESCENCE 
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5. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

5.1. Cream 

5.1.1. Definitions 

Cream is a fat-rich fluid milk product that can be defined as a fat-in-skimmed milk 

emulsion (oil-in-water type) derived by physical separation from milk. This description 

refers to the fat-rich top layer that rises on fresh milk when left to stand and is indicated as 

natural cream in this manuscript. Fat globules have a lower density than the milk serum 

phase causing the droplets to move upwards. In practice, this creaming process is 

accelerated by a cream separator to obtain cream and skimmed milk [1]. After 

standardization different types of cream can be manufactured, mainly differing in fat content 

(Table 5.1).  

Table 5.1 Different types of cream (US Code of Feder al Regulations-Title 21- Part 131). 

Type Milk fat content uses 

Half and Half cream 12% fat (range 10.5% - 18%) Cream in coffee 
Cooking 

Single cream  20%  Cooking 
Light cream  20% (range 18% - 30%) Coffee or table cream 

Cooking 
Whipping cream  30%-36% Toppings and fillings 
Heavy whipping cream  >36% Whipping  
Double cream  48% British whipping cream 
Clotted cream  55% - 60 % British served with scones 

 

Nowadays, besides natural cream, recombined cream is often used. It is obtained by 

recombining milk products (e.g. milk fat and milk powders) with or without the addition of 

potable water (CODEX STAN 288-1976). The benefit of using recombined cream is the 

flexibility to modify the composition and formulation for product development goals as 

well as for avoiding seasonal variations. In addition, in regions where fresh milk is not 

readily available and/or where suitable storage facilities are scarce recombined cream is 

used to reduce the storage and transport costs. 

5.1.2. Physical properties  

Like other oil-in-water emulsions, creams are physically mainly characterized by their fat 

volume fraction ϕ or fat content (Table 5.1), particle/droplet size distribution (Section 5.1.2.1) 

and viscosity (Section 5.1.2.2). Furthermore, determination of these properties is an 

appropriate tool to evaluate the physical stability of the oil-in-water emulsions (Section 

5.1.2.3).  
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5.1.2.1. Particle size distribution  

The volume-surface average diameter or Sauter diameter (D3.2) of milk is about 3.4 µm, but 

can vary according to breed, diet, fat yield of the milk, milking frequency and stage of 

lactation [1, 151, 159, 160]. During processing of milk, it can be further affected by several 

treatments, in particular by homogenization [161]. The average particle size of natural cream 

is similar to milk but can be slightly higher depending on the separation efficiency during 

cream separation. Homogenized creams have a D3,2 < 1 µm [1]. For recombined cream the 

average particle size is dependent on the type and concentrations of surface-active material 

(proteins and small-molecule surfactants) [162, 163], the viscosity of the aqueous phase 

(stabilizers) [33, 164, 165], and the type of homogenization equipment and the applied 

process parameters (flow condition, time and temperature) [162, 163].  

Several techniques are available to measure the particle size distribution of oil-in-water 

emulsions: 

− Particle counters (number based) (i.e. sensing zone technique, moving sensing 

zone technique) 

− Microscopy combined with image analyses 

− Chromatographic techniques (separation) 

− Gravitation/centrifugation techniques (separation techniques based on Stokes’ law) 

− Static and dynamic light scattering (optical technique) 

− Acoustic techniques 

− Pulsed field gradient nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 

Every technique has its advantages and disadvantages and even the use of several 

techniques doesn’t guarantee yielding exactly the same particle size distribution.  

5.1.2.2. Viscosity  

Viscosity (η) can be defined as the resistance of a fluid to flow and can be calculated from: 

 8 � 9��  (5.1) 

with σ the shear stress (N.m-2 or Pa) necessary to deform the liquid at a certain shear rate 

� � (s-1). For Newtonian liquids like milk and stable cream (ϕ < 0.4) the viscosity is independent 

of the shear rate [1].  

The viscosity of dispersions such as oil-in-water emulsions can be determined by the 

Einstein equation, if the dispersed volume fraction ϕ is smaller than 0.01 [1, 162]:  

 9 �  9�#1 " 2.5ϕ% (5.2) 
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with η� the viscosity of the solvent or the continuous phase.  

For higher volume fractions ϕ, the Krieger-Doughtery equation is applicable for hard 

spherical particles [1, 162]:  

 9 �  9�#1 � ϕ

ϕ��<
%4=η>ϕ?@A  (5.3) 

 

With ϕmax the maximum volume fraction attainable and [η] the intrinsic viscosity. For 

monodisperse and polydisperse systems ϕmax is about 0.7 and 0.8, respectively. The value of 

ϕ in the equation has to be the effective volume fraction (ϕeff) which can substantially deviate 

from ϕ. This in particular in dispersions where the solvent is partly immobilized or captured 

because of the presence of irregularly shaped particles, particles that show interfacial 

roughness or aggregated particles. Moreover, it should be stressed that according to the 

Krieger-Doughtery equation the viscosity is independent of particle size.  

For cream-like systems the Krieger-Doughtery equation applies reasonably well using the 

polydisperse ϕmax (= 0.8). In cream both fat globules and casein micelles are dispersed and 

differ largely in size: 1-10 µm and 0.2 µm, respectively. In addition, note that the viscosity of 

cream is also highly dependent on the temperature, pH and the presence of 

clusters/aggregates [1]. 

5.1.2.3. Physical stability  

From a thermodynamic point of view, cream-like macroemulsions are by definition unstable 

systems and, therefore, a better stability can only be achieved by affecting the kinetics. 

Various types of instability mechanisms are at the basis of changes in size, number and 

arrangements of droplets in oil-in-water emulsions. Figure 5.1 illustrates the types of 

instability and, below, the mechanisms are briefly discussed [1, 33, 162, 166, 167]. 

− Ostwald ripening . This involves the transport by diffusion of molecules of the 

disperse phase from small to large particles, due to the differences in Laplace pressure1. 

Laplace stated that the pressure at the concave side of a curved interface is higher than the 

pressure at the convex side by an amount that is proportional to the interfacial tension times 

the curvature. The result is that the solubility of the disperse phase in the continuous phase 

is increased to a larger extent for small particles than for large ones; hence, small particles 

shrink (and will eventually disappear) and large particles grow. The rate at which the 

                                                
1 In emulsion the Laplace pressure ∆P is the pressure difference between the inside and the outside of a droplet. The effect is 
caused by the interfacial tension γ  between two liquids. For a spherical emulsion droplet with a radius r the Laplace pressure 
∆P can be calculated as: ∆& � &BC�BDE � &FGH�BDE � *I

� .  
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transport will occur is about proportional to the solubility of the dispersed phase molecules in 

the continuous phase. Given that the solubility of nearly all natural triacylglycerols (TAGs) in 

most aqueous systems is negligible, the Ostwald ripening can mainly be ignored in food oil-

in-water emulsions like cream.  

 

− Creaming . This is caused by the difference in mass density between the 

dispersed oil and the continuous water phase. In nearly all oil-in-water emulsions the 

difference is negative, causing the droplets to move upwards. The rate of creaming of a 

separate droplet is defined by Stokes’ law2. However, if the volume fraction of the oil droplets 

is high, creaming is also dependent on several additional variables. Anyway, it always results 

in the formation of a cream layer in which the droplets are in close contact. Creaming rate 

can be enhanced by centrifugation to up to hundreds or even thousands time that caused by 

gravity. 

 

− Aggregation . Droplets frequently come close to each other due to Brownian 

motion. It will then depend on the forces acting on the droplets whether they will stay in close 

contact for a substantial time or not. There are two kinds of interaction forces: internal and 

external. The internal forces can be attractive or repulsive. It is the balance of all these 

internal forces as a function of interdroplet distance that determines whether aggregation 

occurs or not. The main internal attractive force is the ubiquitous van der Waals attraction of 

which the strength depends on the composition of both phases. Besides, the presence of 

non-adsorbing polymers in the continuous phase can cause an attractive depletion force. 

The main repulsive forces are electrostatic, caused by equal electric charges on both 

droplets, mostly due to substances adsorbed on the interface of the droplets. The pH and the 

ionic strength of the continuous phase are important variables determining the extent of 

electric repulsion. Another important repulsive mechanism is steric repulsion, also caused by 

adsorbed substances. The latter may contain hydrophilic polymeric chains that protrude into 

the continuous phase. External forces are mainly hydrodynamic, i.e. caused by motion of the 

liquid (e.g. due to stirring) and are for the most part trying to disrupt the aggregates. If gentle 

stirring suffices to achieve disruption, the aggregation is considered to be reversible, and it is 

often called flocculation while coagulation refers to aggregation where strong forces are 

needed to disrupt the aggregates. It may be added that aggregation of particles can lead to 

the formation of a particle gel if the aggregation is not hindered by creaming or stirring. 

 

                                                
2 Stokes’ law : J� �  *

K
#LM4LN%

η
6(* with vs the creaming rate, 2D � 2� the difference in density between the dispersed phase and the 

continuous phase; η the viscosity of the continuous phase; g the gravitational acceleration constant and r the radius of the 
globule  



− Coalescence . 

each other, be it by aggregation or in a cream layer, so that only a very thin film of the 

continuous phase prevents oil

readily if the film diameter is larger (

the net attraction between the droplets)

depends on the type and concentration of the emulsifier used. 

used as emulsifier the interfacial viscoelastic behavior will determine to a large extent the film 

diameter and the subsequent film break

droplets coalesce to form one larger drop; this is 

quite high, and the oil will flow to sites where the pressure is lower. The oil 

a spherical shape yielding the lowest Laplace pressure possible

 

− Partial coalescence

contain solid particles, mainly crystals. The droplets are than called 

simplest case the crystals form 

from a globule into the continuous water phas

another globule, pierce the adsorption layer of that globule, thereby making oil

shown in Figure 5.1. The mechanisms and factors affecting partial coalescence

discussed in detail in Section 

Figure 5.1 Schematic presentation of potential instability mechanisms in  oil
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 This can occur if two droplets are for some time very close

, be it by aggregation or in a cream layer, so that only a very thin film of the 

continuous phase prevents oil-oil contact. Such a film may spontaneously break, the more 

the film diameter is larger (e.g. larger droplets), the film is thinner (

ttraction between the droplets) and the oil-water interfacial tension

type and concentration of the emulsifier used. Moreover, when proteins are 

used as emulsifier the interfacial viscoelastic behavior will determine to a large extent the film 

and the subsequent film break. As soon as the film breaks,

droplets coalesce to form one larger drop; this is due to the Laplace pressure being locally 

quite high, and the oil will flow to sites where the pressure is lower. The oil 

the lowest Laplace pressure possible 

Partial coalescence , also called clumping. This can only occur if the dr

mainly crystals. The droplets are than called fat globules

the crystals form a solid network in the globules and a few crystals protrude 

from a globule into the continuous water phase. Such a crystal can, upon collision with 

another globule, pierce the adsorption layer of that globule, thereby making oil

The mechanisms and factors affecting partial coalescence

 5.1.3 and 5.1.4.  

presentation of potential instability mechanisms in  oil -in-water emulsions, after 
Walstra [1, 33, 166, 167]. 
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These instability mechanisms may take place simultaneously in one system and, moreover, 

the occurrence of one instability mechanism may encourage others [162, 166, 168]. For 

instance, aggregation of droplets may enhance creaming, coalescence and partial 

coalescence depending on several conditions. ‘True’ and partial coalescence are promoted 

due to the extended contact time between the droplets. Partial coalescence will, in this case, 

especially be encouraged when the emulsion is subjected to temperature fluctuations [168]. 

The consequences of the instability mechanism partial coalescence show a discrepancy. On 

the one hand, it should be suppressed to attain an extended shelf life of commercial 

available food products. On the other hand, during the manufacturing of some products 

partial coalescence is required to achieve the desired properties in products like ice cream, 

butter, whipped creams, toppings, etc. [135, 169-172] It contributes to the structure 

formation, the physical properties (e.g. overrun, stability and firmness) and the sensory 

perception (e.g. fattiness and creaminess) [173] of the final food products.  

Next to the pioneering work of Labuschagne [174], van Boekel [175, 176], Oortwijn and 

Walstra [177], Darling [171] and Boode [130, 178-181], more recent work is discussed on the 

mechanism of partial coalescence and on the parameters that affect the occurrence and rate 

of partial coalescence in Section 5.1.3 and 5.1.4, respectively. The aspects of the interaction 

of fat globules and/or fat clumps with air or gas bubbles and the importance of partial 

coalescence in the manufacture of whipped cream and other toppings are discussed in 

Section 5.2.3 and 5.2.4. The discussion is not limited to dairy oil-in-water emulsions. 

5.1.3. Mechanism of partial coalescence in oil-in-w ater emulsions 

Partial coalescence can only be accomplished when solid particles are present in the 

dispersed phase. Therefore, in an oil-in-water emulsion fat crystals are required. Nucleation 

and, hence, fat crystallization in the dispersed oil phase take place during cooling after 

reaching a certain degree of supercooling. Supercooling is the driving force for the 

crystallization process and can be defined as the difference between the final thermodynamic 

melting temperature of the crystallizing components and the actual absolute temperature. If 

the liquid oil is supercooled, nucleation can happen in several ways, as extensively described 

in Chapter 1 (Section 1.3.1.2 and Section 1.3.2). The initially formed fat crystals can move 

freely in the globule. Since it is thermodynamically more favorable that the fat crystals are 

located at the oil-water interface (as allowed by the contact angle, see Section 5.1.4.1.B.ii), 

crystals will have the tendency to position at that interface. Even a few of the crystals may 

stick out in the water phase [176]. During subsequent crystallization, as a result of van der 

Waals attraction, aggregation of the fat crystals will be induced and an internal fat crystal 

network will be formed. The fat crystals trapped in this internal network are thereby restricted 
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in their ability to move to the interface [162, 176]. In most of the natural fats, this internal fat 

crystal network exists in a wide range of temperatures because of their strongly 

heterogeneous TAG-composition. The number of protruding crystals as well as their 

protruding distance are enhanced when the temperature decreases and the content of 

crystalline matter increases (see Section 5.1.4.1.B.i). 

When two semi-crystalline globules approach, the protruding crystals may pierce the thin film 

between the two globules and the adsorbed layer of the second droplet (Figure 5.2), in 

particular when close approach of the globules is promoted [130, 176, 181]. At that time, the 

crystal penetrating the second globule will preferably be wetted by the oil rather than by the 

continuous aqueous phase. If sufficient liquid oil is available in the globules, the oil will start 

to flow around the crystal reinforcing the link between the two droplets [130]. An oil neck 

enclosing the crystal is created between the two droplets. Although this semi-solid junction 

becomes larger and firmer upon aging, the globules keep remnants of their original shape 

(as in coagulation) but there is a true molecular contact between their contents (as in ‘true’ 

coalescence). The mechanical strength of the internal fat crystal network limits the 

rearrangement of the crystals thus hindering the complete merging of the globules into the 

energetically preferred spherical shape, driven by the Laplace pressure. As a consequence, 

partially coalesced globules maintain an irregular shape also known as a clump when two or 

more globules are involved [130]. 

Upon heating, the fat crystal network disappears and, the globules, due to their internal 

contact, will merge and assume the spherical shape driven by the Laplace pressure. Finally, 

‘true’ coalescence is established. 

 

Figure 5.2 Schematic presentation of the mechanism o f partial coalescence, after Boode [130]. 
 

Considering this mechanism, the following main criteria need to be fulfilled to achieve partial 

coalescence in an oil-in-water emulsion: 

− The oil phase is semi-crystalline. 

− The crystals in the oil droplets form a crystal network and at least one crystal 

protrudes in the aqueous continuous phase.  
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− The distance between two approaching globules is smaller than the size of the 

protruding part of the crystal. 

− The remaining liquid oil is not completely immobilized/captured by the crystal network. 

 

Partial coalescence differs from ‘true’ coalescence in the following main aspects: 

− Stability against partial coalescence is usually lower than towards ‘true’ coalescence 

[62, 130, 166, 173, 175, 176]. The rate may differ by a factor 106 or even more for similar 

emulsions with or without crystals in the globules [33, 176]. The external stress, which forces 

the globules together, is locally increased at the end of the protruding fat crystals. The area 

over which the external stress acts, is thus much smaller than the cross-sectional area of the 

globule. The external stress must therefore be multiplied by a stress concentration factor Λ 

which is proportional to r²globule/r²crystal. rglobule and rcrystal refer to the radius of the globule and of 

the protruding crystal, respectively. As a consequence, the crystals rupture the thin aqueous 

film between two approaching globules and the adsorbed layer of the second globule more 

readily [130]. Considering ‘true’ coalescence, stress concentration is also present but it is 

dependent on to what extent the droplets can be deformed and create a flat film between two 

approaching droplets [33]. In addition, partial coalescence can be achieved at a distance 

where no significant repulsive interaction is sensed by the globules [171], whereas ‘true’ 

coalescence generally needs a much closer approach.  

− Besides on the interfacial properties and the composition of the aqueous phase, the 

stability against partial coalescence also depends on the amount of crystalline fat (solid fat 

content or SFC) and on the shape, the orientation and the location of the crystals in the 

globules [130, 171, 176, 182]. 

− The formation of irregular clumps or networks of the partially coalesced globules 

increases the effective volume fraction ϕeff of the dispersed phase and thereby the viscosity 

[62, 130, 176]. In fact, the fat clumps can immobilize the aqueous phase when the process 

proceeds until a continuous space-spanning network is formed throughout the whole volume 

of the system [130, 135]. In that case, the emulsion is transformed in a solid-like system or 

solidified [130]. When two droplets completely merge into a bigger spherical one, as in ‘true’ 

coalescence, no large viscosity changes will be detected (cfr. equation 5.3). 

− The partial coalescence rate depends greatly on the applied velocity gradient in the 

emulsion while in many cases the flow conditions do not show a substantial effect on the rate 

of ‘true’ coalescence [175, 176, 183]. 
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5.1.4. Factors governing partial coalescence rate  

Dissimilarity in the susceptibility of oil-in-water emulsions towards partial coalescence can 

cause variation in the final state of the emulsions. Globules that undergo fast partial 

coalescence will aggregate until all globules are included in a continuous network. The result 

is an inversion of the oil-in-water into a water-in-oil ‘emulsion’. Upon melting, a phase 

separation will then occur, creating an oil layer on top and an aqueous layer at the bottom. 

Alternatively, slow partial coalescence may lead to irregular clumps that are more prone to 

creaming than the original singlets. In the cream layer the clumps become more closely 

packed which may locally increase the rate of partial coalescence, whereas the rate in the 

bottom layer will be even lower than in the original emulsion. These differences in 

susceptibility towards partial coalescence suggest the occurrence of different types of partial 

coalescence. In the literature four types of partial coalescence have been experimentally 

established. These four types are characterized by the change in the droplet size distribution 

and by the presence or the absence of a fat layer on top of the emulsion both evaluated after 

heating and after creaming of the large clumps has occured [130, 182]. The dissimilarity in 

the coalescence efficiencies between the clumps and the single globules of different sizes 

mainly determines the changes in the particle size distribution and, thereby, the type of 

partial coalescence [130]. Figure 5.3 illustrates the four types of partial coalescence: 

− Type A : All globules participate and form irregular clumps. Upon melting, an emulsion 

with a unimodal particle size distribution and a larger mean droplet size is obtained. 

− Type B : Large clumps are created which cream upon melting and the remaining 

globules are larger than the original ones. 

− Type C : Rapid partial coalescence between a sum of the emulsion droplets leads to 

large clumps which rapidly cream upon heating. The remaining droplets show an 

unaltered particle size distribution.  

− Type D : Big clumps are formed, which rapidly cream upon heating and the remaining 

emulsion shows a size distribution of smaller droplets than in the original.  

From the above, it can be assumed that the factors that significantly govern the rate of partial 

coalescence will affect the physical properties of the oil-in-water emulsion. The rate of 

aggregation or partial coalescence can be defined as the product of the encounter frequency 

and the capture efficiency α. The capture efficiency is the probability that two droplets stick 

after close approach and can be determined as the ratio of the amount of observed partially 

coalesced aggregates over the calculated ones in which each collision would result in the 

formation of an aggregate [33]. Factors affecting the collision frequency and/or the capture 

efficiency will consequently control the partial coalescence rate. Within the wide variety of 
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influencing factors, distinction is made in the discussion between the process parameters 

and the composition and formulation of the oil-in-water emulsion. 

 

 

Figure 5.3 Schematic presentation of the different t ypes of partial coalescence. The solid line represe nts 
the particle size distribution of the individual gl obules while the dashed lines represent the particl e size 

distribution after partial coalescence has occurred . 
 

5.1.4.1. Process parameters  

The main process parameters affecting the occurrence and the rate of partial coalescence 

are the mechanical shear forces (flow conditions) and the time-temperature (t,T-) program 

applied during processing. 

A. Flow conditions 

The movement and, thus, the encounter frequency of droplets in an oil-in-water emulsion at 

rest is determined by both the Brownian motion and the creaming behavior. The encounter 

frequency will increase when hydrodynamic mechanical forces are present and it will be 

approximately proportional to the shear rate in a simple shear flow. In case of other flow 

types - in which Taylor vortices occur or in a turbulent flow - the encounter frequency and 

therefore the partial coalescence rate may even be higher [33]. These orthokinetically 

provoked clumping of fat globules is often referred to as shear-induced partial coalescence 

[184]. 

Moreover, the capture efficiency α is also increased when a velocity gradient is applied 

during processing as was shown by Darling [171] and van Boekel [176]. Two causes can be 
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given for the increased capture efficiency α when flow is applied. First, the droplets will roll 

around each other resulting in a higher probability that protruding crystals will be present in 

the film between two approaching droplets (Figure 5.4) [176]. Second, the droplets are 

stronger forced together resulting in a shorter interdroplet distance than in Brownian motion 

[176]. A repulsion barrier may thereby be overcome and the distance of the protruding 

crystals may then be higher than the thickness of the film between two approaching droplets 

which causes the piercing of the second globule by the protruding crystal.  

 

 

Figure 5.4 Relative movement of droplets around eac h other when shear flow is applied [33]. 
 

In many emulsions a shear rate threshold value can also be observed before the partial 

coalescence rate starts to increase with the applied shear rate [33, 185, 186]. Beneath this 

threshold value the globules do not clump or very slowly; presumably, the distance of 

approach between the globules is greater than the protrusion distance of the crystals. 

On the contrary, break-up of partially coalesced clumps has to be taken into account 

especially when elongational flow is present in the system. The extent of partial coalescence 

is then dependent on both the rate of partial coalescence and the rate of clump break-up 

[130, 171].  

B. Temperature 

The actual temperature and the T-history define to a large extent the susceptibility of an oil-

in-water emulsion towards partial coalescence as they mainly determine the physical state of 

the oil droplets. Crystallization of the oil droplets takes place when applying a certain degree 

of supercooling. Crystals nucleate and, subsequently, start to grow. The resulting solid fat 

content (SFC), morphology and size of the crystals and their internal arrangement will greatly 

affect the partial coalescence stability of the fat globules [171, 176]. Below 0°C, the water of 

the continuous phase can also start to freeze, which generally catalyzes partial coalescence 

in emulsions [187]. This part will discuss the effect of SFC, the morphology and size of the 
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crystals and their arrangement within the globules related to the t,T-program applied during 

processing. The effect of freezing of the continuous aqueous phase is also briefly adressed. 

i. Solid fat content 

Boode [130] stated that a continuous fat crystal network is generally desired in the fat 

globules to induce partial coalescence. From this prerequisite, it can be deduced that the rate 

of partial coalescence is strongly related to the SFC of the fat globules since an adequate 

SFC is essential to form a continuous crystal network throughout the globules [181]. Stability 

against partial coalescence may, thus, be guaranteed below a certain threshold value of 

SFC. The crystals do not form a space-spanning network approximating the globule size and 

cannot protrude very far [58, 166, 181]. They may even be pushed into the globules when 

two approaching globules collide [33] and they may rather undergo ‘true’ coalescence [58, 

166]. The minimum SFC needed to produce a crystal network extending throughout the 

whole droplet can be determined by applying the theory of fractal aggregation of the crystals. 

It defines a critical diameter of a fractal aggregate that permits the creation of a continuous 

network. This should be smaller than the globule diameter to facilitate the creation of a fat 

crystal network throughout the globule. Hence, the following condition needs to be fulfilled 

[130, 166, 181]: 

 )3/(1 −> Dyd ψ  
(5.4) 

With d the globule diameter, y the (poorly defined) effective diameter of the aggregating 

crystals, ψ the crystal volume fraction, D the fractal dimensionality, which is less than 3, and 

yψ1/(D-3) the critical diameter of the globule to form a continuous network. This implies that 

the minimum SFC needed depends on the globule size and the size of the crystals formed. 

The smaller the globule and the larger the crystals, the more SFC is needed to achieve a 

crystal network. The equation also involves that for an equal SFC and similar droplet size a 

space-spanning crystal network will more readily be formed if the crystals are smaller. 

Secondary nucleation is known to promote the creation of a large number of small crystals 

and is, thus, desired when partial coalescence is intended. It is especially favored when the 

oil has a very heterogeneous TAG-composition, like in milk fat [32]. If no secondary 

nucleation takes place, it is likely that only one or two crystals will be formed in each globule. 

Even though these crystals will be bigger, the globules may be less susceptible towards 

partial coalescence due to the absence of a crystal network in most of the small globules.  

Besides the creation of a continuous fat crystal network the amount of protruding crystals 

and their protrusion distance are also determined by the SFC [176, 181]. Due to ongoing 

crystallization after the network has been formed, protrusion will especially arise from the 
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of the globules. Globules will become short of liquid oil so that crystals can no 

longer be completely wetted by the oil [33, 181].  

s mentioned in Section 5.1.3, not only fat crystals are necessary to induce 

partial coalescence but the presence of liquid oil is also indispensable. The fat crystal must, 

after all, penetrate into the liquid region of another globule. If no oil is available, no wetting of 

the crystals piercing the second globule occurs and a permanent junction will not be formed

Therefore, almost completely solidified droplets do not show partial 

coalescence but rather undergo aggregation [162]. Even when the oil is completely trapped 

crystal network at a lower percentage of SFC, the globules will not create 

In addition, assuming that a crystal of one globule penetrates an 

adjacent globule and an initial small oil neck is created (Figure 5.5), the extent and the rate at 

which the globules merge is dependent on the amount of the oil that can be released from 

the fat crystal network during collision. The main driving force for merg

pressure created at the rim of the initially created neck (Figure 5.5, 

However, the merging will probably be counteracted by the Laplace pressure created at the 

water interface. Due to local removal of the oil, boundary capillary pores may be created 

at the edge of the fat crystal network if the network does not subside under the sensed 

left side). Hence, the pore size in the fat crystal network, strongly 

dependent on the crystal size, defines to a large extent the availability of the oil 

rate and extent of globule merge. The smaller the pores, the more the oil resists to flow out of 

counteracting Laplace pressure readily appears.  
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From the discussion above it can be assumed that an optimum SFC for partial coalescence 

can be established in oil-in-water emulsions [33, 162, 185, 186, 188, 189], as illustrated for 

milk fat in Figure 5.6. This optimum SFC is highly dependent on the composition of the fat 

globules and the size, the morphology and the location of the crystals. Davies et al. [189] 

suggested that partial coalescence is maximized in a SFC-range between 10 - 50% in model 

cream. Hinrichs and Kessler [186] and Hinrichs [185] stated that for natural cream the partial 

coalescence is maximized if the SFC is 25% (more or less at 20°C) while according to 

Thivilliers et al. [190] a maximum partial coalescence rate is achieved at a SFC of 10 - 15% 

in a recombined dairy cream during shearing. The optimum SFC can, in addition, shift when 

varying the flow field. At rest globules may still partially coalesce at a higher SFC than in a 

flow field because disruption may take place before the junction between the globules is 

shaped when flow is applied, especially if the flow is elongational [130, 162, 181].  

 

Figure 5.6 Example of the evolution of the capture e fficiency α, for partial coalescence to occur, as a 
function of solid fat content (SFC) of milk fat [2, 19]. 

 

Furthermore, it needs to be remarked that partial coalescence also can occur when in an 

emulsion both solid globules and supercooled droplets are present [191]. Crystallization is 

induced by penetration of a protruding crystal in the supercooled liquid. The inflowing crystal 

serves as a site for crystal growth (secondary nucleation) [55, 56] and only partial fusion is 

possible [191]. 

In general, it can be concluded that SFC mainly affects the capture efficiency α. The 

encounter frequency is hardly affected. 



ii. Arrangement of the crystals

If solids, in this case crystals, have the freedom to move to an equilibrium position at the oil

water interface, three interfacial tensions will determine the contact angle of the crystal

aqueous phase θw or the oil phase 

contact angle of a spherical solid particle at the oil

realized that the presence, concentration and type o

phase can strongly alter the interfacial tensions and, hence, the contact angle

Figure 5.7 Schematic 2D- presentation of the contact angle of a spherical so lid particle at the oil

 

For most emulsions, the contact angle 

between 120° and 160°. This i

lowest when the crystals are situated at the interface and preferentially wetted by the liquid 

oil phase [33]. The free energy gain, as compared with the state of complete wetting of the 

crystals by the oil is larger for smaller

irrespective of the wetting circumstances, measured by the contact angle, the free moving 

crystals will be tangentially oriented, as illustrated in 

of van der Waals attraction forces, fat crystals in oil globules are considered to be 

aggregated in a network [179, 181, 192]

diffusion of the crystals to the oil

this network have the opportunity to reach the interface. 

Figure 5.8 Orientation of free movable crystals at the oil
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Arrangement of the crystals 

, in this case crystals, have the freedom to move to an equilibrium position at the oil

facial tensions will determine the contact angle of the crystal

the oil phase θo. Figure 5.7 gives a schematic 2D-

contact angle of a spherical solid particle at the oil-water interface. Furthermore, it should be 

realized that the presence, concentration and type of surfactants in the oil or the aqueous 

phase can strongly alter the interfacial tensions and, hence, the contact angle

 

presentation of the contact angle of a spherical so lid particle at the oil
interface. 

For most emulsions, the contact angle θw of a crystal, as measured in the aqueous phase, is 

between 120° and 160°. This i mplies that the interfacial free energy of the system is the 

lowest when the crystals are situated at the interface and preferentially wetted by the liquid 

. The free energy gain, as compared with the state of complete wetting of the 

is larger for smaller θw. Boode and Walstra [179] stated thereby that, 

irrespective of the wetting circumstances, measured by the contact angle, the free moving 

crystals will be tangentially oriented, as illustrated in Figure 5.8. On the other hand, because 

an der Waals attraction forces, fat crystals in oil globules are considered to be 

[179, 181, 192]. The network formation then hinders the free 

diffusion of the crystals to the oil-water interface. Only crystals that become detached from 

the opportunity to reach the interface.  

Orientation of free movable crystals at the oil -water interface after [130]
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Walstra [193] was the first to classify milk fat globules according to the fat crystal 

arrangement in the globule. Later on, as shown in Figure 5.9 , Boode [130] extended the 

classification and discussed the types of fat globules in terms of capture efficiency α towards 

partial coalescence. The capture efficiency α of the layered (L-) type globules is related to the 

contact angle of the crystals. When θw >> 90°, the crystals become preferentially wetted by 

the oil phase (Figure 5.8) but edges of the crystals may protrude by a few times ten 

nanometres because of the curved interface and the geometry and size of the crystals. The 

capture efficiency for partial coalescence is then for example 10-6. This situation will also take 

place at θw ≈ 90° when the crystals are not forced into either p hase (Figure 5.8). When θw << 

90°, crystals are preferentially wetted by the aque ous phase and located at the outside of the 

oil-water interface. This may cause aggregation of globules by bridging, but the occurrence 

of partial coalescence is probably quite rare.  

 

Figure 5.9 Schematic presentation of types of semi-c rystalline globules as observed with the polarized 
microscope, after Walstra and Boode [130, 193]. 

 

If crystals are kept in a crystal network, such as in needle (N-) type globules (Figure 5.9), 

radial orientation of some boundary crystals can be observed [181]. In the N-type globules, 

the protrusion distance may presumably depend on (1) θw at the moment when the crystal 

becomes oriented at the interface (before network formation), (2) the size and shape of the 

crystals and (3) the extent of shrinking of the liquid perimeter of the globule due to ongoing 

crystallization of its content. The crystals may even stick out further from the N-type globules 

than from the L- and mixed (M-) type. Therefore, the N-type globules may be more 

susceptible towards partial coalescence leading to a wide range of capture efficiencies α 

depending on the amount of crystals present at the interface. In the exceptional N1-type case 

in which only a few crystals are present in the globule the capture efficiency α would be 

approximately 10-6. N2-type crystallized globules, on the other hand, contain numerous 

protruding crystals and partial coalescence will become more efficient, 10-6 < α < 1.  

In K-type crystallized globules, crystals are too thick to follow the curvature and can grow out 

of the oil globule if θw ≤ 90°. The large protrusion takes place especially w hen some water-
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soluble small-molecule surfactants are present at the interface. Nearly all encounters will 

lead to partial coalescence, α approaches 1.  

The type of globule depends not only on the properties of the fat [181] but also on the actual 

temperature [194] and the T-history [59, 178]. 

iii. Crystal size, polymorphism and morphology  

Emulsion stability decreases with increasing crystal size at rest and in couette flow [180]. The 

larger the crystals, the larger the protrusion distance of the crystals can be. As a 

consequence, the emulsions will become more prone to partial coalescence. The size of the 

crystals is initially determined by the cooling rate. In general, the higher the cooling rate, the 

larger the undercooling before nucleation occurs and the smaller the crystals within the 

globule [59]. The subsequent t,T-program and storage temperature will then determine the 

final size of the crystals.  

Moreover, the t,T-program may define the crystal polymorphism. Johansson [62] maintained 

that α- and β’-crystals are more polar than β-crystals which are almost completely wetted by 

the oil. Polymorphic transitions may, therefore, modify the position of the crystals in the 

globule and the crystal network formation and, subsequently, may alter the capture efficiency 

α. Besides this hypothesis, so far, no relationship between polymorphism and susceptibility 

towards partial coalescence has been established.  

Davies et al. [154] showed that in sodium caseinate stabilized emulsions with a 40% 

groundnut-tristearin (5%) oil phase the morphology of the crystals influence the rate of partial 

coalescence. They postulated that, when flow is applied, needle-like spherulites make the 

globules more susceptible towards partial coalescence than small rounded spherulites. The 

latter crystals were not able to pierce the interface of the globule. Golemanov et al. [191] 

observed similar effects of the morphology of paraffin crystals on the stability.  

iv. Tempering 

The stability of an oil-in-water emulsion is markedly affected by applying a tempering step at 

a temperature (Tmax) where only little solid fat is left [130, 177, 178, 188, 195-199]. In 

concentrated emulsions ‘body’ formation, ‘gelling’ or ‘solidification’ of the emulsion may even 

be accomplished. These transformed emulsions do not flow anymore under their own weight 

as a consequence of partial coalescence. In less concentrated emulsions, the tempering 

results only in a higher susceptibility towards partial coalescence when the emulsion is 

subjected to a velocity gradient [178].  

The pioneering work of Boode et al. [178] describes a potential mechanism elucidating the 

susceptibility of an oil-in-water emulsion towards partial coalescence after applying a 
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tempering period. The suggested internal changes of the fat globule are given in Figure 5.10. 

Before the tempering period, at low temperature, the fat crystals are trapped in a continuous 

fat crystal network. These crystals cannot move to the thermodynamically favored interfacial 

position. Upon heating, the fat melts and as a result some crystals disappear and others 

become smaller. The remaining small crystals are then no longer kept in a continuous 

network so they can move freely to the energetically favored oil-water interface. This occurs 

only if the tempering period at Tmax is long enough. Approximately 1 in 1000 collisions of the 

crystals with the interfacial region overcome the boundary activation free energy. Upon slow 

recooling, recrystallization starts immediately without deep supercooling since the remaining 

crystals serve as catalytic impurities. As a consequence, the number of crystals does not 

increase greatly but the crystal size increases significantly. Moreover, the crystals stick out 

farther in the aqueous phase and even more crystals will protrude, since they presumably 

started to grow in the boundary region. These larger and increased amount of protruding 

crystals make the emulsion more susceptible towards partial coalescence at rest (especially 

for concentrated emulsions) or in flow. Recently, Thivilliers et al. [188, 198] observed during 

tempering at Tmax of milk fat- and cocoa butter-in-water emulsions an increase in particle size 

and in G’ (storage modulus) which shows that clusters of partially coalesced globules are 

already formed at Tmax. During subsequent recooling, a sharp increase of G’ is observed. 

They attributed the sharp increase rather to oil crystallization than to ongoing partial 

coalescence, although no experimental evidence of this is given. Moreover, the same 

research group also showed that by applying a tempering period ‘jamming’ can occur in 

stead of partial coalescence [198, 200, 201]. ‘Jamming’ refers to gelling caused by flow 

hindering due to surface roughness in the presence of crystals near the interface, i.e. the 

crystals are too small to pierce the neighbouring globules. The occurrence of ‘jamming’ is 

favored when the globule size is small, takes place in both paraffin and TAG-emulsions and 

depends on the tempering conditions and composition of the interfacial layer.  

An alternative explanation for the decreased stability of an oil-in-water emulsion after 

tempering is given by Mutoh et al. [195] and Sugimoto et al. [197]. They maintained that the 

large crystals formed as a result of tempering may affect the conformation and the adsorption 

behavior of the proteins which causes globules to aggregate. The created aggregates are 

described as the main cause for the enhanced solidification in the oil-in-water emulsions. 

Partial coalescence, as such, is not mentioned in these papers. 

 



Figure 5.10 Schematic presentation of
oil
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Moreover, large crystals will create larger pores and, thus, increase the permeability of the 

fat crystal network. More oil will become available for the fast creation of a strong persistent 

junction when a crystal penetrates the globule. In addition, when slow cooling is applied,

more time is spent in the semi

[168]. 

From the above, it can be concluded that tempering mainly affects the capture efficien

Further, it should be noted that tempering may also have an effect on the morphology and 

polymorphism of the crystals, the final SFC in the globules and the sintering of the internal 

crystal network. But so far no research confirmed these effects.
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presentation of  changes in type of semi- crystalline fat globule during
oil -in-water emulsions, after Boode [178]. 
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effectiveness to increase the extent of partial coalescence [178, 198]. Tmax

and the amount of free movable crystals present during the tempering period while 

defines the final arrangement of the fat crystals in the globule and the initial extent of partial 

coalescence before recooling. When cooling rapidly, supercooling can occur which implies 

the formation of small crystals, especially when secondary nucleation takes place, and no 

will occur [178]. The slower the cooling rate, the larger the crystals 

and their protrusion distance which increase the partial coalescence rate

ll create larger pores and, thus, increase the permeability of the 

fat crystal network. More oil will become available for the fast creation of a strong persistent 

junction when a crystal penetrates the globule. In addition, when slow cooling is applied,

ore time is spent in the semi-solid region where the partial coalescence rate is 

From the above, it can be concluded that tempering mainly affects the capture efficien

Further, it should be noted that tempering may also have an effect on the morphology and 

of the crystals, the final SFC in the globules and the sintering of the internal 

crystal network. But so far no research confirmed these effects.  

Ice crystal formation 

[187, 202] investigated the destabilization of palm oil-

(40%) by temperature cycling. The emulsions were repeatedly heated above the final melting 
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point of palm oil and cooled to temperatures where only oil crystallizes or where both the 

aqueous phase and the oil phase crystallize. The observed extent of partial coalescence was 

markedly higher when both phases contain a solid fraction. Below the freezing point of the 

aqueous phase ice crystals primarily force the droplets together. Presumably, the ice crystals 

can damage the adsorption layer and also induce concentration of the mineral salts in the 

aqueous phase, implying a reduction in electrostatic repulsion [187, 203]. All these effects 

clearly increase both the capture efficiency α and the encounter frequency of the globules 

and are especially important in the manufacturing of ice cream. In ice cream, it is the 

combination of ice crystallization and shear forces that mainly determines the fat 

destabilization. Neither the shear forces nor the ice crystallization alone results in a similar 

magnitude of fat destabilization [203]. In the latter research, air is also included which 

enhances destabilization as will be discussed for whipped cream systems in Section 5.2.   

5.1.4.2. Composition and formulation  

A food emulsion consists of two immiscible liquids, oil and water. In order to extend the 

kinetic stability emulsifiers or surface-active components, like proteins or small-molecule 

surfactants, are added which provide the emulsion droplets with a protective oil-water 

interfacial layer. Also thickening or gelling agents can be added to decrease the mobility of 

the emulsion droplets. During emulsification/homogenization, all these components will be 

distributed in the dispersed oil, the continuous aqueous phase and the oil-water interfacial 

layer. Moreover, the concentration of components and the process parameters during 

emulsification will affect the distribution and the structure of the emulsion, especially the 

particle size distribution. In this section, the effects of the composition and formulation on the 

encounter frequency and the capture efficiency α towards partial coalescence will be 

discussed. 

A. Fat volume fraction 

Hinrichs and Kessler [186] showed that emulsions with a high fat volume fraction (ϕ) are 

more susceptible to partial coalescence than those with a low fat content. A lower shear rate 

was necessary to destabilize the emulsion. Moreover, the ‘gel’ strength after applying a 

tempering was also found to be larger when ϕ was increased due to a larger extent of partial 

coalescence, as shown by Thivilliers et al. [188]. 

Generally, the rate of partial coalescence is approximately proportional to ϕ² if only the 

volume fraction and thus only the increasing encounter frequency is concerned [130, 166]. 

For ϕ > 0.2 an even stronger coalescence rate is expected [33]. Furthermore, for cream-like 

emulsions a minimum volume fraction of the oil phase should be present for partial 

coalescence to occur both at rest [198, 200] or when mechanical forces are applied [204]. 
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B. Particle size of globules and clumps  

In general, the partial coalescence rate increases with the globule size as was first 

established by van Boekel [175]. Later on, Boode and Walstra [180] suggested from model 

calculations that the capture efficiency α increases with globule size. The calculated capture 

efficiencies of a TAG and a paraffin emulsion are given in Figure 5.11. Solidification when 

applying a tempering cycle occurs at a lower fat content when TAG or paraffin emulsion 

contains larger globules [188, 200].  

 

 

Figure 5.11 Calculated capture efficiency αααα as a function of globule size (µm) of a 20 % TAG- and paraffin-
in-water emulsion, after Boode [130]. 

 

The effect of globule size can be attributed to: 

− In a given flow field, the external force pressing the globules together is larger for 

larger globules and also, when similar crystal sizes are assumed, the stress concentration 

factor  Λ will be higher since this is proportional to r²globule. In contrast, the internal stress (or 

the Laplace pressure) decreases with increased particle size. The external stress will thus be 

more readily higher than the internal pressure of the globules. As a consequence, two large 

globules will deform more strongly than smaller ones resulting in a larger area of the thin film 

formed between two globules and the smaller the distance between the two approaching 

globules [33]. The probability that a protruding crystal is located in that film and that the 

protruding distance is large enough to reach the second globule is therefore higher. It needs 

to be remarked that the presence of a network (when enough SFC) in the globules will 

markedly decrease the deformability of the globule.  
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− Since the creaming rate is proportional to r²globule (Stokes’ law), larger globules will 

cream faster forming a dense top layer. The encounter frequency will thereby be increased in 

the cream layer yielding higher partial coalescence rate. 

− Larger crystals can be formed in larger globules [59, 205] which will, firstly, lead to 

greater protrusion distances [166, 200] and, secondly, to a larger pore size in the network. 

The greater protrusion distance involves a higher partial coalescence rate and the larger 

pore size makes the liquid oil more readily available as a lubricating agent for the creation of 

a permanent junction [33].  

Further, it should be mentioned that despite the enhanced partial coalescence rate, the 

functionality of the globules to form a space-spanning network is reduced. With increasing 

particle size, a larger number of droplets are required to have the same network volume.  

When partial coalescence has started, partially coalesced globules or clumps will be present. 

As a consequence, the collision frequency will be largely reduced. However, how the 

different clump sizes will affect the capture efficiency α is ambiguous. Considering the 

amount and size of the crystals two possibilities are realistic [130]. When the clumps are 

created from singlets with a few large crystals per singlet, the crystals will most likely become 

more engulfed by the liquid oil decreasing the reactivity of the clumps compared to the 

globules. Clumps originating from singlets containing a continuous network presumably 

become more reactive. Some oil is squeezed out to form a neck between two adjacent 

globules. Less oil remains to fill the network; most likely resulting in a larger protrusion 

distance of the crystals located at the interface.  

When only the sizes of clumps are considered without variation of other parameters (crystal 

arrangement, amount of protruding crystals, SFC), the partial coalescence rate will increase 

with the size, similar to singlet globules. However, in a flow field it needs to be considered 

that clumps, especially the larger ones, can break up. 

C. Oil-water interfacial layer composition 

The assessment of the stability of an emulsion in which the interfacial composition is 

changed is a complex matter. When the amount and/or type of surface-active agent are 

changed before emulsification, not only the composition but also the particle size distribution, 

the surface load, the thickness and the viscoelasticity of the oil-water interfacial layer and the 

fat crystallization behavior may be altered. These varying factors make it hard to univocally 

compare experimental results. Even though having this in mind, some common trends can 

be detected in the literature and are discussed in this section.  
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Generally, colloidal repulsion will strongly stabilize emulsions against partial coalescence, 

especially in quiescent emulsions, since it defines the minimal distance between two 

approaching globules and thus the capture efficiency α. A large viscous stress in a given flow 

field may, however, overcome the repulsion as discussed in Section 5.1.4.1.A. The extent 

and type of colloidal repulsion is mainly dependent on the composition of the interfacial layer 

enclosing the fat droplets. Both steric and electrostatic repulsion may be abundant in oil-in-

water emulsions stabilized by proteins and/or small-molecule surfactants. Mostly, the rate of 

partial coalescence is less for globules stabilized by proteins than for those stabilized by 

small-molecule surfactants because proteins primarily exhibit stronger steric repulsion 

compared to small-molecule surfactants [176, 206]. Secondly, proteins tend to form a thicker 

and often a more viscoelastic membrane at the oil-in-water interface [130, 176, 178, 192, 

194]. The latter leads to a lower conformational flexibility at the interface and, in addition, 

crystals may not stick out in the aqueous phase or are not able to rupture the thick 

membrane of the approaching globule. Next to the interfacial composition, the composition of 

the continuous phase will determine to a large extent the repulsive interactions (ionic 

strength, pH, solvent quality,…) of the globules [180], as will be discussed in 5.1.4.2.D. 

i. Proteins 

In general, an increasing protein surface load decreases the partial coalescence rate [135] 

until a maximum load is reached [166]. This is a result of the positive correlation of the 

surface load with the extent of colloidal repulsion and the thickness and viscoelasticity of the 

interfacial layer which counts until all adsorption areas at the interface are occupied.  

In literature agreement exists that emulsions stabilized with caseins are more stable against 

partial coalescence than those stabilized with whey proteins (WPs) [55, 177, 202, 207-209]. 

Figure 5.12 illustrates this with some results of Pelan et al. [207]. Among emulsions prepared 

with commercial available milk proteins containing both caseins and WPs, skimmed milk 

stabilized emulsions appear to be most stable [177, 207, 210], if the concentration of the 

proteins is high enough (Figure 5.12). At a low protein:fat ratio not enough proteins are 

available per unit area oil-water interface and clusters may be formed during emulsification 

[177]. The long lasting contact between globules in these clusters will encourage the 

occurrence of partial coalescence [162, 211].  

For hydrogenated palm kernel oil (9%) emulsions stabilized by a mixture of caseins and 

WPs, Sourdet et al. [212] and Relkin et al. [209, 213] concluded the preferential adsorption of 

casein micelles over WPs and thereby a higher surface load and stability against partial 

coalescence of the casein containing emulsions over the 100% whey stabilized emulsions. 

Next to the effect on the interfacial composition, also differences in crystallization behavior 
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between the casein containing and the 100% whey stabilized emulsions, were observed by 

Relkin et al. [209, 213]. The latter may also potentially explain some changes in partial 

coalescence rate (as discussed in Section 5.1.4.1.B). 

 

 

Figure 5.12 Extractable fat (%), as a measure of the  amount of partial coalescence, as a function of 
WPC(••••), caseinate ( ♦♦♦♦) and skimmed milk ( ■) concentration (%) in emulsions containing 20% oil . The oil 

phase consists of a 50:50 mixture of palm kernel oi l and coconut oil [207]. 
 

Segall and Goff [210] discussed the stability of butter oil (25%) emulsions stabilized by whey 

protein hydrolysates (WPHs) and whey protein isolates (WPIs). To obtain a quiescently 

stable emulsion stabilized with WPHs, a higher protein concentration was needed compared 

with WPI stabilized emulsions because of the limited steric stabilization induced by WPHs. 

Above a certain protein concentration, on the other hand, WPHs stabilized emulsions do not 

show partial coalescence during shearing. The WPH-layer was considered too dense for the 

crystals to protrude. 

Since heat treatment before and after emulsification can induce changes in protein 

hydrophobicity and flexibility, it may affect both aggregation properties and the protein 

behavior at the oil-water interface which, consequently, will affect the stability of the 

emulsions to a large extent [214]. The stability of casein stabilized emulsions will be far less 

sensitive to heat treatment than emulsions based on globular WPs. Caseins are known as 

heat-stable proteins while globular WPs denature quite readily [215]. Upon heating, 

hydrophobic amino acid side chains buried in the core of globular proteins become more 

exposed to the aqueous phase. The unfolding mechanism may even be followed by a 

covalent interaction between the WPs or WPs and caseins, if present [215].  
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Segall and Goff [216] showed that butter oil (24%) emulsions stabilized with pre-heated WPs 

are more prone to partial coalescence than those with native WPs, whereas the susceptibility 

of post-heated emulsions was similar. Kiokias and Bot [217, 218] and Kiokias et al. [219] 

investigated the tempering stability (Section 5.1.4.1.B.iv) of pre- and post-heat treated 

skimmed milk powder, caseinate and WPs stabilized vegetable fat (30%) emulsions. The 

clearest instability was observed in pre-treated WP stabilized emulsions, whereas the post-

treated WP, skim milk powder and caseinate stabilized emulsions were much more stable. 

Furthermore, the authors maintained that emulsions remain stable as long as sufficient 

native WPs are available to provide a surface coverage equal to that of comparable 

emulsions prepared with non-heated WPs [218]. 

ii. Small-molecule surfactants 

Small-molecule surfactants are usually more surface-active than proteins because they can 

pack more efficiently at the interface. Therefore, when both proteins and small-molecule 

surfactants are present, competitive adsorption of both oil-soluble and water-soluble small-

molecule surfactants with the proteins (or protein displacement) may occur at the oil-water 

interface. This has been extensively studied the last decade for emulsions stabilized by 

purified milk proteins [220-228], WPIs [229, 230], caseinates [230, 231] and milk protein 

mixture [232-234]. Generally, it was found that caseins are more readily displaced than WPs 

[220] and water-soluble surfactants are more effective in protein displacement than oil-

soluble surfactants [223, 228, 229] while the latter reduce the protein surface concentration 

substantially in the presence of water-soluble surfactants [222]. Mackie et al. [235] described 

a new ‘orogenic’ mechanism of protein displacement by small-molecule surfactants. They 

suggested a three stage mechanism by using AFM (atomic force microscopy) to visualize the 

molecular structure of the interfaces. First, the surfactant molecules nucleate at defects in the 

protein interface. Second, a compression of the protein network occurs due to the ongoing 

growing surfactant region at the interface and, finally, the interfacial network of proteins 

collapses and proteins are released into the aqueous phase. This mechanism, originally 

developed by studying air-water interfaces, seems to be applicable to oil-water interfaces 

and is accepted as generic [227, 236, 237]. Mackie and Wilde [238] further demonstrated, in 

a review, the importance of the intermolecular interactions of both ionic and non-ionic 

surfactants with proteins on the structure and physical properties of a mixed interface.  

The displacement of proteins from the oil-water interface affects the overall stability, as 

summarized by Dickinson [206], including partial coalescence stability. The protein 

desorption reduces the thickness and changes the viscoelasticity and the repulsive 

interaction of the interface [236, 239, 240]. Moreover, it has been shown that when a protein-

stabilized ice cream mix or dairy cream is aged in the presence of small-molecule 
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surfactants, prior to cooling and/or whipping, the whipped products can have improved 

physicochemical properties [135, 169, 241-244].  

Besides their effect on the protein load, small-molecule surfactants can also modify the 

contact angle θw of the fat crystals [166, 179]. In this case, they can possibly enhance the 

wettability of the crystals by the aqueous phase and as such increase the protrusion distance 

of the crystals and the emulsions will become more prone to partial coalescence [171, 176, 

179].  

In addition, several small-molecule surfactants can partly dissolve in the oil and may then 

affect the crystallization behavior in the globules [84, 85, 104, 105, 120, 241, 245]. Small-

molecule surfactants can affect nucleation, crystal growth and/or the polymorphic transitions, 

dependent on their miscibility in the oil [43]. As a consequence the amount, the size, the 

morphology and the sintering of the crystals, the arrangement of the crystals in the globule, 

the fat crystal network and the SFC can depend on the type and the concentration of the 

surfactants and can, thereby, affect the partial coalescence stability of the emulsions [107, 

120, 154, 241, 246].  

From the above it can be deduced that the capture efficiency α of the globules for partial 

coalescence can be controlled when small-molecule surfactants are added. Below, the 

effects of monoacylglycerols (MAGs), phospholipids (PLs) and other small-molecule 

surfactants are described separately. 

Monoacylglycerols  

The displacement of the milk proteins by different types of MAG is discussed by several 

authors [154, 241, 247]. Barfod et al. [241] maintained that unsaturated MAGs displace the 

proteins to a greater extent than saturated ones, whereas Davies et al. [154] maintained the 

reverse conclusion. Heertje [247] postulated that the displacement of the proteins by 

saturated and unsaturated MAGs is concentration dependent, which can explain the 

disagreement. Above 0.25% saturated MAGs are more effective and below 0.25% more 

proteins will be displaced by the unsaturated MAGs. Barfod et al. [241] also maintained that 

the desorption of proteins into the aqueous phase is higher when the MAGs are able to 

crystallize and during the reheating readsorption of the proteins can occur. The temperature 

at which MAGs crystallize and protein displacement occurs, depends on the saturation 

degree and the chain-length of the fatty acids and the concentration of the MAGs [157]. 

Along with their adsorption capacity on the oil-water interface, MAGs are, thus, believed to 

control the destabilization of emulsions during processing. 
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Pelan et al. [207] studied the stability of butter oil ice cream emulsions stabilized by skimmed 

milk powder in the presence of saturated and unsaturated MAGs. They suggested that 

unsaturated MAGs are more effective in destabilizing emulsions than saturated ones, 

especially when the concentration is higher. The emulsions became more stable with an 

increasing concentration of saturated MAGs, although the protein coverage decreased 

slightly. The stabilizing effect of the saturated MAGs at higher concentrations is assumed to 

be due the occurrence of a Pickering stabilization of MAG-crystals formed at the oil-water 

interface.  

In a more recent study, it was also found that addition of monoolein destabilizes a sodium 

caseinate stabilized model emulsion (ϕ = 40% and the oil phase consists of a mixture of 

groundnut oil and tristearin) stronger than the addition of monostearin or monopalmitin [154, 

189]. Moreover, it appeared that the amount of tristearin needed to induce partial 

coalescence decreased with an increasing monoolein concentration in the emulsions [189]. 

Although monoolein showed the lowest level of protein displacement, these emulsions were 

more susceptible towards partial coalescence due to its influence on the morphology of the 

crystals. The fat crystals formed in monoolein containing emulsions were spiky spherulites. 

These crystals can easily pierce the interface during agitation. In a quiescent emulsion the 

crystals are not forced through the interface which implies a quiescently stable emulsion that 

readily destabilizes during shear flow. The monostearin containing emulsions stayed 

orthokinetically stable since small tristearin crystals are formed during crystallization which 

may be not sufficiently needle-like to force into the interfacial layer. Monopalmitin containing 

emulsions showed less resistance against partial coalescence than monostearin containing 

emulsions. Larger crystals were formed in monopalmitin containing emulsions compared to 

emulsions containing monostearin. Both Pelan et al. [207] and Davies et al. [154, 189] 

deduced thus that the amount of protein displacement would not always be the restricting 

factor to determine the rate of partial coalescence.  

However, Miura et al. [248] observed that saturated MAGs (monopalmitin) destabilize palm 

oil emulsions (40% oil phase stabilized by sodium caseinate) more readily than unsaturated 

MAGs (monoolein) when the emulsions were repeatedly tempered. The higher susceptibility 

of monopalmitin containing emulsions was ascribed to the agglomeration of the higher 

melting TAGs of palm oil near the interface and the dislocation of the lower melting TAGs to 

the ‘center’ of the globules during T-cycling. Such a rearrangement of palm oil TAGs then 

would not occur in monoolein containing emulsions. In a second study Miura et al. [249] 

studied the effect of saturated MAGs with different chain lengths and concluded that the 

effectiveness for destabilizing the emulsion is dependent on the match between the chain 

length of the MAGs and those of the TAGs of the dispersed oil. It was shown that emulsions 
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were destabilized if the MAGs have a chain length within a range of two carbons of the most 

abundant fatty acid in the oil phase (for palm oil this is palmitic acid). 

The above-mentioned studies show that the stability in emulsions containing MAGs varies 

with the applied treatments. Pelan et al. [207] and Davies et al. [154, 189] studied the 

orthokinetic stability during and after shearing whereas Miura et al. [248, 249] considered the 

perikinetical stability during repeated tempering.  

Phospholipids  

Oortwijn and Walstra [177] and Boode [130] observed, after tempering, no ‘rebodying’ or 

solidification of cream (as discussed in Section 5.1.4.1.B.iv) produced by emulsifying milk fat 

in skimmed milk, unless soy lecithins were added to the fat. Recently, Miura [120, 250] 

studied the solidification behavior of reconstituted cream (40% butter oil) after storage at 0°C 

upon addition of soy or bovine milk PLs. Dispersion of bovine milk PLs in the oil phase before 

homogenization stabilized the cream whereas soy PLs did not. The presence of bovine milk 

PLs in the aqueous phase before homogenization destabilizes the emulsion since PL-protein 

aggregates are formed which prevents the PL-molecules from organizing at the oil-water 

interface. The discrepancy between the effect of soy and bovine milk PLs was ascribed to 

their different effect on the crystallization behavior of the butter oil. Melsen [182] showed that 

the orthokinetic stability was similar for both recombined creams obtained by emulsifying milk 

fat in skimmed milk or in buttermilk, although the buttermilk had a much higher PL-content 

than the skimmed milk. The recombined cream made from skimmed milk can be made more 

susceptible towards partial coalescence when soy lecithin is added to the milk fat prior to 

emulsification. A minimum concentration of PLs has to be exceeded before a remarkable 

change in stability appears upon shearing. Fang and Dalgleish [251] stated, in addition, that 

the amount of protein displacement is different for different types of PLs dependent on their 

relative solubility in the oil phase and that it is in good agreement with the occurrence of ‘true’ 

coalescence. Partial coalescence was not considered in the latter study since no solid fat 

was present in the oil droplets. However, the above described studies already suggest that 

the PL-effect will be dependent on the composition of the PLs.  

Other small-molecule surfactants 

McClements et al. [55] and Dickinson et al. [56] investigated the effect of polyoxyethylene 

sorbitan monolaurate (polysorbate 20) and sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) on the 

interdroplet nucleation in emulsions containing a mixture of solid and supercooled liquid 

droplets. In the presence of proteins, McClements et al. [55] concluded an enhanced 

crystallization in the liquid droplets when polysorbate 20 or SDS were added. As a result of 
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the protein displacement by polysorbate 20 and SDS, the interfacial layer becomes thinner 

which increases the probability of the solid globules to penetrate the supercooled liquid 

droplet and act thereby as nucleating site for crystal growth. Dickinson et al. [56], for systems 

without proteins, concluded an enhanced crystallization rate when the concentration of 

polysorbate 20 is increased.  

Mutoh et al. [195] studied thirteen oil-soluble emulsifiers in order to retard the ‘rebodying’ or 

solidification of a vegetable fat (40%) emulsion after tempering. They concluded that due to 

addition of citric acid esters of monostearate and low HLB sucrose esters of stearic acids the 

emulsions stay in the liquid state after tempering. The enhanced stability of the emulsions 

was ascribed to two different causes. The incorporation of citric acid esters of monostearate 

enhanced the electrostatic repulsion, while the incorporation of low HLB sucrose esters of 

stearic acids changed the crystallization behavior presumably by the formation of smaller 

crystals, also after tempering.  

The effect of the fatty acid chain of polysorbate surfactants in paraffin emulsions are 

thoroughly discussed by Golemanov et al. [191]. They maintained that the saturated fatty 

acids with a long chain (C16 and C18) are more effective in stabilizing the emulsion than the 

ones with a shorter chain (C12), because of the formation of a compact adsorbed interfacial 

layer, which can act as nucleation sites (interfacial heterogeneous nucleation) for the paraffin 

in the globules. The presence of a double bound in polysorbate, despite a long chain-length 

contributes to a lower stability due to geometrical constraints which preclude the formation of 

a compact adsorption monolayer. Thivilliers et al. [198] showed, in addition, that a saturated 

polysorbate with a mid-chainlength (C12) in casein stabilized milk fat emulsions enhances 

the fluidity of the interfacial layer and promote the transport of crystals through the interface 

which involves longer protrusion distances of the fat crystals contributing, hence, to an 

increase in partial coalescence rate. 

Similar to the findings of Golemanov et al. [191], Arima et al. [107] concluded that after 

addition of sucrose oligoesters containing palmitic acid moieties an enhanced stability of 

palm-mid-fraction emulsion due to an enhanced heterogeneous nucleation is obtained. In the 

considered system, partial coalescence only occurred after an α-β’ polymorphic transition 

which results in a morphology change into long protruding needle-shaped crystals. Sucrose 

oligoesters that can retard this polymorphic transition combined with the sucrose oligoesters 

that enhance the interfacial nucleation decrease the partial coalescence rate more 

effectively. 
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D. Continuous aqueous phase composition 

As already mentioned, the pH and the ionic strength of the continuous phase affect the 

repulsive interactions and thereby the distance of approach between the fat globules which 

changes the partial coalescence probability [130]. Thanasukarn et al. [187] studied the 

impact of salt addition (NaCl) on the stability of hydrogenated palm oil emulsions (20%) 

stabilized by WPIs during T-cycling. Their measurements suggest that NaCl promotes partial 

coalescence, attributing to the closer approach of the globules by screening the electrostatic 

repulsion. The destabilization was even more enhanced at temperatures where part of the 

aqueous phase was crystallized (Section5.1.4.2.D). Kiokias and Bot [217] and Kiokias et al. 

[219] showed that acidification of a vegetable fat (20%) emulsion stabilized by WPCs made it 

less stable during T-cycling. 

Besides the pH and the ionic strength, also effects of other components such as sugar, 

carrageenan and other polysaccharides have been evaluated. Sugar can modify the 

functionality of the emulsifiers, increase the aqueous phase viscosity and change the 

freezing behavior of water. Thanasukarn et al. [187] observed an improved stability by 

adding sugar to a palm oil emulsion stabilized with WPIs. The stability increase was 

attributed to the ability of sugar to decrease the amount of frozen water, to modify the ice 

crystal structure, to alter the protein structure and/or to reduce the collision frequency of the 

droplets. For carrageenan, often used as a stabilizer in cream products, in relation to partial 

coalescence it is found that the adsorption of serum proteins (added after homogenization) is 

reduced in the presence of carrageenan when extra proteins are added [216]. Carrageenan 

may interact with charged proteins and thereby acts as a barrier for protein movement 

preventing the serum proteins from reaching the interface. The decreased surface load 

enlarges the probability of partial coalescence to occur. Furthermore, Hinrichs [185] showed 

that addition of carrageenan to the continuous aqueous phase did not affect the partial 

coalescence susceptibility of the fat globules when flow is applied. Hayati et al. [252] studied 

the effect of several other polysaccharides on the stability of a mayonnaise-like emulsion of 

which the oil phase has an SFC of 15% and in which 1.25% polysaccharides are dispersed 

in the continuous water phase. In this study, all applied polysaccharides were able to 

increase the stability against partial coalescence by providing a sufficiently thick continuous 

phase and/or by supplying a protective coating around the globule. However, 

carboxymethylcellulose, guar gum and locust bean gum showed the ability to reduce partial 

coalescence to a larger extent than xanthan gum and gum Arabic. The decreased capacity of 

xanthan gum and gum Arabic was attributed to an insufficient polysaccharide concentration. 

It was believed that the applied concentration of gum Arabic was not enough to saturate all 

surfaces of the droplets favoring the emulsion destabilization whereas for xanthan gum an 
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inadequate thick continuous water phase was formed which didn’t sufficiently reduce the 

collision frequency of the globules.  

Furthermore, Boode [130] maintained that addition of SDS to the aqueous phase shortly after 

partial coalescence can disperse the created aggregates into the original globules. Partial 

coalescence can thus be reversed by changing the composition of the aqueous phase. This 

is explained by the ‘Lanza effect’. Adsorption of SDS on the crystal interface gives the 

crystals more affinity for the aqueous phase which involves the destruction of the oil neck. 

After a longer time, addition of SDS will not reverse partial coalescence presumably because 

of sintering of the crystals located in the oil-neck between the globules will occur. 

E. Dispersed oil phase compostition 

The composition of the oil phase, together with the composition of the interface and the t,T-

program defines mainly the crystallization behavior (Section 5.1.4.1.B) and is thus one of the 

main factors that will determine the rate of partial coalescence. In addition, it is observed that 

not only surface-active molecules, i.e. small-molecule surfactants and proteins, but also the 

fat used in the emulsion formulation participates in the development of the interfacial 

characteristics [232, 233]. 

 

 

5.2. Whipped cream  

5.2.1. Definitions 

Whipped cream is a rigid dairy foam which is widely used as a topping for desserts, pastries, 

cakes and ice cream. From a microstructural point of view, whipped cream can be described 

as an aerated partially destabilized oil-in-water emulsion. The air bubbles dispersed in the 

serum phase of whipped cream are mainly immobilized by partially coalesced fat globules 

which create a semi-continuous network throughout the whole product. Though, some parts 

of the air bubble surface are stabilized by a protein layer [208, 253, 254]. This microstructure 

is widely accepted and demonstrated by applying several microscopic techniques [135, 170, 

254-259]. Figure 5.13, Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15 show confocal laser scanning 

microscopic (CLSM), transmission electron microscopic (TEM) and scanning electron 

microscopic (SEM) images of dairy whipped cream, respectively.  
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Figure 5.13 Confocal laser light scanning micrograp h of whipped cream: in red the fat globules, in gre en 
the protein-rich serum phase and in black the air b ubbles (Royal FrieslandCampina). 

 

 

Figure 5.14 Transmission electron micrographs (TEM) of freeze-substituted and low-temperature 
embedded whipped cream at different magnifications:  (a) length of scale bar is 4 µm and (b) length of 

scale bar is 1µm. Both images show at the air-bubbl e (A) surface fat globules (F) containing fat cryst als 
(FC), which appear brighter, [257].  

 

  

Figure 5.15: Cryo-scanning electron micrographs (cr yo-SEM) of whipped cream at different 
magnifications: (a) Overview showing the relative s ize and prevalence of air bubbles and fat globules 

(length of scale bar is 30 µm) and (b) the internal  structure of the air bubble, showing the layer of partially 
coalesced fat stabilizing the bubble (length of sca le bar is 5 µm) [135]. 
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In commercially available whipping cream (i.e. cream before whipping) the occurrence of the 

destabilization mechanism partial coalescence shows a discrepancy. On the one hand, it 

should be suppressed to attain an extended shelf life before whipping. On the other hand, to 

produce whipped cream partial coalescence is required for the structure build-up [135, 169-

171] and to achieve the desired physical properties (i.e. overrun, stability, firmness) and 

sensory perception (i.e. fattiness and creaminess) [173] of the final product. Hence, whipping 

cream should be perikinetically stable and orthokinetically unstable. 

Graf and Muller [260] defined an ideal foam as one that has a rigid structure, a high overrun 

(100-120%) and is stable against deformation. This can be achieved if the fat volume fraction 

ϕ of whipping cream is above 0.3 [17, 261]. Table 5.2 shows a typical composition of a 

conventional dairy whipping cream.  

Table 5.2 Gross composition and some physical prope rties of natural whipping cream [1].  
Content (%)  Whipping cream  
           Fat 35 
           Casein 1.7 
           Other protein 1.15 
           Lactose 3.1 
           Salts 0.57 
           Water 58.4 
Physical properties   
           pH 6.7 
           Density (kg.m-3) 990 
           D3.2

 (µm) 4.0 
 

Next to the traditional dairy whipped cream, also imitation creams and aerosol cream exist on 

the market. Imitation cream is a recombined vegetable cream composed usually of a 

hardened lauric fat like palm kernel or coconut oil. Hardened lauric fats are appropriate for 

imitation creams because of its high SFC at ambient temperatures providing acceptable 

stability and its steep decrease in SFC at higher temperatures (close to 37°C) avoiding a 

waxy mouth feel [170, 262]. Compared with dairy whipped cream, the air bubbles are rather 

stabilized by a monolayer of individual fat globules than by a network of partially coalesced 

fat globules [170, 258] which detrimentally affects the storage stability of imitation creams 

after whipping. Aerosol cream is a whipped cream that emerges from an aerosol or spray 

can [1] containing dairy or vegetable cream. The overrun of these products is quite high 

(200%-300%) and it is mostly a close packing of the numerous bubbles that contributes to 

the firmness of these aerosol whipped cream [1]. Moreover, aerosol whipped cream is quite 

unstable. During the very fast process of bubble formation and expansion is the fat globule 

adsorption and clumping limited [1, 170]. Therefore, thickening agents are often inevitable to 

enhance the stability. 
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5.2.2. Physical properties 

To assess the initial whipping properties of a cream the overrun, the air cell distribution and 

the firmness are often measured. Overrun is a measure for the amount of air incorporated in 

cream after whipping and, hence, of the volume increase. For traditional dairy whipped 

cream an overrun between 100% and 120% is ideal [260]. The overrun does not provide 

information about the air cell size distributions. To determine this, microscopic techniques 

(conventional light microscopy, CLSM, SEM) are often used [263-265]. The air bubble sizes 

measured for whipped cream varies between 20-60µm [261, 263]. The firmness/hardness of 

the whipped cream is mainly determined with a puncture probe placed on a texture analyzer 

[255, 261, 266, 267]. In so doing, the resulting firmness is highly dependent on the 

penetration depth and rate, the geometry of the used probe and the sample dimensions. 

Therefore, no general target value for the firmness of an ideal whipped cream can be set. 

Recently, also studies are available in which dynamic oscillatory rheology is used to study 

the viscoelastic behavior of whipped cream [132, 264, 268] as a measure for structure 

rigidity. 

Like emulsions, foams are also thermodynamically unstable systems and are, thus, 

subjected to several instability mechanisms [1, 269, 270]:  

− Leakage/serum loss/drainage  is a gravitational instability mechanism which 

causes simultaneously the downwards moving of the ‘heavy’ aqueous phase around the 

air cells and the rising of the air cells. 

− Ostwald ripening/disproportioning  is the growth of bigger air cells at the 

expense of the smaller ones. The rate of disproportioning is highly dependent on the 

solubility of the gaseous phase in the aqueous phase and, thus, on the composition and 

temperature of both phases. For example, N2O used in aerosol creams is highly soluble 

in water causing rapid destabilization of aerosol creams.  

− Bubble coalescence  is the fusion of two adjacent air cells leading to the loss 

of two smaller cells and the formation of a single larger one.  

The above-mentioned instability mechanisms occur simultaneously during storage and once 

destabilization has started the different mechanisms are self-amplifying which eventually 

leads to complete phase separation of the aqueous, fat and air phase.  

5.2.3. Mechanism of structure build-up 

During whipping, cream is converted from a two-phase (fat-in-water emulsion) liquid system 

to a three-phase soIid system in which air is incorporated and trapped by a network of fat 

globules [259]. Two types of partial coalescence are at the basis of this structure build-up: 
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shear-induced partial coalescence and surface-mediated partial coalescence [184]. Shear-

induced partial coalescence is the orthokinetic destabilization of fat globules in the serum 

phase and is extensively discussed in Section 5.1.3 and Section 5.1.4. Surface-mediated 

partial coalescence occurs at the surface of an air bubble and is schematically illustrated in 

Figure 5.16. Fat globules enter into the air bubble surface and, subsequently, oil from the fat 

crystal network will be spread on the surface. If this occurs between two adjacent fat globules 

at the bubble surface, the fat globules will easily form a junction and partial coalescence is 

established. [184]. Hence, the capture efficiency α for partial coalescence is increased in the 

presence of air due to the concentration and immobilization of the fat globules at the air 

bubble surface as well as due to the enhancement of the junction formation as a result of oil 

spreading at the surface. 

 

Figure 5.16 Schematic presentation of (A) surface-me diated partial coalescence combined with (B) shear-
induced partial coalescence in whipped cream, adapt ed from Hotrum et al. [184]. 

 

The precursors for surface-mediated partial coalescence involving the entering in and the 

spreading of the emulsion droplets on the air bubble were extensively discussed by Hotrum 

et al. [184, 271-275] and Schokker et al. [276]. The entering and spreading of droplets are 

self-enhancing cooperative processes (Figure 5.17). The dynamic spreading of the oil, once 

a droplet/globule has entered, induces flow in the water phase causing additional 

droplet/globule transport towards the surface. Newly arrived droplets/globules will then easily 

coalesce or partially coalesce with the droplets or fat globules present at the air surface 

causing even more spreading and entering [184, 272].  
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Figure 5.17 The self-enhancing cooperative process of entering and spreading of emulsion droplets at t he 
interface [272]. 

 

In literature, the whipping process is often described as a three-stage mechanism [17, 184, 

259, 261, 277] (Figure 5.18).  

- Stage 1 the protein foam formation : In the applied turbulent flow field, large 

air bubbles with an initial uncovered surface (γAW = 72 mN.m-1) are whisked into the cream 

and become incorporated as part of the foam after substantial reduction of the bubble size 

(120-150 µm). The system tends to lower the interfacial tensions by a diffusion-controlled 

adsorption of proteins (γAW = 50 mN.m-1), mainly of α- and β-caseins and whey proteins. The 

overrun increases fast in this stage, although the viscosity and, thus, the firmness of the 

system are still low and the serum loss is still close to 100%. Shear-induced partial 

coalescence and some fat globule entering at the surface take place as well in this stage 

(Figure 5.18 B). 

− Stage 2 the intermediate stage : The bubbles are further reduced in size 

(<60µm) but the overrun remains more or less constant. The continuous bubble break-up 

implies an expansion of the bubble surface area and a dynamic change in surface tension or 

surface pressure3. The newly formed interface does not contain proteins and are prone for fat 

globule or clump adsorption (Figure 5.18 C). If crystals stick out of the MFGM-membrane, 

bridging will easily occur between the fat globule and the air bubble (like in partial 

coalescence, Section 5.1.3). During adsorption/entering, fat globules will lose partly their 

MFGM [253, 259] and oil will be spread on the surface [273], both favoring surface-mediated 

partial coalescence. The reduction in bubble size and the adsorption of fat globules yield 

close packing conditions of the bubbles and the flow condition induced by the whisks is 

rather laminar at the end of this stage due to the increased viscosity. Bubble coalescence 

occurs but to a lesser extent than bubble disruption in this stage. The firmness increases 

gradually and the serum loss decreases significantly. 

                                                
 
3 Surface pressure can be calculated from Π � �O � � with γ and γ0 the actual interfacial tension and the interfacial tension 
without surface-active molecules and can be described as the change in interfacial tension due to the presence of surface-active 
components 



− Stage 3  the fat 

fat globules is built up which serves to 

phase in the foam structure. 

air interface (γAW = 10 mN.m-

become scarce for the adsorption to the

coalescence becomes predominant accompa

globules due to the shrinking of the surface area 

an extended structure throughout the serum phase

firmness to whipped cream. 

increases exponentially and the serum loss decrease

Further whipping promotes bubble coalescence converting the extended structure of fat 

globules into large butter granules which become separated from the serum phase (phase 

separation) and the overrun will decrease. 

Figure 5.18 Light micrographs of cream stabilized with 1
first stage, (c) second stage and (d) third stage o f whipping

 

5.2.4. Factors governing the w

The whipping properties like stability, firmness, overrun and air cell size distribution 

whipping time will be highly dependent on the rate of both shear

mediated partial coalescence. 

effect on the whipping properties. 
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the fat globule network formation : A network of 

up which serves to keep the air bubbles in place and 

. Surface-mediated partial coalescence proceeds creating a fat
-1). Near the end point, the free fat globules

adsorption to the newly formed surface. Subsequently, bubble 

nce becomes predominant accompanied by the release of ‘shells’ of clumped fat 

due to the shrinking of the surface area (Figure 5.13). These released clumps form 

an extended structure throughout the serum phase (Figure 5.17 D) 

. In this final stage, the overrun is unaffected

exponentially and the serum loss decreases to 0%.  

bubble coalescence converting the extended structure of fat 

globules into large butter granules which become separated from the serum phase (phase 

will decrease.  

Light micrographs of cream stabilized with 1  wt% WPI of (a) before whipping, during the (b) 
first stage, (c) second stage and (d) third stage o f whipping  (length of s cale bar is 100 µm

Factors governing the w hipping properties 

The whipping properties like stability, firmness, overrun and air cell size distribution 

ighly dependent on the rate of both shear-induced and surface

mediated partial coalescence. Therefore, all factors discussed in Section 5.1.4

t on the whipping properties. This section focuses on the effect of process parameters 
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and the effect of composition and formulation of oil-in-water emulsions on the behavior of fat 

globules in the presence of air bubbles and on the physical properties of whipped cream 

rather than on their effect on the rate and extent of partial coalescence. This discussion is not 

limited to dairy whipped cream. 

5.2.4.1. Process parameters  

A. Flow condition 

Air is whisked into cream in a turbulent field in the first stage of whipping, during further 

whipping the flow condition becomes more and more laminar [261]. The rotational speed of 

the whisks decreases the whipping time [184, 261, 274]. Increased whipping speed will 

enhance both shear-induced (see Section 5.1.4.1.A) and surface-mediated partial 

coalescence. The latter is mainly attributed to the increased expansion rate of the air bubble 

surface causing an enhanced entering and spreading of the free globules and clumps during 

the second stage of whipping. A minimal rotational speed is required to reach the final stage 

of whipping. At lower rotational speed the expansion rate of the bubbles surface will be 

insufficient to cause an adequate decrease in surface pressure of the adsorbed proteins and 

will hinder the uptake of fat globules [261].  

B. Temperature 

Temperature and T-history are the most important factors determining the occurrence and 

the rate of partial coalescence. Therefore, it will obviously affect the whipping properties. 

However, no elaborate study on the whipping temperature (Twh) is available for a wide range 

of Twh. Ihara et al. [278] recently found that whipping time (twh), overrun and bubble diameter 

decreased with increasing whipping temperature for a fat dairy cream at Twh between 5°C 

and 15°C due to an increased aggregation rate at hi gher temperatures. Moreover, SFC plays 

an elemental role in the stability of whipped cream. An adequate amount of SFC is required 

to retain the shape at the chosen storage temperature [262] and to limit excessive oil 

spreading out of the fat crystal network of the globules [264]. A too high amount of oil release 

can be detrimental for the foam stability. The oil spreading may cause squeezing out of the 

bordering liquid which implies local film thinning of two approaching air bubbles and will 

eventually result in a bubble coalescence [270]. Besides the effect of Twh on fat crystal habits, 

it also affects the adsorption rate of proteins on the air bubbles during the first stage of 

whipping. At lower temperature the adsorption is reduced facilitating the fat globule entering 

and spreading [273].  

The T-history of the cream before and after whipping also affects the physical properties of 

whipped cream. If a tempering period similar as described in Section 5.1.4.1.B.iv is applied 

before whipping at Tmax,which is a temperature lower than the final melting temperature of the 
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fat (Tm), twh and serum loss are decreased and an increased firmness and elastic behavior is 

observed [196, 264, 277]. At Tmax = 25°C and at low cooling rates (0.1 °C.min -1), the highest 

values of G’ (elastic modulus) were obtained while the period at Tmax did not show significant 

effects [264]. This behavior was attributed to the fat crystal changes in the globule as 

described in 5.1.4.1.B.iv. A tempering period applied after whipping at Tmax < Tm also implied 

an increased elastic behavior independent of the fat content in natural cream [132] and 

recombined cream [268]. The optimum effect was also reached at Tmax = 25 °C and at low 

cooling rates (0.1 °C.min -1). The modifications in the foam structure during tempering 

involved changes in polymorphism and SFC in natural cream [132] and increased surface-

mediated partial coalescence in both natural [132] and recombined cream [268]. During the 

period at Tmax, a large fraction of the fat is melted and spread over the air bubble surface 

leading to the creation of a persistent junction between adjacent clusters and fat globules. 

Probably, sintering plays also an additional role in enhancing the elastic behavior, although 

not discussed in literature. Sintering of fat crystals is enhanced due to T-fluctuations and will 

thereby affect the elastic behavior of the cream.  

5.2.4.2. Composition and formulation of the cream  

A. Fat volume fraction 

The overrun decreases and the emulsion remains more or less liquid if the fat content is 

lower than 20% [261]. The calculated close-packed air bubble size coated with fat globules 

exceeds the air bubble size produced by the whisks in the first whipping stage and can, thus, 

not be obtained. The achieved lower viscosity during the second stage of whipping, results in 

lower shear forces working on the surface and, hence, less uptake of fat globules by the 

bubble surfaces takes place. At 5% fat content no air bubbles can even be incorporated. At a 

fat content higher than 25%, a considerable stiffness is obtained [261].  

B. Particle size 

In recombined cream, the particle size is mainly determined by the applied homogenization 

pressure and the type and concentration of milk powder used [135, 163]. The particle size is 

generally reduced by increasing the homogenization pressure but homogenization clusters, 

in particular in skimmed milk stabilized creams, can easily be formed at a higher 

homogenization pressure [163, 279]. Generally, the twh is negatively correlated with the 

particle size distribution [163, 279] but for creams containing homogenization clusters the 

overrun and twh is lowered [163]. The clusters increase the viscosity and reduce, hence, the 

bubble incorporation during whipping, which is also the case in clustered homogenized 

natural cream [280].  
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The particle size distribution of natural cream can be reduced by high pressure 

homogenization, if properly applied [1, 161]. This homogenization step also involves a 

change in the interfacial composition. The decreased particles size distribution as well as the 

changed interfacial composition will have an effect on the whipping properties and is 

discussed in the next section.  

C. Surface-active components 

Homogenized natural creams show much longer twh, slightly higher overrun, increased 

firmness but similar serum loss [281]. The mechanism of air destabilization in homogenized 

cream seems to be different as well [170, 281]. Partial coalescence does not occur because 

the newly created thick fat globule membrane, which contains casein micelles, does not 

allow fat crystals to grow through it. Moreover, if the homogenized fat globules enter the 

expanding air bubble they do not lose their fat globule membrane which restricts the oil 

spreading. Nevertheless, casein micelles are believed to decompose at the oil-water 

interface which causes the release their Ca-sensitive regions. Ca-bridges between adjacent 

fat globules can then be formed in the last whipping stage resulting in a whipped cream in 

which the air bubbles are stabilized by aggregated fat globules rather than partially 

coalesced fat globules. The Ca-content and acidity contribute further to this aggregation 

mechanism of fat globules and, hence, improve the whipping properties [281, 282].  

The proteins and small-molecule surfactants at the oil-water interface affect besides the 

shear-induced partial coalescence (Section 5.1.4.2.C.ii) also the surface-mediated partial 

coalescence in whipped cream. In natural cream, fat globules entering the air bubble surface 

easily release their MFGM which enhances the clustering at the surface. The release of the 

membrane in homogenized and recombined cream and, hence, also the spreadability at the 

air bubble surface will be highly dependent on the viscoelasticity of the oil-water interface 

and, therefore, on the interfacial protein load, the type of surface-active components and the 

applied heat treatment. For homogenized whipped natural cream the release of the 

membrane was not shown which causes a change in the whipping mechanism, like 

previously described [281]. In heat-treated WPC and SMP stabilized emulsions a decreased 

spreadability is observed while no effect of heating was found in Na-caseinate stabilized 

emulsions [276]. The cross-linking of the WPs and of WPs and caseins during heating results 

in an increased coherence of the oil-water protein layer. Hence, not all these interfaces will 

rupture, even when spreading forces are applied. In the presence of MAGs at the interface, 

the decreased spreadability was not observed in heat-treated WPC stabilized emulsions, in 

particular if unsaturated MAGs were used. MAGs, segregated in patches in between the 

adsorbed WPs, probably hindered the formation of a continuous protein network upon 

heating resulting in a lower interfacial yield stress [276].  
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Not only the protein load at the oil-water interface but also the amount and type of ‘free’ 

surface-active components in the aqueous phase plays an important role in the structure 

formation of whipped cream. Washed or deproteinated creams exhibit a lower twh [259, 277]. 

The fat globule adsorption/entering and spreading is fast and not hindered due to a protein 

barrier at the interface [163, 283]. In the presence of free proteins, twh is generally prolonged 

[163, 259, 281] and the entering of the droplets in the air bubble surface is dependent on the 

type of proteins [272, 283]. β-Lactoglobulines and soy glycinins are globular proteins that 

form a brittle coherent protein layer at the air bubble surface that more easily fractures than a 

β-casein film when exposed to shear or dilatational stresses in the second stage of whipping. 

A large amount of droplets enters then in the cracks between the globular protein network 

and an erratic spreading pattern of the droplets appears. β-caseins are random coil proteins 

that create a more liquid-like surface layer in which droplets enter at different ‘nucleation’ 

sites. This explains the longer twh for caseinate stabilized emulsions compared to WP 

stabilized emulsions [255, 274]. Moreover, in the presence of adsorbed proteins at the air 

bubble surface and if fat globules are entered a critical surface pressure Πcr can be defined 

for oil spreading to occur. At a surface pressure higher than Πcr no spreading takes place. 

For all proteins the Πcr amounts to ± 15 mN.m-1 which points out that the air-water surface 

does not need to be completely void of adsorbed proteins in order to have oil spreading 

[272].  

Small-molecule surfactants can enhance the spreading behavior and, thus, the surface-

mediated partial coalescence also in the presence of ‘free’ proteins. Hotrum [283] showed 

that in the presence of polyoxyethylene sorbitan monolaurate and sorbitan monooleate at the 

oil-water interface a higher Πcr could be found compared to pure protein stabilized emulsions. 

This, together with the frequently observed increased shear-induced partial coalescence will 

probably explain the often decreased twh and changed physical properties of whipped cream 

in the presence of small-molecule surfactants as observed in several studies [243, 244, 272, 

274, 283-286]. 

Often an optimum concentration of small-molecule surfactants is required to meet a certain 

degree of destabilization of fat globules contributing to both the foam formation and 

stabilization. For sucrose esters this was shown by Tual et al. [243, 244]. At intermediate 

concentrations (ca. 0,1 wt%), sucrose esters interact with the interfacial proteins without 

displacing them. However, the interfacial layer is weakened facilitating the droplet disruption 

and spreading at the air bubble surface. At a high concentration, preferential adsorption of 

sucrose esters over proteins occurs and an excess of surface-active components are present 

in the aqueous phase promoting air inclusion. However, at these high concentrations, a 
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readily destabilized foam is shaped due to an excess of fat globule destabilization resulting in 

an increased free fat content. 

Furthermore, the fat:protein ratio defines the protein load at the interface and therefore the 

whipping properties [255, 287]. The higher the fat:protein ratio the lower the twh and the 

higher the firmness and the serum loss. In these studies, the authors attributed these effects 

on the increased sensitivity of the fat globules towards partial coalescence. Note that,  even 

though not considered, the effect of varying the fat:protein ratio on the spreadability at the air 

bubble surface, on the free protein content and on the particle size distribution, as discussed 

above, will probably also contribute to the modified whipping properties. 

D. Continuous aqueous phase composition 

The effect of excess surface-active material in the aqueous phase was discussed in the 

previous section. In this paragraph the general effects of thickening or gelling agents (i.e. 

hydrocolloids), ionic strength and acidity on whipping properties are briefly discussed.  

Hydrocolloids increase generally the twh, the storage stability of whipped cream and the 

firmness but it adversely affects the overrun, mainly by enhancing the viscosity of the 

aqueous phase. Nevertheless, the effect is highly dependent on the type of hydrocolloid 

[164, 165, 288-290].  

Ca-content and acidity are known to affect the whipping properties, in particular in 

homogenized whipped cream [281], since they affect the electrostatic interactions between 

the fat globules and the thickness of the protein layer. The latter defines the crystal 

protrusion distance, the steric repulsion and the viscoelastic behavior of the oil-water 

interface. A foam can be even made of liquid droplets at a certain Ca-content and acidity 

[291], but has different physical properties than the conventional whipped cream. 

E. Dispersed oil phase composition  

A fat appropriate for whipping is partially solid at 5°C; has an adequate amount of SFC to 

retain the shape at ambient temperatures and shows a sharp decrease in SFC at higher 

temperature (T ≤ 37°C) to avoid a waxy mouth feel [262]. The fats t hat fulfill these 

requirements are milk fats and its fractions, used in dairy whipping cream, and hardened 

lauric fats, used in imitation whipping creams.  

The fat phase can be modified by fractionation, hydrogenation, interesterification and/or 

blending of the fats to improve the physical properties of whipped recombined creams mainly 

by changing the SFC-profile. By interesterifying a blend of hydrogenated palm kernel oil and 

palm stearin, an imitation whipped cream can be obtained with an enhanced stability at 

higher ambient temperatures (around 30°C) [262]. At tempts are also made by recombining 
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AMF, milk fat stearin and olein fractions in whipping cream. Whipped cream enriched with 

olein fractions seem to have a thicker coating of fat globules at the interface [292] but when 

the amount of olein fraction becomes too high the stability is largely decreased [264]. Not 

enough solid fat is then present to capture the oil in the globules at the oil-water interface. 

Alternatively, cream containing only the hard fraction of milk fat can be detrimental for the 

foam formation. Bubble collapse takes place due to crystals that pierce the air bubbles [293].  

5.3. Concluding remarks  

This literature review illustrates that profound awareness of several aspects of colloid 

science is essential to understand the mechanism and the kinetics of partial coalescence and 

its consequences regarding the whipping properties of cream-like oil-in-water emulsions. For 

investigating partial coalescence in food systems knowledge of colloidal interactions, fat 

crystallization and adsorption phenomena at the oil-water interfaces and air bubble surfaces 

is indispensable. Varying either the process parameters, composition or the formulation of 

the emulsions involves changes on both the fat crystallization kinetics in the globule 

(nucleation and crystal growth rate) and its final microstructure (size, morphology and 

polymorphisms of the crystals, the arrangement of the crystals in the globule, the fat crystal 

network,…). Furthermore, these factors govern the particle size, the distribution of the 

various components among the dispersed oil phase, the oil-water interface and the 

continuous aqueous phase and, as a consequence, the physicochemical properties of these 

phases. This all together demonstrates the complexity of researching partial coalescence in 

real food systems. Although keeping this in mind, some general trends upon varying certain 

parameters on the shear-induced and surface-mediated partial coalescence in oil-in-water 

emulsions can be abstracted in terms of both the encounter frequency and the capture 

efficiency towards partial coalescence. The flow conditions, the fat volume fraction and the 

physicochemical properties of the continuous aqueous phase affect both the encounter 

frequency and capture efficiency while the actual temperature, T-history and the composition 

of the dispersed oil and the interfacial layer affect mainly the capture efficiency towards 

partial coalescence. Finally, it should be stressed that whenever a parameter is varied if 

partial coalescence and whipping properties are investigated all other parameter should be 

kept constant as much as possible.  

.
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6. DESCRIPTION OF MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

In this chapter the materials and the basic principles of methods used in part II are 

discussed.  

6.1. Materials  

The same materials as in Part I were used. A detailed description of the composition of the 

applied creams and their starter materials can be found in Section 2.1. 

6.2. Methods  

6.2.1. Rheology 

6.2.1.1. Rotational viscosity analyses  

Rotational viscosity analyses are applied to study the kinetics of partial coalescence without 

the inclusion of air. Therefore, the AR2000 controlled stress rheometer (TA instruments, 

Brussels, Belgium) with the starch pasting cell as geometry was used. The starch pasting cell 

consists of a jacket, a removable cup and an impeller (diameter 32 mm and height 12 mm) 

(Figure 6.1). The gap between the impeller and the cup is 5500 µm, which is larger than that 

of the plate-plate or concentric cylinders facilitating the follow-up of partial coalescence when 

big aggregates are formed. The starch pasting cell is T-controlled. A cooling control unit is 

placed between a water bath (Julabo, Seelbach, Germany) and the starch pasting cell and 

heating is accomplished by the electrical elements present in the jacket. The actual 

temperature of the sample is read by a Pt 100 probe in contact with the bottom of the cup. 

Since the propeller produces an ill-defined flow, analytical conversion factors are not 

available. Therefore calibration was performed by the manufacturer to determine the 

conversion factor for shear rate and shear stress. For the sake of simplicity, the word ‘shear 

rate’ is used in this manuscript, although the shear rates occurring in the starch pasting cell 

will vary throughout the sample volume.  

To follow up partial coalescence, 30 mL of cream sample was transferred in the cup and, 

after an equilibration period at measuring temperature, a constant shear rate was applied 

and the viscosity of the cream was followed as a function of time until a maximum was 

achieved. If no viscosity increase is observed during 8h of shearing, the measurements were 

stopped. The shear rate and temperature applied varied between 50 s-1 to 200 s-1 and 

between 5°C to 35°C, respectively. All measurements  were performed in triplicate and 

representative viscosity curves are plotted in the graphs. Note that in this manuscript the 

word viscosity actually refers to the apparent viscosity of cream.  
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Figure 6.1 (a) Starch pasting cell with 

 

6.2.1.2. Oscillatory i nterfacial 

The main challenge in interfacial shear rheology

rheological properties of the interface and the surrounding bulk phase

geometry positioned at the interface

shear stress of the interface and of

ratio of the contact area between

the geometry at the interface. Therefore

and the benefits are summarized by Vandebril et al. 

geometry and the matching teflon cup and their

to a conventional rotational rheometer.

dimensions. Therefore, the rheological parameters are expressed per unit length. For 

instance the unit of the elastic modulus 

Interfacial rheological properties were determined using a double

mounted to an AR-GR rotational rheometer (AR

the sample was filled with a sub

sample volume of 15 mL. In this study, the sub

11.1 wt% sweet cream buttermilk powder

sunflower oil with or without monoacylglycerols
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room temperature. At that 

Subsequently, in order to define the linear viscoelastic region (LVR) 
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Starch pasting cell with (b) removable impeller, (c) cup and (d) cap and 
control unit (TA Instruments). 

nterfacial shear rheology  

The main challenge in interfacial shear rheology is to make distinction between the 

rheological properties of the interface and the surrounding bulk phases. The total drag on the 

geometry positioned at the interface is attributed to a combined force originating from the

shear stress of the interface and of the bulk phase. An appropriate geometry minimize

between the geometry and the upper bulk phase to the perimeter of 

eometry at the interface. Therefore, a double wall-ring geometry has been

and the benefits are summarized by Vandebril et al. [294]. Figure 6.2 show

and the matching teflon cup and their dimensions. The geometry can be attached 

rheometer. Note that interfacial rheology is perfor

dimensions. Therefore, the rheological parameters are expressed per unit length. For 

instance the unit of the elastic modulus G’ is Pa.m. 

Interfacial rheological properties were determined using a double-wall ring geometry 

tational rheometer (AR-G2, TA Instruments). The teflon cup holding 

he sample was filled with a sub-phase sample volume of 18,8 mL and an up

In this study, the sub-phase is buttermilk, made by reconstituting 

cream buttermilk powder (SCBMP), and the upper-phase consists of

sunflower oil with or without monoacylglycerols (MAGs). The ring of the geometry 

positioned at the interface visually and the interface was allowed to equilibrate for 30 min

 time no differences in the measurements were observed. 

, in order to define the linear viscoelastic region (LVR) 

at a constant frequency of 0.1 rad.s-1. Finaly

amplitude frequency sweep experiments, at a frequency ranging 

(b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) 

 

cap and (e) the cooling 

is to make distinction between the 

The total drag on the 

originating from the 

. An appropriate geometry minimizes the 

the upper bulk phase to the perimeter of 

has been developed 

shows a picture of the 

The geometry can be attached 

Note that interfacial rheology is performed in two 

dimensions. Therefore, the rheological parameters are expressed per unit length. For 

wall ring geometry 

G2, TA Instruments). The teflon cup holding 

and an upper-phase 

phase is buttermilk, made by reconstituting 

phase consists of purified 

of the geometry was 

the interface was allowed to equilibrate for 30 min at 

no differences in the measurements were observed. 

, in order to define the linear viscoelastic region (LVR) strain sweeps are 

Finaly, the interface was 

xperiments, at a frequency ranging 
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from 0.1 to 2 rad.s-1 and at a constant strain or amplitude within the LVR. All measurement 

were performed in triplicate. 

 

  
Figure 6.2 (A) The double wall-ring geometry and (B ) a schematic presentation of a cross-section of th e 
double wall-ring set-up with R1 = 31 mm, R2 = 30 mm, R3 = 39.5 mm, R4 = 40.5 mm, R5 = 34.5 mm and R6 = 

35.5 mm, after [294]. 
 

6.2.2. Static laser light scattering  

Similar procedures and equipment as described in Part I (Section 2.2.3) were applied. 

6.2.3. Nuclear magnetic resonance analyses 

Similar procedures and equipment as described in Part I (Section 2.2.4) were applied. 

6.2.4. Interfacial tension analyses 

Similar procedures and equipment as described in Part I (Section 2.2.5) were applied. 

6.2.5. Microscopy 

6.2.5.1. Bright-field light microscopy  

To visualize the milk fat globules and the, in the rheometer shaped, partially coalesced 

aggregates, the cream samples were 1:10 diluted with distilled water. One drop of the diluted 

cream was transferred with a Pasteur pipette to a microscope slide and a cover slit was 

carefully placed on top of the sample to avoid air inclusion as much as possible.  

Conventional bright-field microscopic analyses were conducted with a Leitz Diaplan 

microscope (Leitz diaplan Leica, Germany) equipped with a Linkam PE 94 temperature 

control system (Linkam, Surrey, United Kingdom). The images were recorded with an 

Olympus Color View camera and processed with cell D software (Olympus, Aartselaar, 

Belgium). The 100x and the 250x magnifications were mainly used.  

A B 
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6.2.5.2. Confocal scanning laser light microscopy  

To visualize the microstructure of whipped cream confocal scanning laser light microscopy 

(CSLM) is used. This technique is a powerful optical tool for the visualization of the structure 

of food products on a micrometer scale. Opposed to traditional light microscopy, the 

advantage of using CSLM is the imaging of a single focal plane in a sample of arbitrary 

thickness. The fluorescence light is collected by the objective lens and focused into a small 

pinhole to eliminate the out of focus light. Fluorescence is often obtained by adding a specific 

dye. The fluorescent dye will than spread over the samples according to local accessibility 

and affinity. Nowadays, CSLM-equipment offers also the possibility of multiple photo 

multipliers operating at different wave length intervals enabling simultaneous detection of  

fluorescence light from different dyes [295].  

To make distinction between the three phases (aqueous, fat and air phase) in whipped 

cream a dual staining technique is used. Fluoroscein isothyocyanate (FITC) labels proteins 

non-covalently [296] and stains, thereby, the aqueous phase because of its high protein 

content. The fat phase is colored with nile red (NR) as was shown by van Lent et al. [297] for 

butter systems and by De Graef [298] for bulk palm oil systems  . In this study, 0.5 mL of 1 

wt% FITC dissolved in water and 0.5-1 mL of 1 wt% NR dissolved in dimethylsulfoxide were 

added to 500 g of cream just before whipping. After whipping, as described in Section 

6.2.7.1, the stained cream samples were immediately visualized. The whipping experiments 

were done in duplicate and from each obtained whipped cream several samples were taken 

for microscopic evaluation. 

A Leica inverted microscope DM IRE2 TCS SP2 (Leica microsystems, Heidelberg, Germany) 

equipped with a 20X objective was applied to acquire the images. Both FITC and NR were 

excited by a 488 nm (20mW) Argon laser. The fluorescence light emitted by the sample of 

the FITC and NR were separately detected using two photomultipliers (PMT’s) at different 

wavelengths: at 500-536 nm and 595-648 nm, respectively. An overlay of the obtained 

images is made with ImageJ freeware. 

6.2.6. Protein load analysis 

Determination of the protein load at the oil-water interface Γ in cream was conducted to 

investigate the extent of protein displacement as a function of type and concentration of 

MAGs. To isolate the milk fat globules an adapted method based on the centrifugation 

method developed by Patton and Huston [299] is applied. Cream was first diluted with cooled 

UHT-treated skimmed milk to obtain a fat content of 5-8 wt% and 15 wt% sucrose was 

added. Dilution was done to limit the encounter frequency between fat globules and, hence, 

to avoid partial coalescence which may cause protein release during centrifugation. Sucrose 



was added as a density increasing agent to 

centrifugation [234]. Smaller fat globules 

of their equal or even higher density than the aqueous phase 

of the diluted cream was measured gr

method.  

After preparation of the diluted cream, it was transferred to a centrifugation tube and a

washing layer consisting of simulated milk ultrafiltrate 

cream before centrifugation (

Jenness and Koops [301] with adjustment of the pH to 6.7. 

was applied and a three layer system was obtained: 

proteins of cream, the SMUF washing layer and the upper fat layer containing the intact fat 

globules. The centrifugation experiments were performed in triplicate for each type of cream.

 

Figure 6.3 Schematic presentation of the composition of the layers befor e 
centrifugation

 

After centrifugation, the tubes were moved to the fridge 

layer. This facilitates the isolation of the upper layer, although some fat globules 

redispersed in the liquid layer

content of the fat layer were 

Weibull method [302] and the protein content was 

determination method [303], using 6.38 as the protein conversion

From the fat content of the upper layer and the fat content determined of the d

the fat recovery in the top layer

value a correction is made to calculate
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y increasing agent to enhance the fat yield in the top layer after 

. Smaller fat globules may otherwise settle during centrifugation because 

or even higher density than the aqueous phase [234, 300]. The total fat 

was measured gravimetrically by using the Röse-

r preparation of the diluted cream, it was transferred to a centrifugation tube and a

washing layer consisting of simulated milk ultrafiltrate (SMUF) [301] is 

(Figure 6.3). SMUF was made according to the procedure of 

with adjustment of the pH to 6.7. Centrifugation at 3600

was applied and a three layer system was obtained: the sediment layer containing the serum 

proteins of cream, the SMUF washing layer and the upper fat layer containing the intact fat 

The centrifugation experiments were performed in triplicate for each type of cream.

 

presentation of the composition of the layers befor e (left tube) 
centrifugation  to isolate the milk fat globules of cream. 

the tubes were moved to the fridge (T = 5 °C) to solidify the upper fat 

layer. This facilitates the isolation of the upper layer, although some fat globules 

redispersed in the liquid layer during separation. The mass, the fat content and the protein 

 determined. The fat content was measured by means of the 

he protein content was obtained using the 

, using 6.38 as the protein conversion factor.  

From the fat content of the upper layer and the fat content determined of the d

in the top layer, which was > 90%, was calculated. Taking into account this 

correction is made to calculate the total protein content (mpr, interface

aterials and methods 

yield in the top layer after 

during centrifugation because 

The total fat content 

-Gottlieb extraction 

r preparation of the diluted cream, it was transferred to a centrifugation tube and a 

is put on top of the 

SMUF was made according to the procedure of 

Centrifugation at 3600xg for 1h 

iment layer containing the serum 

proteins of cream, the SMUF washing layer and the upper fat layer containing the intact fat 

The centrifugation experiments were performed in triplicate for each type of cream. 

(left tube) and after (right tube) 

to solidify the upper fat 

layer. This facilitates the isolation of the upper layer, although some fat globules may be 

fat content and the protein 

e fat content was measured by means of the 

obtained using the Kjeldahl nitrogen 

From the fat content of the upper layer and the fat content determined of the diluted cream, 

Taking into account this 

nterface ) at the oil-water 
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interface in cream. Using the D3,2-values measured by laser light diffraction (Section 6.2.2), 

the protein load Γ can be calculated by the following equation:  

 
Γ � PQ�,BCHE�R��E ST,*

6V  

 

(6.1) 

with ϕ the fat volume fraction.  

6.2.7. Whipping properties 

6.2.7.1. Whipping process  

Whipping was performed with a Hobart N50 mixer equipped with a D-wire whip designed for 

maximum air inclusion in a low viscous product. Three fixed rotational speeds (120 rpm, 240 

rpm or 480 rpm) can be applied and lead to consistent and thorough mixing. Unless stated 

otherwise, the medium speed (position 2: 240 rpm) is applied at 5°C. All creams were 

whipped until a defined observable end point. The optimum whipping time is defined as the 

time at which a cream was obtained that broke away from the wires and the bowl. Moreover, 

when the whipping process is stopped at this optimum whipping time (twh), the cream should 

not immediately start to flow around the wires of the impeller. Beyond the optimal whipping 

time the structure became chalkier/grainier in appearance. Whipping experiments were 

repeated minimally two times for each cream (i.e. two whipping batches). For each whipping 

batch the overrun, serum loss and firmness was determined. The whipping properties plotted 

in the graphs give the average values and the error bars represent the standard deviations 

between the two whipping batches of the same cream. 

6.2.7.2. Overrun  

Overrun is a common measure for the amount of air introduced in whipped cream and can 

be calculated from the comparison of the weight of equal volumes of unwhipped and 

whipped cream [17, 267, 304-306]:  

 
WJX((YZ #%% � PYZ\]^__X` � P\]^__X` 

PYZ\]^__X`
a 100 (6.2) 

with munwhipped and mwhipped the mass of the unwhipped and whipped cream, respectively. After 

whipping the overrun was measured six times. The mass of whipped and unwhipped cream 

was determined in plastic containers of 200 mL. The overrun may alternatively be 

determined by measuring the volume increase after whipping [262].  
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6.2.7.3. Firmness  

A measure for the firmness of whipped cream is mainly determined by a puncture test at 

constant speed and until the probe has reached the defined depth. The puncture probe on 

texture analyzer can be a cylinder, a wire frame or a cone [255, 261, 266].  

Large deformation puncture measurements were conducted with a Texture Analyzer TA500 

(Lloyd Instruments, UK) equipped with an acrylic cylindrical probe (diameter 25mm and 

height 35mm). The 200 mL containers filled with whipped cream for the overrun 

measurements were used as sample holder. Puncture tests were performed at a rate of 1 

mm.s-1 over a distance of 20 mm in the sample. The trigger value for the measurement 

started was set at 0.01 N. The force (N) required to reach this depth is defined as the 

firmness of the whipped cream. Puncture tests were carried out in triplicate after 1h and 24h 

storage at 5°C 

6.2.7.4. Serum loss  

Many studies use serum loss as a measure for the stability of whipped cream. This is often 

done by putting a defined mass of whipped cream on a sieve or filter, storing the cream for 

several hours at a constant temperature and measuring the amount of serum that is poured 

through the sieve or filter [261, 304]. Alternatively, the time at which a fixed amount of the 

serum was drained from the whipped cream [255] or the height of the drained serum in a 

bottle is measured [262, 266]. 

In our study, 30g of whipped cream was transferred in a funnel and placed on top of an 

Erlenmeyer. After storage at 20°C for 1h and at 5°C  for 24h, the amount of serum drained 

from the whipped cream was gravimetrically determined in triplicate and the serum loss was 

calculated by:  

 cX(YP decc #%% �  P�E�G�
Pf3BQQED 

a 100 (6.3) 

with mserum the mass of cream pored through the funnel and mwhipped the initial mass of 

whipped cream transferred to the funnel.  

6.2.8. Statistical analyses  

SPSS software (version 15, SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois, USA) was used for statistical 

comparison of the Γ, the churning times (tch,) and the whipping time (twh). All the reported 

values are the average of at least three replicates. After checking the prerequisites, analyses 

of variance (one-way ANOVA) were carried out to determine significant differences between 

the results, followed by Tukey’s post hoc test for pairwise comparison. All tests were 

performed at a 95% significance level. 
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Since for each cream sample two whipped cream batches were produced and subsequently 

the whipping properties (overrun, serum loss and firmness) were separately determined for 

each batch in triplicate, it was first verified whether a two-way ANOVA taking into account the 

batch effect was more powerful. If no batch effect was present a one-way ANOVA was 

appropriate. To decide which model can be used a likelihood ratio test was performed to 

compare the fit of two models. As a result one of the two models was chosen and performed, 

followed by a Tukey’s post hoc test for pairwise comparison. All statistical analyses for the 

whipping properties were performed at a 95% significance level in the R 2.12.2 freeware. 
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7. POTENTIALS OF A RHEOLOGICAL METHOD TO STUDY 

PARTIAL COALESCENCE IN DAIRY WHIPPING CREAMS  
 

7.1. Introduction  

Factors controlling the rate of partial coalescence define to a large extent the whipping 

properties of oil-in-water emulsions, as shown in Chapter 5. Hence, assessment of these 

factors with a proper method is essential to adapt or develop whipped products with a 

desired whipping time, overrun, firmness and stability.  

Shear-induced destabilization of partially crystalline fat globules in oil-in-water emulsions is 

addressed in several studies. Mainly rotational viscosity analyses are carried out at a 

constant as well as at a varying shear rate or shear stress without aerating the emulsion 

[154, 185, 186, 189, 192, 307].  An increase in apparent viscosity as a function of time, shear 

rate or shear stress is thereby ascribed to clump formation. The latter may be evidenced by 

direct microscopic imaging [307]. Furthermore, an oscillatory rheological approach by using 

the parallel plate geometry is recently reported by Thivilliers-Arvis et al. [190]. A sinusoidal 

maximum strain, corresponding with the strain at the periphery of the plate, out of the linear 

viscoelastic region is applied during a well-defined period. As a result of using the parallel 

plate geometry the oil-in-water emulsion is locally subjected to a variable strain proportional 

to its radial position. After the shearing is stopped, a threshold strain for clumping is visually 

determined by inspecting the radius at which macroscopic clumps appeared. This threshold 

strain was defined as a measure for the rate of shear-induced partial coalescence. Besides 

evaluating the above-mentioned rheological parameters, other studies estimate shear-

induced partial coalescence rate by evaluating the particle sizes upon shearing [130, 175, 

176, 182].  

The precursors for surface-mediated partial coalescence (i.e. the entering in and the 

spreading of the emulsion droplets on air surface) on a macroscopic air surface were 

extensively discussed by Hotrum et al. [184, 271-275] and Schokker et al. [276]. Moreover, 

Hotrum et al. [274] proposed a correlation between the whipping time of vegetable 

recombined cream with the spreading and entering of fat globules at the surface. However, in 

the latter study the rate of surface-mediate partial coalescence was not considered during 

whipping of the vegetable creams. 

None of the above-mentioned studies related the whipping properties (whipping time, 

overrun, firmness and stability) of dairy creams to the shear-induced partial coalescence rate 

as was measured by the viscosity analyses. Therefore, the aim of this study is to establish a 
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rheological technique to survey shear

potentials of this method to qualitatively predict the whipping properties. 

7.2. Research strategy

In this chapter a rotational viscometric technique is introduced to study shear

coalescence. To gain more insigh

particle size distribution analyses were performed at multiple marked points of the viscosity 

profile. To examine the potentials of this technique as a predictive tool for the whipping 

properties the effect of temperature, shear rate and fat content on both shear

coalescence and the whipping properties were investigated. All these experiments were 

performed with natural cream (NC). 

7.3. Results and discussions

7.3.1. Mechanism of s

Figure 7.1 shows the viscosity profile of NC subjected to a constant shear rate of 150 s

20°C. It can be observed that after an initial lag phase (I), the viscosity 

viscosity) starts to increase until a local maximum (II) is attained. Subsequently, the viscosity 

gradually drops (III) until the viscosity abruptly increases reaching the upper limit in viscosity 

(IV). Further shearing resulted in a completely churned cream. Phase separat

fat and the serum phase has occurred. Therefore, the time required to achieve the final 

maximum viscosity is called the 

Figure 7 .
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rheological technique to survey shear-induced partial coalescence and to explore the 

potentials of this method to qualitatively predict the whipping properties.  

Research strategy  

In this chapter a rotational viscometric technique is introduced to study shear

coalescence. To gain more insight in the mechanism of partial coalescence, microscopic and 

particle size distribution analyses were performed at multiple marked points of the viscosity 

profile. To examine the potentials of this technique as a predictive tool for the whipping 

he effect of temperature, shear rate and fat content on both shear

coalescence and the whipping properties were investigated. All these experiments were 

performed with natural cream (NC).  

Results and discussions  

Mechanism of s hear-induced partial coalescence  

shows the viscosity profile of NC subjected to a constant shear rate of 150 s

20°C. It can be observed that after an initial lag phase (I), the viscosity 

to increase until a local maximum (II) is attained. Subsequently, the viscosity 

gradually drops (III) until the viscosity abruptly increases reaching the upper limit in viscosity 

(IV). Further shearing resulted in a completely churned cream. Phase separat

fat and the serum phase has occurred. Therefore, the time required to achieve the final 

maximum viscosity is called the churning time (tch) and is, in this case, 26 min. 

.1 Viscosity profile of NC ( T = 20°C; g�  = 150 s-1). 

otentials of a rheological method to study partial coalescence in dairy whipping creams 

l coalescence and to explore the 

In this chapter a rotational viscometric technique is introduced to study shear-induced partial 

t in the mechanism of partial coalescence, microscopic and 

particle size distribution analyses were performed at multiple marked points of the viscosity 

profile. To examine the potentials of this technique as a predictive tool for the whipping 

he effect of temperature, shear rate and fat content on both shear-induced partial 

coalescence and the whipping properties were investigated. All these experiments were 

 

shows the viscosity profile of NC subjected to a constant shear rate of 150 s-1 at 

20°C. It can be observed that after an initial lag phase (I), the viscosity (i.e. apparent 

to increase until a local maximum (II) is attained. Subsequently, the viscosity 

gradually drops (III) until the viscosity abruptly increases reaching the upper limit in viscosity 

(IV). Further shearing resulted in a completely churned cream. Phase separation of the milk 

fat and the serum phase has occurred. Therefore, the time required to achieve the final 

and is, in this case, 26 min.  
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To elucidate what happens in the cream during shearing in the rheometer, the viscosity 

analyses were interrupted and bright-field microscopic evaluations of the obtained cream 

samples were performed. Figure 7.2 shows representative micrographs of samples taken 

during the different phases. During phase I individual milk fat globules together with a 

minority of very small aggregates are present. In phase II, large erratic or irregular 

aggregates were shaped whereas during phase III the aggregates became more spherical 

and individual droplets got scarce. Hence, the steep viscosity increase in phase II can be 

explained by an increase of the effective fat volume fraction due to the formation of large 

erratic aggregates. For the more spherical aggregates the increased effective fat volume 

fraction will be lower than in phase II which probably explains the gradual viscosity decrease 

in phase III. During phase IV, the aggregates appear to create a space-spanning network 

with some smaller aggregates and individual globules in between which clarifies the final 

steep viscosity increase just before churning. 

 

Figure 7.2 Representative micrographs of NC after i nterruption of the viscosity analysis ( T = 20°C and g�  = 
150 s-1) during phase I, II, III and IV (length of scale bar is 200 µm).  

 

To make distinction between aggregation and partial coalescence, a cream sample taken 

during phase II was heated. Figure 7.3 shows the micrographs of the same cream sample 

but at different temperatures. Reaching 35°C the ag gregates are contracted and the 

individual globules in the aggregates cannot be distinguished anymore. Probably, at that 

temperature the fat crystal network in the globules has been completely vanished. At 40°C 
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milk fat is completely melted yielding the complete merge of the associated droplets into big 

spherical droplets. This clearly shows that the globules are internally connected with each 

other and, hence, that predominantly partial coalescence takes place during shearing in the 

rheometer.  

 

Figure 7.3 Micrographs of NC in phase II of the vis cosity analysis ( T = 20°C; g�  = 150 s-1) during heating at 
(A) 25°C, (B) 30°C, (C) 35°C and (D) 40°C (length o f scale bar is 200 µm). 

 

Particle size measurements (Figure 7.4) were also performed after interruption of the 

viscosity analyses to have a more quantitative evaluation. Prior to measuring the particle size 

distribution, the cream was, first, melted at 50°C to avoid overestimation of the volume of the 

clumps (effective volume versus actual volume) and, second, diluted with a 1% SDS-solution 

to exclude analyzing flocculated droplets. The curve at 0 min in Figure 7.4 represents the 

particle size distribution of the individual milk fat globules in natural cream. During phase I 

(curve at 10 min) the distribution shows a shoulder between 6 and 10 µm which confirms the 

presence of small clumps whereas in phase II (curve at 20 min) two separated peaks appear. 

The first peak represents both the distribution of the remaining individual milk fat globules 

and small clumps and the second peak, at around 150 µm, characterizes the distribution of 

the melted large erratic clumps (Figure 7.2 B). Subsequently, in phase III (curves at 21.5 to 

23.5 min) the area of the second peak grows further at the expense of the first one and 

concurrently the second peak maximum shifts to smaller sizes. The latter shows that the 

clumps shaped during phase II are disrupted while still more individual globules become 
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incorporated in the larger clumps during phase III. The viscosity decrease in phase III (Figure 

7.1) may, thus, be explained by clump break-up combined with changed clump shapes as 

shown by the particle size analyses (Figure 7.4) and microscopic evaluations (Figure 7.2), 

respectively. During phase IV (curve at 25.8 min) the second peak shifts to larger sizes. Note 

that the particle size analyses of cream obtained during phase IV of the viscosity profile can 

only be qualitatively interpreted due to the fast creaming of the largest droplets in the sample 

unit of the laser light scattering instrument.   

 

Figure 7.4 Particle size distribution of NC during t he viscosity analyses ( T = 20°C; g�  = 150 s-1) after 0, 10, 
20, 21.5, 22, 23.5 and 25.8 min shearing. 

 

7.3.2. Effect of temperature 

From Section 5.1.4.1.B and Section 5.2.4.1.B of the literature review, it is clear that 

temperature plays a crucial role in the susceptibility of fat globules towards partial 

coalescence and to the extent to which globules merge if partial coalescence is 

accomplished. The actual temperature and T-history control to a large extent the fat crystal 

network properties of the milk fat globule, such as solid fat content (SFC), the arrangement, 

morphology, polymorphism, amount and size of the crystals (whether or not protruding) and 

the pore size between the crystals.  

The creams used for the viscosity analyses and the whipping experiments were subjected to 

a similar T-history, which allows a straightforward comparative study of the effect of actual 

temperature. Prior to the viscosity analyses and the whipping experiments, the creams were, 

firstly, stored at 5°C to ensure the presence of fa t crystals and were, secondly, heated and 

equilibrated at the desired temperature.  
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7.3.2.1. Solid fat content  

One of the major measurable effect of temperature on the physical state of the milk fat 

globules will be on the solid fat content (SFC) of the milk fat. Therefore, SFC in cream was 

measured after equilibration at 5°C and after step- wise increase of the temperature (∆T = 

5°C). For these analyses an adapted SFC-method is u sed in which correction factors are 

included for the NMR-signal of the aqueous phase in cream. In Part I Section 2.2.4 a detailed 

description of the method is given. Figure 7.5 shows the SFC-profile. In the studied T-region 

(5°C ≤ T ≤ 30°C) in the viscosity and whipping analyses, the SFC decreases gradually from 

46.0 ± 1.3% to 5.7 ± 1.4%. At 5°C and 10°C, a rathe r small difference in SFC is detected and 

the largest decrease in SFC is observed if the cream was heated from 15°C to 20°C.  

 

Figure 7.5 SFC-profile of NC.  
 

7.3.2.2. Shear-induced partial coalescence  

Viscosity profiles were recorded at different temperatures between 5°C and 30°C at a 

constant shear rate (��  = 150 s-1). In Figure 7.6 only the curves from 15°C to 30°C are shown. 

At 5°C and 10°C, the churning time ( tch) was too long to include the viscosity profiles in the 

figure: more than 8h and 5h, respectively. At 15°C < T < 30°C, clear differences in tch can 

also be observed. The tch decreases with increasing temperature until a minimum is reached 

around 25°C. At T > 25°C, the tch rises again. Besides the variation in tch, the viscosity 

profiles in Figure 7.6 vary in shape and in viscosities reached both at the first peak maximum 

(at the end of phase II) and at the tch. 

The initial appearance of the first viscosity increase (phase II) and the lowest tch at 25°C 

demonstrates that the capture efficiency and, therefore, the partial coalescence rate of NC 
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will be the highest around 25°C and, hence, at a SF C of 11.6 ± 1.8% (Figure 7.5). At lower 

and higher temperatures and SFC the tch increases. This is consistent with the results of 

Thivilliers et al. [188, 190] who reached a maximum partial coalescence rate at a SFC of 10 - 

15%. However, According to Hinrichs [186], the optimum SFC is approximately 25% 

corresponding to 20°C for summer cream and to 22-25 °C for winter cream. In the latter 

research the experimental results at higher temperatures and, thus, at lower SFC were not 

conducted which explains the differences with the current findings of optimum SFC. 

Moreover, it should be stressed that slight variations in T-history and composition of the 

creams in the considered studies may have an influence on the optimum SFC. Besides, the 

size, number, morphology, polymorphism and arrangement of the fat crystals can vary which 

may also contribute to the variation in optimum SFC-value for shear-induced partial 

coalescence. 

 

Figure 7.6 Viscosity profiles of NC at different tem peratures and constant g�  = 150 s-1. 
 

Next to the large differences in tch, Figure 7.6 reveals substantial variation in shape of the 

curves as a function of temperature. At 15°C, phase  III (the viscosity decrease) of the 

viscosity profile cannot be distinguished. Probably, clump break-up did not take place to a 

large extent at 15°C. At T ≥ 20°C, phase III (the viscosity decrease) is more p ronounced than 

at lower T. The erratic clumps created during phase II most likely break up more easily at 

higher temperatures due to their substantially lowered SFC implying a lower compression 

modulus of the fat crystal network and, thus, an easier collapse of the fat crystal network 

upon shearing. The collapse of the fat crystal network may be demonstrated by the amount 

of liquid oil that is collected at the outer layer of the clumps. In Figure 7.7 it can be seen that 
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the spherical clumps shaped during phase II become more surrounded by liquid oil as the 

temperature increases. As a consequence, fat crystals become possibly more engulfed by 

the liquid oil leading to a decrease of available fat crystals to induce partial coalescence at 

higher temperatures. The latter together with the increased susceptibility to clump break-up 

explain the more pronounced phase III as temperature increases.  

  
Figure 7.7 Micrographs of NC after interruption of the viscosity analyses during phase III of viscosit y 

analyses ( g�  = 150 s-1) performed at (A) 20°C and (B) 25°C (length of the  scale bar is 200µm).  
 

7.3.2.3. Whipping properties  

Natural cream was whipped at different Twh until a visible acceptable whipped cream was 

produced as described in Section 6.2.7.1. At T > 25°C, acceptable whipped creams could not 

be produced and therefore they were not considered for further research. Whipping time (twh) 

was recorded and the overrun (%) was measured (Figure 7.8 A). Annex II gives the results of 

the statistical analyses. Both the twh and overrun decrease with an increasing Twh, except for 

20°C and 25°C. No significant differences in overru n between creams whipped at 20°C and 

25°C can be observed. Ihara [278] observed similar results, although for a more limited Twh-

range (5°C < Twh < 15°C).  

Figure 7.8 B shows the firmness of the whipped creams as a function of Twh and annex II 

shows the results of the statistical analyses. To make comparison possible, all the puncture 

tests were performed at 5°C to limit the effect of solid fat on the measured firmnesses of the 

whipped creams. A clear trend can be observed: the firmness increases as a function of Twh, 

in particular after storage for 24h at 5°C. After 2 4h storage at 5°C the firmness substantially 

increases at T ≥ 15°C. Probably, during storage the SFC still incre ases and even sintering of 

the fat crystal network may occur in the clumps. The latter is in particular increased due to 

the applied T-fluctuation.  

Stability analyses by means of serum loss evaluations were also carried out. Regardless of 

the Twh, substantial serum loss was not detected in the studied Twh-range.  

A B 
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Figure 7.8 Whipping properties of NC at different Twh: (A) overrun (%) and twh (min) and (B) firmness (N) 
after 1h and 24h storage at 5°C. 

 

Figure 7.9 shows confocal scanning laser light microscopic (CSLM) images of NC whipped at 

5°C and at 25°C. At Twh = 5°C, the air bubbles are partly surrounded by a rather thin layer of 

partially coalesced fat globules while at Twh = 25°C a higher degree of air bubble surface 

coverage seems to be achieved. Moreover, larger partially coalesced clumps appear in the 

serum phase at a Twh = 25°C compared to 5°C. Hence, the overall extent of partial 

coalescence appears to be increased with increasing Twh.  

7.3.2.4. Discussion  

At T ≤ 25°C, the decreased twh as a function of Twh accords well with the decreasing trend in 

tch as a function of the applied temperature (Section 7.3.2.2). Shear-induced and, 

presumably, also surface-mediated partial coalescence rate will be enhanced during 

whipping with increasing Twh. Upon whipping, partial coalescence may thus prevail more 

quickly at an increased Twh and the firm structure taken as the end point for whipping will 

then readily be obtained. As a consequence, the duration of the different stages of the 

whipping process, as described in Section 5.2.3, may be shorter. In particular, the changes in 

stage 1 of the whipping process will probably be at the basis of the altered whipping 

properties. In this first stage, air is incorporated and temporarily stabilized by proteins 

originating from the serum phase of NC. A shorter first stage will, thus, result in a lower 

overrun. Moreover in stage 1, shear-induced partial coalescence may be increased at higher 

Twh. As a consequence, less fat globules will be available to efficiently envelop and 

immobilize the air bubbles during stage 2 of the whipping process. The thicker layer of 

partially coalesced clumps at the air bubbles in the CSLM-micrograph of whipped cream at 

Twh = 25°C confirms the inefficient use of the fat glob ules to stabilize air bubble surfaces 

compared with whipped cream obtained at twh = 5°C. As a consequence, this also contributes 
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to a final lower amount of air stabilized with an increased Twh. In studies where globules are 

already aggregated due to the formation of homogenization clusters before whipping similar 

effects on overrun can be observed [163, 280].  

 

  

Twh = 5°C Twh = 25°C 

Figure 7.9 CSLM-micrographs of NCs whipped at 5°C an d 25°C (length of scale bar = 150 µm). In red the 
fat phase and in green the protein-rich serum phase . 

 

The increased firmness as a function of Twh can mainly be explained by both the decreased 

overrun and the increased partial coalescence rate at a higher Twh. The volume that the 

space-spanning partially coalesced fat globule network has to immobilize is decreased 

implying a denser and, hence, a firmer network.   

In the discussion above, it is assumed that the surface-mediated partial coalescence, which 

mainly takes place during stage 2 of the whipping process, is enhanced. However, in this 

study surface-mediated partial coalescence rate is not separately addressed. Nevertheless, it 

is believed that an increased temperature and, in particular the lower SFC at a higher 

temperature, leads to a fast creation of complete occupied air bubble surface. Once globules 

or clumps enter the air bubble surface more oil will be available enhancing the spreading of 

the fat globules and, as a consequence, the surface-mediated partial coalescence. Figure 

7.9 qualitatively indicates the differences in extent of surface-mediated partial coalescence 

as a function of Twh by the increased degree of air bubble coverage with partially coalesced 

fat globules in creams whipped at 25°C compared to cream whipped at 5°C.  

A stable whipped cream with an overrun of more than 100% is desired in many applications. 

Therefore, it can be concluded that whipping is ideally performed between 5°C and 10°C. To 

150 µm 
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achieve the preferred overrun the degree of partial coalescence should be limited in the first 

stage of whipping and, hence, an intermediate twh is advisable. 

7.3.3. Effect of Shear rate 

7.3.3.1.  Shear-induced partial coalescence  

The applied shear rate on NC was varied at a constant T in the rheometer. Figure 7.10 

shows the effect at 20°C for shear rates (  � � ) between 75 s-1 and 200 s-1. All the four phases 

of the viscosity profiles can be distinguished irrespective of the applied  � � . However, the 

duration of the different phases of the viscosity profiles and the tch are inversely related to  � � . 
Since no perfect laminar shear flow is created by the rotor in the starch pasting geometry, not 

only the encounter frequency but also the capture efficiency for shear-induced partial 

coalescence will be increased (Section 5.1.4.1.A). At lower shear rates no viscosity increase 

was detected during 8h which indicates the existence of a threshold shear rate for partial 

coalescence to occur in the considered t-frame. Moreover, shear rate was also varied at 

different T (5°C < T < 35°C). Similar trends were observed independent o n the temperature 

(data not shown).  

 

Figure 7.10 Viscosity profiles of NC at different sh ear rates ( T = 20°C). 
 

7.3.3.2.  Whipping properties  

Whipping experiments were performed at three different constant rotational speeds (120 

rpm, 240 rpm and 480 rpm) and at 5°C, which was con cluded as an advisable Twh in the 

previous section. At the lowest speed no visually acceptable whipped cream was obtained. 

As was suggested by Van Aken [261], a minimal rotational speed is required to reach the 
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final stage of whipping. At lower rotational speed the expansion rate of the bubble surface 

will be insufficient to cause an adequate decrease in surface pressure of the adsorbed 

proteins and will hinder the uptake and the spreading of the fat globules and, hence, the 

surface-mediated partial coealescence. The whipping properties at the other applied 

whipping speeds are given in Table 7.1. Overrun, twh and serum loss significantly decrease, 

while firmness significantly increases with the whipping speed. 

Table 7.1 Whipping properties of NC at two differen t whipping speeds. 

Whipping properties Whipping speed (rpm) 

240 480 

twh 8,08 ± 0,12a 3,05 ± 0,02b 

Overrun (%) 127,76 ± 1,46 a 60,46 ± 1,20 b 
Serum loss (1h at 20°C) (%)  - - 
Serum loss (24h at 5°C) (%)  0,66 ± 0,09 a - b 
Firmness (1h at 5°C) (N) 0,98 ± 0,04 a 2,18 ± 0,03 b 
Firmness (24h at 5°C) (N) 1,27 ± 0,08 a 1,99 ± 0,08 b 

a-b different letters indicate significant differences (p < 0.05) between different whipping speeds. 

 

7.3.3.3. Discussion   

Like in Section 7.3.4.3, the whipping properties can be explained by the increased shear-

induced partial coalescence rate as function of shear rate (Section 7.3.3.1). At the highest 

whipping speed partial coalescence is possibly too fast to include and stabilize a high 

amount of air which leads to a dense partially coalesced network and, thus, an increased 

firmness and stability. A moderate whipping speed is therefore advisable. At higher whipping 

speeds, the overrun was too low (<100%). 

It should be remarked that the flow conditions applied in the rheometer differ form the ones in 

the whipping experiment. Nevertheless, it seems to be possible to elucidate the same trends 

between the tch in viscosity analyses and twh in the whipping experiments if the temperature 

and the shear rate are altered. Moreover, the tch can be related to the overrun, firmness and 

serum loss. Although surface-mediated partial coalescence is not addressed separately, it is 

conceivable and accepted that, according to the correlation between the tch and twh, surface-

mediated partial coalescence rate evolves concurrent with the changes in shear-induced 

partial coalescence rate.  

7.3.4. Effect of fat content 

The effect of fat content was studied by diluting the cream with cooled UHT-treated skimmed 

milk. As a result, the whipping creams contain a lower amount of fat but a higher amount of 

proteins.  
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7.3.4.1. Shear-induced partial coalescence  

Figure 7.11 shows the viscosity profiles of NC at a fat content of 35%, 30% and 25%. The 

four phases of the viscosity profiles can be distinguished regardless of the fat content. 

However, with decreasing fat content, the duration of the different phases is prolonged and, 

hence, the tch is increased. The shear-induced partial coalescence rate is, thus, reduced 

when the cream is diluted with skimmed milk. This effect is ascribed only to the lowered 

collision frequency of the fat globules rather than changes in the capture efficiency upon 

collision. By making use of cooled skimmed milk to decrease the fat content of the whipping 

creams, the composition of the aqueous phase, the fat crystal network properties of the fat 

globules and the interfacial properties of the milk fat globule membrane are unaltered.   

 

Figure 7.11 Viscosity profiles of NC with a fat cont ent of 35%, 30% and 25% at g�  = 150 s-1 and T = 20°C.  
 

7.3.4.2. Whipping properties  

The creams with the varying fat content were whipped at 5°C and the whipping properties 

are shown in Figure 7.12. Annex III shows the results of the statistical analyses. The twh and 

the serum loss are clearly inversely related with the fat content. The effect on overrun and 

firmness becomes only significant if the fat content is decreased to 25%.  The overrun is 

increased while the firmness is substantially decreased at a fat content of 25% compared to 

the whipped creams with a higher fat content. 

Figure 7.13 shows the CSLM-micrographs of whipped NCs with varying fat content. At a fat 

content of 35% and 30%, the air bubbles are covered by a thin layer of milk fat globules and 

in the serum phase a network of partially coalesced fat globules can be noticed. This network 

appears to be denser at a fat content of 35% compared with 30%. At a fat content of 25%, 
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only locally, a rather sparse fat globule network in the serum phase and larger air bubbles 

appeared to be shaped. In between the larger air bubbles that are only partly covered with 

milk fat globules, smaller completely covered and, hence, more stabilized air bubbles can be 

found.  

 

Figure 7.12 Whipping properties of NCs with a fat c ontent of 35%, 30% and 25%: (A) twh (min); (B) overrun  
(%); (C) serum loss (%) after storage for 1h at 20°C and 24h at 5°C and  (D) firmness  (N) after 1h and 24h at 

5°C. 
 

   
35% 30% 25% 

Figure 7.13 CLSM-micrographs of whipped NC with a d ifferent fat content (length of scale bar = 150 µm) . 
In red the fat phase and in green the protein-rich serum phase. 

 

150 µm 
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7.3.4.3. Discussion  

From the microstructure of whipped cream, as discussed in Section 5.2, it is clear that a 

substantial amount of fat is required to create a rigid dairy foam with an acceptable overrun, 

stability and firmness. Fat globules have to create a partially coalesced network throughout 

the serum phase and cover the air bubble surface. Van Aken [261] summarized the effect of 

fat volume fraction ϕ on whipped cream properties of several studies and found that a 

minimum fat volume fraction was required to incorporate air (ϕ > 0.05) and to achieve a 

considerable firmness (ϕ > 0.25). Furthermore, they concluded an increased overrun if ϕ 

decreases from 0.4 to 0.2. At ϕ < 0.20 the overrun substantially decreases. In the current 

results, like in the study of van Aken [261], the overrun is increased as a function of fat 

content.   

Similar to the effect of temperature and shear rate, the decreased partial coalescence rate 

with a lower fat content, as observed by the viscosity analyses, mainly explain the increased 

twh and overrun of the whipped creams. However, in this case the increased amount of ‘free’ 

proteins in cream, by making use of skimmed milk to obtain a lower fat content, may also 

play an important role in the structure formation of whipped cream. The larger amount of 

surface-active components in the cream will increase the capacity to capture more air which 

may contribute to an additional increase in overrun.  

Although fewer fat globules are present in whipped cream with a fat content of 25%, these 

globules have to stabilize more air (increased overrun). From the CSLM-micrographs it 

appears that rather large air bubbles are formed at a fat content of 25%. Presumably, not all 

the small air bubbles created during whipping will be sufficiently covered by fat globules and 

will, thereby, readily coalesce upon further whipping and storage. The broader air bubble size 

distribution, the lower fat globule load at air bubble surface and the lack of fat globule 

network in the serum phase compared to the high fat variants contribute to the 

disproportioning, the drainage and the bubble coalescence in whipped cream yielding the 

decreased stability and firmness of these creams. A whipped cream with a decreased fat 

content and improved whipping properties can probably be achieved at the expense of the 

overrun. If the overrun is lowered, the air bubble stabilization and the fat globule network in 

the serum phase will be enhanced. A decreased air inclusion can most likely be attained by 

shortening the duration of stage 1 of the whipping process and, hence, by increasing the 

partial coalescence rate.   
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7.4. Concluding remarks  

In this chapter viscosity analyses of cream at a constant shear rate were proven to be an 

appropriate method to study the shear-induced partial coalescence kinetics. Furthermore, in 

combination with microscopic and particle size analyses it was possible to get more insight in 

the mechanism of the ongoing partial coalescence in the rheometer.  

A comparative study of the viscosity analyses and the whipping properties with variation in 

temperature, flow conditions and fat content showed that the viscosity analyses can be used 

as a qualitative predictive tool for the whipping properties. The lower the churning time, the 

lower the whipping time and overrun will be. The lower overrun together with the increased 

partial coalescence rate implies a denser network and, as a consequence, an increase in 

firmness and decrease in serum loss. The reverse was true if increased churning times are 

observed.  

Although the temperature affected partial coalescence rate, similar trends of shear rate are 

observed independent on the applied temperatures. Viscosity analyses performed at higher 

temperature give thus the same trend than at ideal whipping temperatures (5°C < Twh < 

10°C) and can, thus, be used to study the differenc e in whipping properties at lower 

temperatures in dairy creams. This made the viscosity analyses more practically useful as a 

qualitative predictive tool for evaluating the whipping properties for further research (Chapter 

8 and Chapter 9). Viscosity analyses at the ideal whipping temperatures would take too long 

to be practical. 
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8. EFFECT OF MONOACYLGLYCEROLS ON PARTIAL 

COALESCENCE IN RECOMBINED CREAM 

 

8.1. Introduction  

Nowadays, besides natural cream (NC), derived from milk by means of centrifugation, often 

recombined cream (RC) is used. It is obtained by recombining milk products, mostly milk fat 

and a low-fat milk powder, with water. The benefits of using RC are that the composition and 

formulation can easily be modified for product development goals and that the raw materials 

can easily be stored and transported to regions where fresh milk is not readily available 

and/or where suitable storage facilities are scarce. Nevertheless, the recombined dairy 

products like ice cream and whipped cream seem to have unfavorable divergent 

physicochemical and sensory properties as compared to products made from natural cream. 

This may be partly attributed to a different susceptibility towards partial coalescence of the fat 

globules of natural and recombined cream during processing. 

From the literature review (Section 5.1.4.2.C.ii and Section 5.2.4.2.C), it is clear that small-

molecule surfactants hold potential to control both shear-induced and surface-mediated 

partial coalescence. In oil-in-water emulsions they can affect the particle size distribution, the 

oil-water interfacial properties and/or the fat crystallization behavior of the oil phase. In 

particular, within the group of small-molecule surfactants, for monoacylglycerols (MAGs) the 

influence on partial coalescence rate has been shown in recombined model cream systems 

[154, 175, 189] and in ice cream systems [203, 207]. 

Davies et al. [154, 189] investigated the effect of different MAGs on the orthokinetic stability 

of sodium caseinate stabilized model creams of which the oil phase consists of a mixture of 

groundnut oil and tristearin (SSS). In these model systems, it is found that unsaturated 

MAGs of oleic acid destabilize emulsions more than the saturated MAGs of stearic and of 

palmitic acid upon shearing. Moreover, it appeared that the amount of SSS needed to induce 

shear-induced partial coalescence decreased with an increasing concentration of MAGs of 

oleic acid in the emulsions [189]. These effects were attributed to the morphological changes 

of the SSS-crystals in the presence of the different MAGs. The ones created in the creams 

containing MAGs of oleic acid were spiky spherulites which may easily pierce the oil-water 

interface upon shearing. With MAGs of stearic acid smaller rounded SSS-crystals were 

shaped which may not be able to force through the oil-water interfacial layer. The latter 

keeps the emulsions orthokinetically stable. Creams with MAGs of palmitic acid show less 

resistance against shear-induced partial coalescence than those with MAGs of stearic acid. 
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Larger crystals were formed in the presence of MAGs of palmitic acid. Although these are 

conceivable hypotheses of the effect of MAGs on the crystal morphology in emulsion 

systems, it has to be stated that no clear micrographs of the crystals were shown to prove 

these hypotheses.  

Pelan et al. [207] and Goff and Jordan [203] studied the stability of dairy ice cream mixes in 

the presence of saturated and unsaturated MAGs. They both found that unsaturated MAGs 

are more effective in destabilizing ice cream mixes than their saturated counterparts. 

Furthermore, the emulsions became more stable with an increasing concentration of 

saturated MAGs [207]. Although Pelan et al. [207] and Goff and Jordan [203] agreed on the 

divergent effects of the saturated and the unsaturated MAGs, they put forward distinctly 

different explanations. Pelan et al. [207] ascribed these observed phenomena to the 

occurrence of Pickering stabilization in the presence of saturated MAGs while Goff and 

Jordan [203] attributed them to differences in oil-in-water interfacial tension. In the latter 

study an inverse relationship between the interfacial tension and the fat destabilization was 

found. Unsaturated MAGs revealed a lower oil-water interfacial tension and a higher degree 

of fat destabilization during whipping and freezing compared with saturated MAGs.  

All of the above-mentioned studies agree on the fact that unsaturated MAGs make oil-in-

water emulsions more susceptible towards partial coalescence than saturated ones but clear 

disagreements exist on the mechanistic explanations. In addition, no elaborate study is 

available on the partial coalescence during shearing and whipping of recombined dairy 

whipping creams containing MAGs. 

Hence, the research objectives of this chapter are: 

(1) To study the effect of different MAGs on both shear-induced partial coalescence in 

RC and on the whipping properties of RC. 

(2) To elucidate the mechanism behind the effect of the MAGs on partial coalescence in 

RC. 

8.2. Research strategy  

In Chapter 4, it was shown that MAGs in recombined dairy whipping cream affect both the 

milk fat crystallization behavior and the oil-water interfacial tension depending on the chain 

length and saturation degree of the hydrophobic fatty acid (FA) chain. These effects may 

indicate that MAGs govern the shear-induced partial coalescence in RCs and their whipping 

properties in distinct ways. Hence, an initial screening of the influence of the three types of 

MAGs used in Chapter 4 was performed on shear-induced partial coalescence in RCs by 
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means of viscosity analyses. The MAGs with the largest divergent effects on the churning 

time were selected for further research. Subsequently, the influence on the shear-induced 

partial coalescence and on the whipping properties was unraveled at different concentrations 

and protein load analyses and interfacial rheology experiments were carried out to elucidate 

the mechanism behind the diverging effects of these MAGs. Taking into account also the 

results on fat crystallization and interfacial tension analyses obtained in Chapter 4, a 

mechanistic explanation is formulated on how MAGs control partial coalescence and 

consequently the whipping properties.  

Like in Chapter 4, RC was made from anhydrous milk fat (35%) and buttermilk. Within one 

production set of RCs, a comparative study between the reference RC and the RCs with 

MAGs was applied to identify the effects of MAGs on the studied variables. This comparative 

approach excludes potential variation between production sets due to, for instance, different 

storage and processing conditions of the RCs or slight differences in composition of the 

starter material.  

8.3. Results and discussion  

8.3.1. Shear-induced partial coalescence 

The three types of MAGs differing in chain length and saturation degree used in Chapter 4 

were considered to screen their effect on shear-induced partial coalescence. Table 2.2 gives 

the FA-composition of the three MAGs: MAG rich in oleic (MAG-O), stearic (MAG-S) and 

lauric acid (MAG-L). Within one production set for each type of MAG a RC with a 

concentration of 0.2% MAG and one reference RC without MAGs were produced.  

Figure 8.1 shows the viscosity profiles of the RCs at a shear rate (��) and temperature (T) of 

150 s-1 and 20°C, respectively. The first viscosity increa se (phase II of the viscosity profile) of 

RCs with MAG-O and MAG-L starts nearly simultaneously and takes place earlier than in RC 

without MAGs. However, large differences in the duration of phase III (the viscosity 

decrease) of the viscosity profiles can be detected. For MAG-L the prolonged phase III 

causes a slightly increased churning time (tch) compared to the RC without MAGs, 21.1 min 

and 17.6 min, respectively. Conversely, the cream with 0.2% MAG-O showed a strongly 

decreased tch (6.9 min). The RC with MAG-S does not show any viscosity increase during 8h 

of shearing and, hence, no churning has occurred.  

Since, firstly, tch has been shown to be a valuable tool to qualitatively predict the whipping 

properties (Chapter 7) and, secondly, MAG-O and MAG-S show the most divergent effect on 

the tch, these two MAGs were selected for further research. MAG-L which has a shorter chain 
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length than both MAG-S and MAG-O and differs in saturation degree with MAG-O shows a 

rather intermediate effect on tch. This may be related to the fact that MAG-L, in Chapter 4, 

exhibited also an intermediate behavior between MAG-O and MAG-S on the milk fat 

crystallization. Moreover, for model creams Davies et al. [154] maintained that the saturation 

degree has a larger effect on the orthokinetic stability towards partial coalescence than the 

differences in chain length of the saturated MAGs. The shear-sensitivity towards partial 

coalescence is slightly increased for MAGs with a shorter saturated FA-chain compared to 

MAGs with a longer saturated FA-chain while unsaturated MAGs revealed an overall strongly 

increased destabilization effect compared to saturated MAGs. 

 

Figure 8.1 Viscosity profile of RCs without and with  0.2% MAG-O, MAG-S and MAG-L ( g�  = 150 s-1 and T = 
20°C). 

 

In order to explore the concentration effect of MAG-O and MAG-S two production sets were 

enclosed in this study. In the first production set variants with 0%, 0.035%, 0.07%, 0.1% and 

0.2% MAG-O were produced. The same concentrations of MAG-S were applied in the 

second production set and, in addition, a variant with 0.5% MAGs was included. The latter 

concentration could not be used in RCs with MAG-O since the physical shelf life of the RCs 

with 0.5% MAG-O was shorter than the time required for analyses. Clumping occurred during 

transport and/or storage of the RCs.  

Figure 8.2 A and B show the viscosity profiles of RCs at different concentrations of MAG-O 

and MAG-S, respectively. For creams with MAG-O, the shear-induced partial coalescence 

rate is clearly enhanced as a function of its concentration since the complete viscosity 

profiles and, thus, the tch appeared earlier with an increasing concentration of MAG-O. 
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Conversely, with an increasing concentration of MAG-S the viscosity profiles shift in the 

opposite direction which demonstrates a decrease in partial coalescence rate. Table 8.1 

summarizes the tch obtained after shearing at different T. Regardless of the temperature, the 

same trend can be observed: MAG-O increases while MAG-S decreases the shear-induced 

partial coalescence rate.  

 

 

Figure 8.2 Viscosity profiles of RCs at different co ncentrations of (A) MAG-O and (B) MAG-S ( g�  = 150 s-1 
and T = 20°C). 

 

 

 

Table 8.1 The tch (min) measured by shearing ( g�  = 150 s-1) at different T and concentrations of MAG-O and 
MAG-S.  

 [MAG] T 
 (%) (°C) 

 
 

15 20 25 
MAG-O 0 194.2 ± 0.5a 78.5 ± 0.2a 95.4 ± 6.7a 

 0.035 90.4 ± 0.1b 47.9 ± 2.8b 86.2 ± 6.6b 

 0.07 30.3 ± 0.1c 26.0 ± 0.8c 51.8 ± 1.7c 

 0.1 13.0 ± 0.3d 13.4 ± 0.6d 40 ± 1.0d 

 0.2 3.0 ± 0.2e 2.5 ± 0.1e 12.94 ± 0.5e 

MAG-S 0 10.5 ± 0.3a 7.9 ± 0.0a 6.9 ± 0.1a 

 0.035 439.5 ± 3.4b 11.0 ± 0.1b 8.1 ± 0.4b 

 0.07 
 

>8h 
 

23.4 ± 2.5c 16.9 ± 0.6c 

 0.1 
 

>8h 
  >8h 

 
77.6 ± 0.8d 

 0.2 
 

>8h 
  >8h 

  
>8h 

 
 0.5 

 
>8h 

  >8h 
  

>8h 
 

a-e different letters indicate significant differences (p < 0.05) within the same temperature. 
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8.3.2. Whipping properties 

Figure 8.3 depicts the whipping properties of the RCs at different concentrations of MAG-O 

and Annex IV shows the results of the statistical analyses. Generally, at [MAG-O] > 0.035% a 

significant decreasing trend in whipping time (twh), overrun and serum loss can be observed, 

while the firmness shows a clear increasing trend as a function of [MAG-O]. Between 0.1% 

and 0.2% no significant differences can be observed for the overrun, serum loss and 

firmness. In addition, similar firmnesses are measured after 1h and 24h storage at 5°C at 

each concentration.  

 

 

Figure 8.3 Whipping properties of RCs at different concentrations of MAG-O: (A) twh (min); (B) overrun 
(%); (C) serum loss (%) after storage for 1h at 20° C and 24h at 5°C and (D) firmness (N) after 1h and 24h at 

5°C. 
 

Figure 8.4 shows the whipping properties of RCs at different concentrations of MAG-S and 

the statistical results are given in Annex V. Opposed to the effect of MAG-O, the twh, the 

overrun and the serum loss show a significant increasing trend while a decreasing trend of 

the firmness is observed as a function of [MAG-S]. Moreover, if 0.07% ≤ [MAG-S] ≤ 0.2%, the 

firmness after 24h storage at 5°C is further decrea sed compared with the firmness measured 

after 1h. This probably indicates a substantial foam destabilization during storage. At 0.5% 
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MAG-S, the whipping was stopped after 20 min, although no acceptable whipped cream was 

obtained. This aerated ‘liquid’ cream reveals, as a consequence, a huge increase in serum 

loss after 24h at 5°C and a low firmness just above  the trigger value (0.01 N) is measured. 

 

Figure 8.4 Whipping properties of RCs at different concentrations of MAG-S: (A) twh (min); (B) overrun (%); 
(C) serum loss (%) after storage for 1h at 20°C and  24h at 5°C and (D) firmness (N) after 1h and 24h a t 5°C. 
 

Figure 8.5 illustrates representative micrographs of the microstructure of the reference 

whipped RC and the ones with 0.2% MAG-O and MAG-S recorded with confocal scanning 

laser light microscopy (CSLM). In the reference RC air bubbles partly covered by fat globules 

can be seen. In the whipped cream containing MAG-O the air bubble surfaces are covered to 

a higher degree than in the reference cream. Even big clumps of fat globules can be 

detected both at the air bubble surfaces and in the serum phase. In the presence of MAG-S 

only a few small bubbles covered with fat globules can be detected. Moreover, when taking 

subsequent CSLM-images the fat globules in the serum phase seem to be separately 

moving (Brownian motion) indicating that they aren’t part of a network. Hence, these images 

clearly show that the degree of partially coalesced fat globules both at the air bubble surface 

and in the serum phase is increased by using MAG-O while MAG-S decreased it.  
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0% MAG 0.2% MAG-O 0.2% MAG-S 

Figure 8.5 CSLM-micrographs of whipped RC without MA Gs, with 0.2% MAG-O and MAG-S (length of 
scale bar = 150 µm). In red the fat phase and in gr een the protein-rich serum phase.  

 

Like in Chapter 7, the trends demonstrated in the whipping properties correspond well with 

the ones in tch, as measured by the viscosity analyses (Section 8.3.1). For MAG-O is the 

lower tch related to the observed decreased twh. Shear-induced and, probably, also surface-

mediated partial coalescence rate is enhanced with an increasing concentration of MAG-O. 

As a consequence, upon whipping partial coalescence may prevail more quickly at an 

increased MAG-O-concentration which will limit the duration of the different stages of the 

whipping process. The intended rigid foam will readily be obtained. In particular the decrease 

of the first stage of the whipping mechanism may be at the basis of the changed whipping 

properties. In this first stage, air is incorporated and temporarily stabilized by proteins of the 

continuous aqueous phase and only shear-induced partial coalescence occurs. In the 

presence of MAG-O, a shorter first stage will, thus, result in a lower overrun and a substantial 

clump formation in the serum phase. As a consequence of the lower overrun, the partially 

coalesced fat globules created during the whole whipping process have to stabilize a lower 

volume of whipped cream compared to the reference RC. This together with the increased 

degree of partial coalescence causes the formation of a denser network as is confirmed by 

the CSLM-micrographs. The latter explains, hence, the observed higher stability and 

firmness of the whipped creams with MAG-O. Alternatively, in the presence of MAG-S is the 

first stage of the whipping process prolonged compared to the reference RC due to the 

decrease of shear-induced and surface-mediated partial coalescence. As a result, more air 

can be incorporated yielding a higher overrun. The higher overrun and the decreased degree 

of partial coalescence, as observed in the CSLM-micrographs, ultimately result in a 

decreased stability and firmness. The fat globules have to stabilize a larger volume of 

whipped cream and show less network formation than in the reference RC. 

150 µm 
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8.3.3. Physicochemical properties of the recombined  creams and of their 

oil-water interface 

The complexity of researching the mechanism behind the effect of MAGs on partial 

coalescence is that they may influence various physicochemical properties. MAGs, as a 

small-molecule surfactant, will affect the particle size distribution of the RCs and the oil-water 

interfacial properties such as the protein load, the interfacial tension and the viscoelasticity of 

the interfacial membrane. Furthermore, since MAGs are oil-soluble, MAGs may change the 

milk fat crystallization behavior in the fat globules. The opposite effects of MAG-O and MAG-

S may, thus, be related to one of these effects or most likely to a combination of them. 

Therefore, in order to elucidate the mechanism behind the effect of MAG-O and MAG-S on 

partial coalescence and on whipping behavior the particle size distributions, the interfacial 

protein load, tension and rheology and the milk fat crystallization behavior were further 

investigated.  

The particle size distributions can largely be affected by adding small-molecule surfactants 

due to their ability to decrease the interfacial tension [223, 225-227, 231]. Nevertheless, to 

exclude the effect of particle size of the milk fat globules on the partial coalescence rate in 

this study, RCs with a similar particle size distribution were produced by controlling the 

homogenization pressure. Figure 8.6 A and B show the particle size distribution of the two 

production sets of RCs at different concentrations of MAG-O and MAG-S, respectively, and 

confirm the similarities between the milk fat globule sizes of these RCs. This approach 

avoids masking the effect of MAGs on partial coalescence by a changed particle size 

distribution.  

 

Figure 8.6 Particle size distributions of RCs at dif ferent concentrations of (A) MAG-O and (B) MAG-S. 
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8.3.3.1. Protein displacement  

The effect of MAGs on milk protein load or the displacement of milk proteins is discussed by 

several authors [154, 241, 247, 308]. Barfod et al. [241] maintained that partially unsaturated 

MAGs displace the proteins to a greater extent than saturated ones in ice-cream mixes, 

whereas Davies et al. [154] maintained the reverse conclusion in model creams. Heertje 

[247] and Zhang and Goff [308] postulated that the protein displacement by saturated and 

unsaturated MAGs depends on the concentration of the MAGs and on the type of the 

proteins, respectively. Above 0.25% saturated MAGs are more effective and below 0.25% 

more proteins will be displaced by the unsaturated MAGs [247]. Unsaturated MAGs displace 

strongly the caseins from the interface while they are less effective in displacing whey 

proteins from the interface than saturated MAGs [308]. Barfod et al. [241] also maintained 

that the desorption of proteins into the aqueous phase is higher when the MAGs are 

crystallized at the interface. Upon reheating readsorption of the proteins can even occur. The 

temperature at which MAGs crystallize and at which, thus, protein displacement occurs, 

depends on the saturation degree and the chain-length of the fatty acids and the 

concentration of the MAGs [157].  

Hence, clear disagreement exists between the effect of unsaturated and saturated MAGs on 

protein displacement. Therefore, in this study the protein load (Γ in mg.m-2) was determined 

for the whipping creams considered. The method consists of a set of chemical analyses 

(protein and fat content) on the RCs and, on the creamed top layer obtained after 

centrifugation of the RCs. Subsequently, taking into account the Sauter diameter of the 

cream as measured by means of static laser light diffraction (see Section 2.2.3), the protein 

load can be calculated by equation 6.1. A more detailed description of the method can be 

found in Section 6.2.6.  

The protein load analyses were performed only at the highest applied concentration of MAG-

O and MAG-S and the results are given in Table 8.2. The protein load of the reference RC 

amounts to 13.53 ± 1.40 mg.m-2. According to Melsen [182] the protein load varies 

depending on the ratios of serum proteins to the intact casein micelles and to the casein sub-

micelles located at the interface. The protein load of an interface fully covered with serum 

proteins, intact casein micelles and casein sub-micelles amounts to 2-3 mg.m-2, 40 mg.m-2 

and 5 mg.m-2, respectively. In addition, protein adsorption can be governed by the heat 

treatment of the protein dispersion, homogenization temperature, protein:fat ratio, fat globule 

size and the presence of small-molecule surfactants [309]. In this study, the milk fat globule 

membrane of the reference RCs will probably consist of a mixture of serum proteins, native 

milk fat globule proteins, intact casein micelles, sub-micelles and phospholipids. The 

obtained values are within the ranges suggested by Melsen [182]. Furthermore, in Table 8.2 
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the protein load reveals to be unchanged at the highest applied concentration of MAG-O 

compared to the reference RC while a decreasing trend is observed with an increasing 

concentration of MAG-S. MAG-S are, thus, present at the interface and capable of displacing 

proteins at the oil-water interface. MAG-O does not displace proteins but this does not 

necessarily imply the absence of MAG-O at the interface. 

 

Table 8.2 Protein load ΓΓΓΓ (mg.m -2) at the oil-water interface of RCs with different types and concentrations 
of MAG.  

[MAG] ΓΓΓΓ 
(mg.m -2) 

 0.0% MAG 13.53 ± 1.40a 
0.2% MAG-O 13.62 ± 1.02a 

0.2% MAG-S 10.00 ± 1.61b 

0.5% MAG-S 6.74 ± 0.11c 

a-c different letters indicate significant differences (p<0.05). 

 

8.3.3.2. Interfacial tension  

In Chapter 4 interfacial tension analyses were performed with a drop tensiometer to 

investigate the presence and the physical state of MAGs at the oil-water interface. The 

obtained results in Chapter 4 are summarized in Figure 8.7 for oil-water interfaces created 

between buttermilk and an oil phase containing 0.6% MAG-S or 0.6% MAG-O with respect to 

the reference oil-water interface without MAGs. The 0.6% oil-based concentration of the 

MAGs corresponds to a cream-based concentration of 0.2%. The latter is the highest 

possible concentration to obtain a perikinetically stable RC with either MAG-O or MAG-S.  

In the presence of MAG-O or MAG-S the oil-water interfacial tension (γOW) decreases 

compared to the reference oil-water interface. The latter is only constituted of the sweet 

cream buttermilk powder (SCBMP) components (proteins and phospholipids). The lowered 

γOW suggests that MAGs are (at least partly) positioned at the oil-water interface. Along with 

their adsorption capacity on the oil-water interface, the MAGs are, thus, believed to be able 

to go in competition with the adsorption of the proteins and, therefore, displace the proteins. 

However, in the previous section, RCs containing MAG-O showed no protein displacement. 

Probably, the MAG-O occupy small holes or defects in the interfacial protein network where 

the larger proteins cannot adsorb [236]. The MAG-O may thereby deform the protein network 

without disintegrating it. Alternatively, MAG-O may associate with proteins through 

hydrophobic interactions at the interface [310-312]. Note that at a higher MAG-O content 

they may eventually displace the proteins. 
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Figure 8.7 Interfacial tension γγγγOW (mN.m -1) between buttermilk and purified sunflower oil dur ing cooling 
without MAGs ( ●), with 0.6% MAG-O ( ▼) and with 0.6% MAG-S ( ▲) (oil-based concentrations).  

 

Moreover, upon cooling chain crystallization of MAG-S can be observed (Figure 8.7) as can 

be seen by the sharp decrease in γOW at 33°C while this discontinuity in the slope of t he γOW -

curves is not detected with MAG-O. MAG-O stayed in the liquid state independent of the 

temperature. Regardless of the concentration, chain crystallization of MAG-S was observed 

in Chapter 4 but the chain crystallization temperature (Tcr,chain) decreased by reducing the 

concentration of MAG-S. Krog and Larson [157] suggested that protein displacement occurs 

when chain crystallization of the MAGs takes place. This is in agreement with the current 

results. MAG-S exhibits chain crystallization and protein displacement while MAG-O does 

not. 

8.3.3.3. Interfacial viscoelasticity  

Neither the protein load analyses (Section 8.3.3.1) nor the interfacial tension analyses 

(Section 8.3.3.2) provide knowledge on the viscoelasticity of the oil-water interfacial 

membrane. The interfacial viscoelasticity may be affected by both MAGs because of their 

presence at the oil-water interface, as has been demonstrated by oil-water interfacial tension 

measurements. Moreover, the crystallized state of the MAG-S compared to the liquid 

behavior of the MAG-O at the interface would probably imply a distinct viscoelastic behavior.  

In literature, many interfacial rheological studies in the presence of both proteins and small-

molecule surfactants are available and summarized by Murray and Dickinson [313] and Bos 

and van Vliet [314]. Most of these studies focus on air-water [315-319] or hydrocarbon-water 

[315, 317] interfaces, although significant differences in adsorption behavior on triacylglycerol 
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(TAG) - water interfaces can be observed [314, 315]. This is in particular the case when oil-

soluble small-molecule surfactants are considered. The solubility of these surfactants in the 

oil phase strongly defines the interfacial adsorption. Interfacial rheological studies that 

address the effect of MAGs at TAG-water interface are limited [312]. Moreover, studies in the 

presence of a complex milk powder like SCBMP were not performed. The effect of MAGs is 

mainly analyzed in the presence of pure caseins [318], caseinates [316], whey protein 

isolates [319] and skimmed milk proteins [317]. When using SCBMP, the interface will 

consist of a mixture of serum proteins, caseins, milk fat globule proteins and phospholipids.  

Two types of interfacial rheological techniques are mainly applied: interfacial dilatational 

rheology and interfacial shear rheology. Both these techniques are applied for studying the 

‘true’ coalescence stability because both shear and dilatational deformations take place 

during coalescence [314]. Although there is still uncertainty about the specific implications, it 

is well-established that shear deformation takes place during drainage of the continuous 

phase between two approaching droplets (film formation) and that a dilatational deformation 

will occur during the film rupture. However, regarding partial coalescence the film rupture is 

supposed to be initiated by crystals piercing through the film and the oil-water interface which 

indicates that shear interfacial measurements may be more appropriate than interfacial 

dilatational measurements to link interfacial rheological properties to partial coalescence.  

As for the interfacial tension measurements, it was required to deviate from the real emulsion 

system. The interfacial rheology measurements were performed at an interface between a 

bulk water and oil phase. In addition, because of the intrinsic difficulty of interfacial 

rheological experiments to make distinction between the rheological properties of the 

interface and the upper bulk phase, the oil phase cannot contain a fat crystal network. The 

presence of a fat network in the oil phase would mask the contributions of the oil-water 

interface to the elastic modulus (G’). Therefore, similar to the interfacial tension 

measurements, purified sunflower oil with and without MAGs and reconstituted SCBMP was 

used for the interfacial shear measurements. Figure 8.8 shows the interfacial elastic modulus 

(G’) and the interfacial viscous modulus (G’’) of the reference interface as a function of the 

applied strain (amplitude sweep) for a fixed frequency of 0.1 rad.s-1. A dominant viscous 

response can be observed. However, this originates mainly from the viscous upper oil phase. 

The geometry is also in contact with the bulk oil phase and the viscosity of the oil phase has 

a considerable value of 62,72 ± 0.39 mPa.s at 20°C (i.e. viscosity measured by a 

conventional rheological method). This makes a reliable determination of the interfacial shear 

viscosity impossible. Hence, the G’’ values are merely indicative. Nevertheless, since 

vegetable oil exhibits a purely Newtonian viscous behavior, the upper oil layer will not 

contribute to G’. The measured G’-values are, therefore, unequivocally related to the 
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interface. Figure 8.8 shows that G’ stays unaffected if strains between 0.1 and 2% are 

applied. This region is called the linear viscoelastic region (LVR). The stress required to 

reach the applied strain is linearly related to the strain. At higher strains, the G’ decreases 

indicating a structure break-down. In order to further characterize the interfacial rheological 

behavior, frequency sweeps were performed at a strain within the LVR. A strain of 1% 

appeared appropriate after performing the strain sweeps in the presence of 0.6% MAG-O 

and MAG-S in the oil phase (data not shown). These oil-based concentrations correspond 

with a cream-based concentration of 0.2% which was the highest possible concentration to 

obtain a perikinetically stable RC with either MAG-O or MAG-S. 

 

Figure 8.8 Interfacial elastic G’ (▼) and viscous G’’  (▽▽▽▽) modulus (Pa.m) as a function of strain γγγγ  (%) of the 
interface created between buttermilk and purified s unflower oil. 

 

In Figure 8.9, the elastic modulus (G’) as a function of the oscillatory frequency are plotted 

for an oil-water interface created in the presence an oil phase without MAGs, with 0.6% 

MAG-O or with 0.6% MAG-S. The clear plateaus of G’ independent of the frequency indicate 

a pure elastic network at the interface. Without MAGs, the development of this elastic 

network can be ascribed to intermolecular covalent and non-covalent interactions of the 

proteins. In the presence of MAGs the G’-value is affected. The absolute value of G’ is a 

measure for the strength of the network. A weaker interfacial elastic network is created in the 

presence of MAG-O (lower G’), while a stronger network is created in the presence of MAG-

S (higher G’). In general, small-molecule surfactants disturb the protein-protein interactions 

at the interface implying a decrease in G’ [313, 320]. This explains the effect of MAG-O on 

G’. However, MAG-S depicts the opposite effect. As observed in Figure 8.7, by interfacial 

tension analyses, at T < 33°C MAG-O and MAG-S show differences in its phy sical state: 

MAG-O behaves as a liquid while MAG-S as a solid. Hence, the crystalline state of the MAG-
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S contributes to the elastic behavior, even though they disorder the intermolecular protein 

interactions. The observed discrepancy between the elastic behavior of saturated and 

unsaturated MAGs is in agreement with studies of Golding and Sein [316] and Sánchez and 

Patino [106, 318, 319] who performed interfacial rheological experiments at the air-water 

interface. 

 

Figure 8.9 Interfacial elastic modulus G’ (Pa.m) at different frequencies ωωωω (rad.s -1) of an interface created 
between buttermilk and purified sunflower oil witho ut MAGs (●), with 0.6 % MAG-O ( ▼) or with 0.6% 

MAG-S (▲) (oil-based concentrations). 
 

8.3.3.4. Fat crystallization  

MAGs may affect the fat crystallization behavior (nucleation, crystal growth rate and 

polymorphic evolutions) and, therefore, the final microstructure of the milk fat globule (size, 

morphology and polymorphism of the crystals, the arrangement of the crystals in the globule 

and the fat crystal network). In Chapter 4 the primary crystallization behavior and the solid fat 

content (SFC) during storage of milk fat was discussed at processing conditions closely 

related to the ones applied during the production of whipping cream (fast cooling to 5°C).  

MAG-O did not show significant effects on the primary crystallization behavior and SFC-

content. A similar crystallization mechanism compared to the reference RC was observed. 

Nucleation of α-crystals occurs in the droplet (volume heterogeneous/homogenous 

nucleation) during cooling. Subsequently, the growing α-crystals partly transform into β’-

crystals while still some α-crystals persist. However, the latter have a different composition 

than the initially created α-crystals during cooling.  

A difference in nucleation mechanism is detected in cream containing MAG-S. Interfacial 

heterogeneous nucleation takes place during cooling. As a consequence, the crystallization 
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starts at a higher temperature and the crystal growth and the α-β’ polymorphic transition is 

accelerated compared to the reference RC and the RCs with MAG-O. However, the 

mechanism after nucleation has occurred is similar to the reference RC and the SFC after 

prolonged storage at 5°C was unaffected. The differ ence in nucleation mechanism and 

crystallization kinetics may result in a different number, size, arrangement and morphology of 

the crystals in the fat globule. Although several attempts have been taken to visualize the 

milk crystals, the effect on the final crystals cannot be demonstrated.  

8.3.4. Discussion 

The acquired divergent effects between MAG-O and MAG-S on the interfacial protein 

displacement, tension and viscoelasticity and on the milk fat crystallization behavior can 

mainly be ascribed to whether or not chain crystallization of the MAGs has occurred. As a 

consequence, fat globules in the presence of MAG-O and MAG-S will develop a different 

microstructure at temperatures below the chain crystallization temperature (Tcr,chain). How 

these distinctive microstructures may develop upon cooling is schematically presented in 

Figure 8.10.  

Regardless of the type of MAG, at temperatures well above the Tcr,chain of MAG-S the 

interface may consist of a mixture of liquid MAGs and proteins, according to the interfacial 

tension measurements. The interfacial protein load will then probably be similar to the one 

obtained in the absence of MAGs. However, compared with the reference interface, proteins 

may have a different conformation and a lower degree of protein-protein interaction [240].  

Upon cooling below the Tcr,chain of MAG-S distinction in the nucleation mechanism of milk fat 

in the globule can be made between the MAGs, as was concluded in Chapter 4. In the 

presence of MAG-O the milk fat crystallization will start inside the droplet (primary volume 

heterogeneous/homogeneous nucleation) similar to the reference cream, whereas in the 

presence of MAG-S the crystallization will start near the interface (primary interfacial 

heterogeneous nucleation). The increased nucleation rate in the RCs with MAG-S was 

demonstrated by the increased crystallization temperature observed upon cooling as a 

function of the concentration of MAG-S (Table 4.3) and the interfacial tension measurement 

revealed that this heterogeneous nucleation took place at the interface (Figure 8.7). MAG-S 

crystallize in 2D-crystals which serve as a template for milk fat crystallization upon further 

cooling. The lamella planes of the created milk fat crystals will thereby probably be parallel 

oriented to the oil-water interface, as was recently observed by Arima et al. [109] in model 

oil-in-water emulsions. The increased nucleation rate may, furthermore, imply a higher 

number of nucleation sites and, hence, more primary crystals within one droplet are shaped 

at the interface. Besides heterogeneous nucleation, the chain crystallization of MAG-S 
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causes protein displacement from the interface, as observed by the protein load analyses 

(Table 8.2).  

After primary nucleation has been established during cooling, the crystallization, apart from 

the type of MAG, will readily spread throughout the whole volume via secondary nucleation. 

The latter is favored in milk fat because of their complex TAG-composition [32]. 

Subsequently, α-β’ polymorphic transitions occur and crystals proceed to grow until an 

apparent equilibrium is reached (Chapter 4). However, due to differences in location of the 

initially created crystals the spreading behavior throughout the fat globule volume will be 

different. In the presence of MAG-O or in absence of MAGs the primary crystals are located 

inside the globule, whereas in the presence of MAG-S the crystals are positioned at the 

interface. The crystallization will spread from the inside of the globule to the outer layers if 

nucleation occurred inside the droplet. As crystallization proceeds, the larger growing 

crystals may start to pierce through the membrane. The latter is, especially, enhanced by a 

pronounced shrinkage of the fat globules with increasing solid fat content [33, 130]. 

Moreover, in the presence of MAG-O the piercing of crystals through the globule membrane 

may be more enhanced due to the reduced elasticity of the fat globule membrane, as shown 

with the interfacial rheological measurements. The membrane containing MAG-O will more 

readily be deformed and ruptured when fat crystals are growing near the interface, which is 

in agreement with Thivilliers et al. [198]. They observed longer protrusion distances of milk 

fat crystals in the presence of polysorbates at the interface which were postulated to weaken 

the interfacial protein-protein interactions. In addition, since MAG-O is still liquid, they may 

adsorb onto the crystal surface causing a change in contact angle [175]. The latter may 

increase the protrusion distance of the fat crystals in the aqueous phase. Conversely, in fat 

globules containing MAG-S, the spreading of the fat crystallization will occur in the opposite 

direction from the outer semi-crystalline layer/shell to the inside of the globules. The 

interfacial 2D MAG-S and the parallel oriented milk fat crystals will prevent, thereby, the 

piercing of the fat crystals through the membrane. In addition, it is reasonable to assume that 

the increased nucleation rate in the presence of MAG-S will cause more and smaller milk fat 

crystals as was also suggested by Basso et al. [96], Fredrick et al. [71]  and Sakamoto et al. 

[67] in bulk fat systems and by Arima et al. [107] in model oil-in-water emulsions for MAGs or 

other small-molecule surfactants.  

The eventual distinct microstructure of the fat globule dependent on the type of MAG (Figure 

8.10) are at the basis of the detected differences in partial coalescence rate and, hence, in 

whipping behavior of the RCs. In the presence of MAG-O, the partial coalescence rate will be 

enhanced compared to the reference RC by (1) a higher degree and longer protrusion 

distances of the protruding crystals and/or (2) the weaker interfacial protein network in 
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between the protruding crystals. The latter involves that the interfacial membranes will be 

more readily deformed during the film formation between two approaching globules and 

during their eventual merging. The enhancement of a film formation between approaching 

globules will increase the film area and, thus, the probability that a protruding crystal will be 

located in this film causing the ultimate film rupture. Moreover, during whipping, the weaker 

interfacial network will facilitate rupture of the membrane of the fat globules during entering at 

the air bubble surface. This enhances the surface spreading of fat globules and, as a 

consequence, also the surface-mediated partial coalescence at the air bubble surface. 

In fat globules containing MAG-S the partial coalescence rate is decreased due to (1) the 

hindering of the piercing of fat crystals through the milk fat globule membrane, (2) the 

formation of smaller crystals, (3) the decreased deformability (higher elasticity) of the 

interfacial membrane and/or (4) the reduced probability that protruding crystals of one 

globule will pierce the membrane of a second globule in a ‘liquid’ region, where no crystalline 

MAGs are present.  

It can, thus, be concluded that the occurrence of chain crystallization and subsequent 

interfacial heterogeneous nucleation seems to play a decisive role in the stability of RCs 

towards partial coalescence. This is in agreement with the findings of Arima et al. [107] in 

palm mid fraction (PMF) oil-in-water emulsions. They observed that hydrophobic sucrose 

oligoesters of palmitic acid increased the stability of the emulsions by inducing 

heterogeneous nucleation while the more hydrophilic sucrose monoesters did not due to the 

lacking of their ability to tightly pack at the interface. Moreover, it is postulated, because of 

the increased nucleation rate of the hydrophobic sucrose oligoesters that smaller PMF-

crystals are initially created and that morphological changes of the PMF-crystals into long 

needle-like crystals during polymorphic transformations are prohibited. Besides, also 

Golemanov et al. [191] related interfacial nucleation in the presence of polysorbate 

surfactants to an increased stability of paraffin-in-water emulsions. 

Although the consequences of protein displacement, like changes in repulsive interactions 

and thickness and viscoelasticity of the interfacial membrane, are often related to a decrease 

in stability towards partial coalescence, it revealed not to be the answer for a mechanistic 

clarification of the opposite effects of the MAG-O and MAG-S in RCs. This in agreement with 

the findings of both Pelan et al. [207] and Davies et al. [154, 189] who studied shear-induced 

partial coalescence in ice cream mixes and model creams, respectively. However, their 

proposed mechanistic explanation differs from the one suggested above. Pelan et al. [207] 

ascribed it to the occurrence of Pickering stabilization in the presence of saturated MAGs, 

while Goff and Jordan [203] attributed it to differences in oil-in-water interfacial tension. 



 

Figure 8.10 Schematic presentation of the development of the microstructure of the fat globules during cooling to 5°C in RCs with MAG

 

Schematic presentation of the development of the microstructure of the fat globules during cooling to 5°C in RCs with MAG
MAG-S (at the bottom). 

 

Schematic presentation of the development of the microstructure of the fat globules during cooling to 5°C in RCs with MAG -O (at the top) and with 
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8.4. Concluding remarks  

In this chapter the effects of two long-chain MAGs which differ in degree of saturation on 

shear-induced partial coalescence in RC and on the whipping behavior of RC were 

unraveled. The unsaturated MAGs (MAG-O) showed an increased partial coalescence rate 

in RC resulting in a lower twh and overrun and higher stability and firmness of the whipped 

RCs. The saturated MAGs (MAG-S) demonstrated the exact opposite effects. The obtained 

decrease in partial coalescence rate provoked a higher twh and overrun and a lower stability 

and firmness of the whipped RCs. 

The divergent behavior of the MAGs on the susceptibility of fat globules towards partial 

coalescence was ascribed to the different physical state of the MAGs at the oil-water 

interface. If the MAGs are able to crystallize at the oil-water interface and induce thereby 

heterogeneous interfacial nucleation of the milk fat during cream production, the protrusion of 

the obtained smaller crystals is limited resulting in a decreased partial coalescence. MAGs 

that behave as a liquid at the oil-water interface enhance the deformability of the interface 

and presumably the protrusion of the fat crystals through the oil-water interface causing an 

increased partial coalescence rate. In this study, the long-chain saturated MAGs behaved as 

a solid while its unsaturated counterpart appeared to be in the liquid state at the oil-water 

interface.  

In summary, this chapter clearly showed that MAGs can be applied to govern the whipping 

properties of dairy RC. Accordingly, the question rises if the MAGs considered in this study 

hold potentials to improve whipping properties. In Chapter 9 two cases aiming at improving 

whipping properties of RCs will be discussed.  
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9. POTENTIALS OF MONOACYLGLYCEROLS TO IMPROVE 

WHIPPING PROPERTIES OF RECOMBINED CREAM 

 

9.1. Introduction  

Whipped cream properties can be improved by either shortening the whipping time (twh) or 

increasing the overrun or the stability. The challenge is thereby to improve as many of these 

properties without sacrificing others.  

In Chapter 8 it was found that monoacylglycerols rich in oleic (MAG-O) and rich in stearic 

(MAG-S) acid show clear reverse effects on the partial coalescence rate and, hence, on the 

whipping properties of recombined cream (RC). MAG-O in RC increases partial coalescence 

rate resulting in a lower twh, overrun and higher stability, while the saturated counterpart (i.e. 

MAG-S) demonstrates exactly the opposite effects. The decrease in partial coalescence rate 

in RCs with MAG-S provokes a higher twh and overrun and a lower stability in the whipped 

creams. 

Accordingly, aiming at improving the whipping properties, MAG-O seems to be useful to 

shorten the twh and to increase the stability, whereas MAG-S is helpful to increase the 

overrun. However, when using these MAGs separately, the improved whipping properties are 

achieved at the expense of an unacceptable decreased overrun in RC with MAG-O and an 

increased twh and objectionable decreased stability in RC with MAG-S. In order to minimize 

these unfavorable effects of MAG-O and MAG-S, it may be beneficial to combine both the 

MAGs in one RC.  

Besides, MAGs can perhaps be used to improve the whipping properties of creams with a 

reduced fat content. In Chapter 7 it was found that the twh and the overrun increases, while 

the stability adversely decreases as the fat content is reduced. Moreover, it was suggested 

that a more stable whipped cream with a reduced fat content may probably be achieved 

when the partial coalescence rate is increased. As a consequence, the twh and the overrun 

may be lowered (ideally between 100% and 120%) causing an improved air bubble 

stabilization and partially coalesced fat globule network in the serum phase and, hence, an 

increased stability. MAG-O is qualified as a surfactant that increases partial coalescence rate 

and, hence, reduces twh and overrun and increases stability. Therefore, MAG-O may be put 

forward to achieve a considerable fat reduction in whipped cream. MAG-S is not appropriate 

to be used for fat reduction, since the decreased partial coalescence rate increases further 

the twh and the overrun resulting in an additional decrease of the stability.  
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9.2. Research hypotheses  

In this chapter, based on the findings in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8, the following research 

hypotheses are further explored:  

(1) A binary mixture of MAG-O and MAG-S in one RC gives improved whipping 

properties compared to RCs in which these MAGs are used separately. 

(2) MAG-O contributes to improved whipping properties of RCs with a reduced fat 

content. 

9.3. Results and discussions   

9.3.1. Binary mixture of monoacylglycerols 

In order to verify whether a binary mixture of MAG-O and MAG-S gives improved whipping 

properties compared to using MAG-O and MAG-S separately in RC, the effect of a 50:50 

mixture of MAG-O and MAG-S on the shear-induced partial coalescence rate and on the 

whipping properties is studied. In addition, in this section the physicochemical properties of 

the RCs containing both MAG-O and MAG-S and of their oil-water interface are determined 

to get more insight on how the mixture of MAGs behaves.  

In this chapter, the 50:50 binary mixture of MAG-O and MAG-S is further encoded as MAG-

OS. A comparative study within one production set is performed between the reference RC 

without MAGs and RCs with 0.2% MAG-O, 0.2% MAG-S and 0.2% MAG-OS.  

9.3.1.1. Shear-induced partial coalescence  

Viscosity analyses were performed until the RCs were completely churned into butter 

granules and buttermilk and  

Table 9.1 depicts the obtained churning times (tch). In the presence of MAG-S and MAG-OS 

the tch is increased and, hence, the shear-induced partial coalescence is retarded compared 

to the reference RC while MAG-O enhances the shear-induced partial coalescence rate. In 

RCs containing MAG-OS, the effect of MAG-S seems, thus, to prevail towards shear-induced 

partial coalescence. However, the MAG-O in the RC with MAG-OS appears to counteract the 

effect of MAG-S. In Chapter 8 it was observed that a RC with only 0.1% MAG-S did not show 

churning upon 8h of shearing (Section 8.3.1). In RC with MAG-OS (i.e. 0.1% MAG-O and 

0.1% MAG-S) churning is already achieved after 21.9 min of shearing. 
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Table 9.1 The tch (min) measured after shearing of RCs with 0% MAG, 0.2% MAG-O, 0.2% MAG-S or 0.2% 
MAG-OS (g�  = 150 s-1 at T = 20°C). 

[MAG] t ch 

(min)  

0% MAG 8.7 ± 0.5a 
 0.2% MAG-O 1.4 ± 1.02b 

 0.2% MAG-S >8hc 
 

    0.2% MAG-OS 21.9 ± 0.11d 

a-d different letters indicate significant differences (p < 0.05). 

 

9.3.1.2. Whipping properties  

Figure 9.1 shows the whipping properties of RCs without MAGs and with 0.2% MAG-O, 

MAG-S and MAG-OS and the statistical results are summarized in Annex VI. Like in Chapter 

8, MAG-O and MAG-S show opposite effects on twh, overrun, stability and firmness. 

Considering the effect of MAG-OS, the twh of RC with MAG-OS is increased, as can be 

qualitatively predicted by the increase in tch, relatively to the reference RC (Section 9.3.1.1). 

As a result of both the hindered shear-induced partial coalescence, and, presumably, the 

delayed surface-mediated partial coalescence, the duration of the different stages of the 

whipping process may be prolonged. In the first step of the whipping process more air will be 

included in RC with MAG-OS, as is confirmed by the increased overrun in Figure 9.1 B. The 

increased volume of the whipped cream with MAG-OS and the presumable lower degree of 

partial coalescence both at the air bubble surface and in the serum phase may affect the 

firmness and the stability of the whipped cream. Indeed, in the presence of MAG-OS the 

serum loss after 24h at 5°C is slightly increased a nd the firmness is slightly decreased 

compared to the reference RC. However, the serum loss after 1h at 20°C is not significantly 

different with the reference cream.  

Evaluating the whipping properties of RC with MAG-OS with respect to the RCs containing 

either MAG-O or MAG-S, it can be concluded that in general RC with MAG-OS reveals 

similar, though less pronounced, effects as RC with only MAG-S. MAG-S plays, thus, a 

dominant role during whipping in RCs containing an equal amount of MAG-O and MAG-S. 

However, it should be stressed that MAG-O in RC with MAG-OS appears to impede the 

effect of MAG-S which gains improved whipping properties compared to using only MAG-S in 

RC. For instance, the stability of RC with MAG-OS is not significantly affected after 1h at 

20°C and only slightly after 24h at 5°C, while in C hapter 8 (Figure 8.4) at a concentration of 

0.1% MAG-S the stability of the RC is decreased to a large extent. The latter is the 

concentration of MAG-S present in the mixture considered in this chapter.  
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Figure 9.1 Whipping properties of RCs without MAGs,  with 0.2% MAG-O, with 0.2% MAG-S or with 0.2% 

MAG-OS: (A) twh (min); (B) overrun  (%); (C) serum loss (%) after storage for 1h at 20°C and 24h at 5°C and  
(D) firmness  (N) after 1h and 24h at 5°C. 

 

9.3.1.3. Physicochemical properties of the recombin ed creams and of their oil-

water interface  

In Chapter 8 the effect of MAGs on partial coalescence was linked to their ability to modify 

the oil-water interfacial properties and the fat crystallization behavior. In order to check how 

the 50:50 mixture of MAG-O and MAG-S affects these properties, the decisive effects (i.e 

chain crystallization, viscoelasticity of the interfacial membrane and interfacial heterogeneous 

nucleation) defining the final microstructure of the fat globules are addressed in this section.  

A. Interfacial tension  

Figure 9.2 shows the oil-water interfacial tension (γOW) curve measured during cooling of an 

interface created between buttermilk and purified sunflower oil with 0.6% MAG-OS with 

respect to γOW - curves of the interfaces created with an oil phase without MAGs, with 0.6% 

MAG-S or with 0.6% MAG-O. The latter were already discussed in Chapter 4 and 

summarized in Chapter 8. The 0.6% MAG-concentration in the oil phase corresponds with 

0.2% MAGs calculated on emulsion basis. In the presence of MAGs, γOW is lower at all 

temperatures which shows that MAG-molecules are present at the oil-water interface. The 

comparable γOW at, for instance, T = 40°C show that roughly the same amount of MAGs w ill 
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be present at the interface regardless of whether the MAGs are mixed or not. In Chapter 4 

(Figure 4.4) at lower MAG-concentrations substantial higher γOW were obtained. 

Like in the presence of only MAG-S, a discontinuity in the slope of the γOW -curve is observed 

in the presence of MAG-OS which shows that chain crystallization is taking place. In the 

presence of both MAG-O and MAG-S, MAG-S is, hence, still able to crystallize at the 

interface. However, the chain crystallization occurs at different temperatures (Tcr,chain): at 

33°C and 24°C in the presence of MAG-S and MAG-OS, respectively. This difference can be 

explained by the fact that the Tcr,chain is concentration dependent, as shown in Chapter 4, and 

that the oil phase containing the mixture of the MAGs contains a lower amount of MAG-S 

(i.e. 0.3% versus 0.6%). 

 

Figure 9.2 Interfacial tension γγγγOW (mN.m -1) at an oil-water interface created between butterm ilk and purified 
sunflower oil during cooling without MAGs ( ●, with 0.6% MAG-O ( ▼), with 0.6% MAG-S ( ▲) or with 0.6% 

MAG-OS (■) (oil-based concentration). 
 

B. Interfacial viscoelasticity 

After defining the linear viscoelastic region (LVR) of the oil-water interface between 

buttermilk and an upper oil phase containing 0.6% MAG-OS a frequency sweep was 

performed at a strain of 1% (strain within the LVR). Figure 9.3 shows the frequency sweep of 

the interface between buttermilk in contact with an oil phase with 0.6% MAG-OS with respect 

to the data obtained in Chapter 8 (Section 8.3.3.3). For all interfaces a pure elastic behavior 

is observed. The G’-value is not affected by the applied frequency. Furthermore, in the 

presence of 0.6% MAG-OS, G’ is substantially increased compared to the reference interface 

indicating that a stronger network is created in the presence of MAG-OS. This can be 
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ascribed by the presence of crystalline MAG-S-crystals as shown in Section 9.3.1.3.A. 

However, compared to an interface created in the presence of only 0.6% MAG-S the value of 

G’ is lower. This difference is attributed to probably, at the one hand, the lower amount of 

adsorbed MAG-S (i.e. only 0.3% MAG-S in cream with 0.6% MAG-OS) and, on the other 

hand, the presence of liquid MAG-O which weakens the elastic network at the interface.  

 

Figure 9.3 Interfacial elastic modulus G’ (Pa.m) at different frequencies ωωωω (rad.s -1) of an interface created 
between buttermilk and purified sunflower oil witho ut MAGs (●), with 0.6% MAG-O ( ▼), with 0.6% MAG-S 

(▲) or with 0.6% MAG-OS ( ■) (oil-based concentrations). 
 

C. Fat crystallization 

Since both in Chapter 8 it is postulated that only an increased nucleation rate at the oil-water 

interface in the presence of MAGs in RCs can be linked to differences in the partial 

coalescence rate and in Chapter 4 the increased nucleation rate is related to an increased 

crystallization temperature (Tcr), the Tcr were determined for the RCs without and with 0.2% 

MAG-O, MAG-S and MAG-OS (Table 9.2). The RCs with MAG-S and MAG-OS show a 

significant increase in Tcr compared to the reference RC and RC with 0.2% MAG-O. Hence, 

an increased nucleation rate or heterogeneous nucleation takes place in the presence of 

MAG-OS. The chain crystallization of the MAG-S in the presence of MAG-OS, as observed 

by the interfacial tension measurement, indicates the occurrence of interfacial heterogeneous 

nucleation in RC with MAG-OS.  

However, in the presence of MAG-OS the measured Tcr,chain are rather high compared to the 

Tcr of the RCs. For instance, at an oil-based concentration of 0.6% MAG-OS the Tcr  of RC 

and Tcr,chain amount to 11.6 ± 0.3°C and 24°C, respectively. Thi s is probably caused by the 
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difference in ratio of the interfacial area to the oil volume in the drop tensiometer and in the 

real cream system. In the drop tensiometer this ratio is very low compared to the real cream 

system. More MAG-molecules will, thus, be available to position at the oil-water interface. As 

a consequence, the measured Tcr,chain is likely to be an overestimation of the actual Tcr,chain 

and, hence, the Tcr in the real cream systems. 

 

Table 9.2 The Tcr of RCs without MAGs and with 0.2% MAG-O, MAG-S and M AG-OS. 

[MAG] T cr 

(°C) 

0% MAG 10.8 ± 0.2a 
 0.2% MAG-O 10.8 ± 0.1a 

 0.2% MAG-S 14.5 ± 0.1b 
    0.2% MAG-OS 11,6 ± 0.3c 

a-d different letters indicate significant differences (p < 0.05). 

9.3.1.4. Discussion  

From the above described results, it is obvious that in RC with a 50:50 binary mixture of 

MAG-O and MAG-S the effect of MAG-S prevails on the shear-induced partial coalescence 

rate, on the whipping properties and on the physicochemical properties of the RC and its 

interface. Hence, the microstructure of the milk fat globules may mainly resemble the one 

created in the presence of only MAG-S. At T > Tcr, chain a mixture of MAG-S and MAG-O is 

present at the interface decreasing the oil-water interfacial tension with respect to the 

reference interface without MAGs (Figure 9.2). At T < Tcr, chain MAG-S crystallize at the 

interface and induce, thereby, interfacial heterogeneous nucleation of milk fat in the globules 

resulting in the growth of many small primary milk fat crystals near the interface. Upon further 

cooling and storage at 5°C, crystallization spreads  throughout the whole globule from the 

outer layer to the inside of the fat globule. Because of the presence of the rigid ‘shell’ of 

crystals at the interface milk fat crystals will be hindered to protrude. As a consequence, the 

partial coalescence rate is decreased compared with the reference RC and the RC with only 

MAG-O as is confirmed by the increased tch. In summary, like in Chapter 8, in this study the 

clear link between the physical behavior of the MAGs at the oil-water interface and the effect 

of the MAGs on partial coalescence rate is again demonstrated. Therefore, the mechanistic 

explanation as proposed in Section 8.3.4 is found to be also valid for mixtures of MAGs.  

However, in RC with MAG-OS it should be stressed that the effect of MAG-S is substantially 

opposed by the action of MAG-O explaining the rather limited effect of MAG-OS compared 

with the effect of only MAG-S. This opposing effect of MAG-O in the mixture is in particular of 

interest aiming at improving the whipping properties since the use of MAGs separately 

seems to have a too low overrun if only MAG-O is used (i.e. < 100%) while a too low stability 
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is reached by using only MAG-S (i.e. 60.72% serum loss with MAG-S versus 12.80% without 

MAGs after 24h storage at 5°C). Figure 9.1 shows th at RCs with both MAG-O and MAG-S 

have an improved overrun at the expense of only a rather limited change in stability 

compared with the reference RC. In addition, the obtained whipping time and firmness of 

whipped RC with MAG-OS are acceptable. Hence, it can be stated that the 50:50 mixture of 

the MAGs improved the whipping properties to a greater extent than when used separately. 

Moreover, it is plausible that at different ratios of MAG-S to MAG-O and at different total 

concentrations of a mixture of these MAGs the whipping properties can be further optimized 

according to the preferred whipping properties. 

9.3.2. Fat reduction by using monoacylglycerols 

The same reference RC and the RC with 0.2% MAG-O as in Section 9.3.1 is used to study 

whether MAG-O can be used to improve the whipping properties of RC with a reduced fat 

content. The RCs with a fat content of 35% were diluted with cooled buttermilk to a fat 

content of 30% or 25%. As a result, the whipping creams contain a lower amount of fat but a 

higher amount of proteins. 

9.3.2.1. Shear-induced partial coalescence  

The creams with varying fat content were sheared until complete churning. Table 9.3 shows 

the tch of the reference RC and RC with 0.2% MAG-O. As a function of decreasing fat 

content, the tch increases regardless of the considered RC. The shear-induced partial 

coalescence rate is, thus, reduced when the cream is diluted with buttermilk. This effect is, 

like in Section 7.3.4.3, ascribed to the lowered collision frequency of the fat globules. The 

capture efficiency upon fat globule collision is unaffected. By making use of cooled buttermilk 

to decrease the fat content of the whipping cream, the composition of the aqueous phase, 

the milk fat crystal network properties in the globules and the interfacial properties of the milk 

fat globule membrane are unaltered. 

Furthermore, irrespective of the fat content, the tch is lowered in the presence of MAG-O 

compared to the reference cream. MAG-O accelerates shear-induced partial coalescence 

rate as described in detail in Section 8.3.1. 

 

Table 9.3 The tch (min) of RCs with 0% MAGs and 0.2% MAG-O at differ ent fat contents (%) 
Fat Content (%) tch (min)  

 
0% MAGs 0.2% MAG-O 

35 9.8 ± 0.3a 1.1 ± 0.0a 

30 44.9 ± 1.0b 4.7 ± 0.2b 

25 195.0 ± 18.0c 16.6 ± 1.4c 

a-c different letters indicate significant differences (p<0.05) 
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9.3.2.2. Whipping properties  

The RCs with various fat contents were whipped at 5°C and the whipping properties are 

shown in Figure 9.4. Annex VII shows the results of the statistical analyses. The twh, overrun 

and the serum loss are inversely related with the fat content whether or not the RCs contain 

MAG-O. Regarding the firmness, a clear decreasing trend can be observed if the fat content 

is reduced in RC with MAG-O whereas for the reference RC the effect is less pronounced. 

Comparing the RCs with and without MAG-O, the twh, the overrun and the serum loss is 

significantly reduced while the firmness is significantly elevated in RCs with MAG-O 

regardless of the fat content. Exceptions are the serum loss measured after 1h at 20°C and 

the twh of the RCs at a fat content of 30%. 

9.3.2.3. Discussion  

Like in natural cream (Section 7.3.4), the increased overrun with a decreasing fat content is a 

result of, at the one hand, the decreased partial coalescence rate and, on the other hand, the 

increased amount of proteins in the cream. Due to the restricted partial coalescence stage 1 

of the whipping process is prolonged implying more air whisked in the cream. The increased 

amount of free proteins in cream with a reduced fat content enhances the ability to capture 

more air in the first stage of whipping. As a consequence of both the increased overrun and 

the lower amount of fat globules present, a more sparse partially coalesced fat globule 

network will be created and, hence, the stability and firmness is strongly decreased in both 

the RCs (i.e. with and without MAG-O) when the fat content is reduced.  

The whipped RCs with MAG-O and a reduced fat content show an overall improved stability 

with respect to the reference RC with the same fat content. Due to the lower overrun and the 

increased partial coalescence rate than in the refence cream with the same fat content, a 

denser partially coalesced fat globule network stabilizing the air bubbles and the serum 

phase may be created. Moreover, for RC with 0.2% MAG-O with a fat content of 25% it can 

be observed that the twh, the overrun and the serum loss after 24h at 5°C a re comparable 

with the full-fat reference RC. This clearly demonstrates that the enhanced partial 

coalescence rate in the presence of MAG-O allows improving the whipping properties of RC 

with a reduced fat content in whipped cream.  
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Figure 9.4 Whipping properties of RCs without MAGs, with 0.2% MAG-O as a function of fat content: (A) 
twh (min); (B) overrun  (%); (C) serum loss (%) after storage for 1h at 20°C; (D) serum loss (%) after storage 

for 24h at 5°C; (E) firmness  (N) after 1h at 5°C and (F) firmness  (N) after 24h at 5°C. 
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9.4. Concluding remarks  

When using a 50:50 mixture of MAG-O and MAG-S in RC the effect of MAG-S prevailed. 

Similar, though less pronounced, effects as in RC with only MAG-S were demonstrated by 

studying the shear-induced partial coalescence, the whipping properties and the 

physicochemical properties of the RC and its interface. The rather limited effect obtained 

compared with the effects in RC with only MAG-S was ascribed to the opposing effect of 

MAG-O. 

Two cases demonstrated that improved whipping properties in RC can be achieved by using 

MAGs. In the first case, it has been shown that a binary mixture of MAGs (i.e. MAG-O and 

MAG-S) gained improved whipping properties against the whipped creams that only contain 

one of these MAGs. The separate use of one type of MAG in a full-fat cream showed rather 

poor whipping behavior: some beneficial whipping properties were attained but this occurred 

at the expense of other desired whipping properties. In the second case, it was illustrated 

that MAGs which accelerate the partial coalescence (i.e. MAG-O) are appropriate to improve 

the physical properties of a whipped cream with a reduced fat content.  
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Whipping cream can be processed into whipped cream which is a rigid dairy foam that can 

be defined as an aerated partially destabilized oil-in-water emulsion. During the whipping 

process air is introduced and fat globules start to interact by means of a partial coalescence 

destabilization mechanism. The major prerequisite for partial coalescence to occur is the 

presence of fat crystals.  

In this research it was aimed at understanding some of the underlying phenomena important 

for the whipping of dairy creams. Therefore, by using a wide range of experimental 

techniques milk fat crystallization and partial coalescence were investigated. Moreover, 

throughout the whole manuscript attention is drawn to the role of monoacylglycerols in the 

milk fat crystallization and their consequences on partial coalescence in dairy whipping 

cream.  

Part I: Milk fat crystallization 

From the literature review, it was deduced that milk fat crystallization in recombined dairy 

creams is poorly investigated and that a thorough comparison between natural and 

recombined cream is still lacking. In addition, the effect of monoacylglycerols (MAGs) in dairy 

whipping creams is not addressed in literature.  

By means of mainly DSC-, XRD- and NMR-techniques the milk fat crystallization behavior in 

bulk, natural and recombined cream was examined. To study the milk fat crystallization of 

creams appropriately adaptations to the conventional DSC- and NMR-techniques were 

implemented. As a substrate whipping creams with a 35% fat content were used and the 

experimental time-temperature conditions were chosen comparable to the ones industrially 

applied. Milk fat in bulk or in the fat globules showed a similar crystallization mechanism. 

First, α-crystals were formed and, second, β’-crystals grew at the expense of the α-crystals. 

However, some α-crystals persisted and additional crystallization during further cooled 

storage took place. The observed mechanism was explained by the formation of compound 

crystals. Although these similarities between the milk crystallization mechanism in bulk and in 

the creams, the overall crystallization rate was found to be lower in both natural and 

recombined cream. This difference was to a large extent explained by theory of nucleation in 

the dispersed phase. Moreover, the crystallization kinetics of natural cream deviated from 

that of recombined cream: the α-β’ polymorphic transition started earlier and was more 

scattered and a lower amount of solid fat after 5 days storage at 5°C was obtained. It was 

argued that these effects can be ascribed to the variation in triacylglycerol composition of the 

individual globules in natural cream. 
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Following the acquired knowledge on the milk fat crystallization mechanism in cream, the 

effect of different MAGs on the crystallization behavior in recombined creams with a constant 

particle size distribution was unraveled. Long-chain unsaturated MAGs and mid-chain 

saturated MAGs did not affect the primary fat crystallization mechanism. Volume 

heterogeneous/homogeneous nucleation in the α-polymorph occurred which subsequently 

partly transform in β’-crystals. Moreover, after prolonged storage a similar amount of solid fat 

content was obtained regardless of the concentration of these MAGs. However, for the mid-

chain saturated MAGs an acceleration in the α-β’ polymorphic transition was observed which 

was suggested to be caused by a co-crystallization of these MAGs once milk fat 

crystallization has started. Conversely, the long-chain saturated MAGs caused a difference in 

nucleation mechanism. An increased nucleation rate by means of interfacial heterogeneous 

nucleation was demonstrated through, at the one hand, the observed elevated crystallization 

temperature in the recombined cream and, on the other hand, the detected chain 

crystallization at the oil-water interface both measured upon cooling as a function of the 

MAG-concentration. The presumable resulting differences in composition, number and size 

of the initial created α-crystals were believed to cause variations in the rate of the crystal 

growth and the α-β’ polymorphic evolution.  

Part II: Partial coalescence 

The literature review that preceded the experimental work provided us, firstly, the awareness 

of the complexity of researching partial coalescence in oil-in-water emulsions and their 

whipping properties. By varying one factor of interest simultaneously different 

physicochemical properties of the emulsions will change. Secondly, it became clear that 

disagreement exists on the mechanistic clarifications of the influence of MAGs differing in 

saturation degree on partial coalescence in oil-in-water emulsions in general. Thirdly, it was 

deduced that no parallel studies of the effects of MAGs in particular on partial coalescence in 

dairy recombined creams and on their whipping properties could be found. 

A rheological method to survey shear-induced partial coalescence was first introduced as a 

qualitative predictive tool for the whipping properties of dairy creams. This technique was 

validated by linking the partial coalescence rate and the whipping properties of natural cream 

by varying the flow condition, the temperature and the fat content.  

By using recombined creams, equivalent to the ones in Part I, the rheological method was 

applied to profoundly study the effect of two long-chain MAGs which differ in saturation 

degree on partial coalescence. Although chemically speaking the MAGs differ only slightly 

(i.e. one double bond), they demonstrated opposite effects on the partial coalescence rate of 

the recombined cream and, hence, on their whipping properties. The unsaturated MAGs 
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showed an increased partial coalescence rate in recombined cream resulting in a lower 

whipping time and overrun and a higher stability and firmness of whipped recombined 

creams while for the saturated MAGs the reverse is true. By means of investigating the effect 

of MAGs on the milk fat crystallization behavior (Part I) and on the oil-water interfacial 

physicochemical properties (Part I and II), a mechanism elucidating the divergent effect of 

the MAGs on the susceptibility of fat globules towards partial coalescence was suggested. 

The saturated MAGs have the ability to exhibit interfacial heterogeneous nucleation which is 

at the basis of the decreased partial coalescence rate due to, firstly, the hindering of the 

piercing of fat crystals through the milk fat globule membrane, secondly, the formation of 

smaller crystals, thirdly, the decreased deformability (higher elasticity) of the interfacial 

membrane and/or, fourthly, the reduced probability that protruding crystals of one globule will 

pierce the membrane of a second globule in a ‘liquid’ region. In contrast, the unsaturated 

MAGs behave as a liquid at the oil-water interface resulting in an enhanced partial 

coalescence rate due to (1) a higher degree and longer protrusion distance of the protruding 

crystals and/or (2) the weaker interfacial protein network in between the protruding crystals. 

The latter involves that the interfacial membranes will be more readily deformed during the 

film formation between two approaching globules and during their eventual merging. 

Besides the fundamental research on the effect of MAGs on milk fat crystallization and partial 

coalescence, it was explored whether the long-chain MAGs which differ in saturation degree 

can be used in practice to improve whipping properties of recombined cream. The separate 

use of one type of MAG in a full-fat cream showed rather poor whipping behavior: some 

beneficial whipping properties were attained but this occurred at the expense of other desired 

whipping properties. Alternatively, when both the MAGs are introduced in one cream the 

negative effects of one MAG can be counterbalanced by the other causing ultimately 

improved whipping properties of recombined cream. On the contrary, when also the fat 

content of recombined cream is varied, the separate use of the long-chain unsaturated 

MAGs in one cream became beneficial. In fact, whipped recombined cream with a reduced 

fat content containing unsaturated MAGs demonstrated comparable whipping properties to 

the full-fat variant without MAGs. 

Although this research dealt thoroughly with the milk fat crystallization and partial 

coalescence in whipping cream much is still left to be unraveled. Future research could focus 

on applying the optimized toolbox used throughout the whole manuscript to study the effect 

of other small-molecule surfactants or mixtures of these or to explore the effect of tempering 

of cream. Both these factors are believed to be promising to improve the whipping properties 

of recombined cream in particular when fat reduction is aimed. Furthermore, in order to 

further fundamentally survey the underlying phenomena of the controlling factors of partial 
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coalescence development of an appropriate microscopic tool to visualize milk fat crystals in 

cream is advisable. Many mechanistic clarifications on factors governing partial coalescence 

both in this research as well as in literature rely on changes in the morphology, size and 

numbers of the crystals and on their arrangement in the fat globules.  
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ANNEX I 
Solid fat content (SFC in %) of recombined creams wit h different types and concentrations of 

monoacylglycerols during storage at 5°C for 2h, 1 d ay and 5 days. 
[MAG]  2h 1d 5d 

0% MAG 46,99 ± 1,03a 50,73 ± 0,41a 53,86 ± 1,10a 
0.2% MAG-S 49,15 ± 0,55b 52,16 ± 0,21b 53,23 ± 0,25a 
0.5% MAG-S 50,74 ± 1,39b 53,51 ± 1,37b 53,64 ± 1,61a 
0.2% MAG-L 48,90 ± 0,50a 51,91 ± 0,75a 52,90 ± 0,57a 
0.5% MAG-L 48,47 ± 0,51a 52,30 ± 0,59a 53,56 ± 0,53a 

0% MAG 48,05 ± 0,52c 50,83 ± 0,78a 52,48 ± 0,10a 
0.2% MAG-L 47,59 ± 0,21c 49,99 ± 0,60a 51,83 ± 0,55a 

a-c different letters show significant differences (p < 0.05) between different types and concentration of MAGs within one 
experimental set. 

 

ANNEX II  
Whipping properties of natural cream whipped at dif ferent whipping temperatures ( Twh). 

Twh 

(°C)  
twh 

(min) 
   Overrun 

    (%) 
Firmness   

(N)  
1h at 5°C 24h at 5°C 

5 13.18 ± 1.67a 140.63 ± 0.29a 0.80 ± 0.35a 0.85 ± 0.24a 

10 11.23 ± 0.32a 125.30 ± 1.70b 0.90 ± 0.08a 0.98 ± 0.02a 

15 9.28 ± 0.35b 93.09 ± 3.38c 0.80 ± 0.04a 1.44 ± 0.04b 

20 7.68 ± 1.91b,c 70.45 ± 3.33d 1.63 ± 0.32b 2.60 ± 0.04c 

25 5.04 ± 0.46c 67.72 ± 6.23d 2.30 ± 0.28b 6.86 ± 1.28d 

a-d different letters show significant differences (p < 0.05). 

 

ANNEX III 
Whipping properties of natural cream at different f at contents (%). 

Fat content 
(%) 

twh 
(min) 

Overrun 
(%) 

Serum loss 
(%) 

 Firmness 
(N) 

   1h at 20°C 24h at 5°C  1h at 5°C 24h at 5°C 
35% 8.0a 128.3a 0.0a 0.7a  0.98a 1.26a 

30% 10.1b 125.4a 1.8b 3.5b  1.15a 1.21a 

25% 15.8c 138.0b 7.7c 14.3c  0.72b 0.84b 

a-cdifferent letters show significant differences (p < 0.05). 
 

 

ANNEX IV 
Whipping properties of recombined cream with differ ent concentration of monacylglycerols rich in oleic  

acid (MAG-O). 
[MAG-O] 

(%) 
twh 

(min) 
Overrun 

(%) 
Serum loss 

(%) 
 Firmness 

(N) 

   1h at 20°C 24h at 5°C  1h at 5°C 24h at 5°C 

0% 7.61a 106.75a 1.91a 13.64a  0.63a 0.63a 

0.035% 6.49b 107.35a 1.82a 13.25a  0.64a 0.63a 

0.07% 5.78c 103.67a,b 0.92b 6.92b  1.04b 1.03b 

0.10% 5.56c 101.03b 0.20c 0.81c  1.37c 1.39c 

0.20% 4.52d 100.44b 0.01c 0.75c  1.45c 1.36b,c 

a-d different letters show significant differences (p < 0.05). 
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ANNEX V 
Whipping properties of recombined cream with differ ent concentration of monoacylglycerols rich in 

stearic acid (MAG-S). 
[MAG-S] 

(%) 
twh 

(min) 
Overrun 

(%) 
Serum loss 

(%) 
 Firmness 

(N) 

   1h at 20°C 24h at 5°C  1h at 5°C 24h at 5°C 
0% 5.00a 124.96a 4.12a 14.25a  1.26a 1.38a 

0.04% 5.10a 135.78b 2.05b 15.96a  1.03b 1.00b 

0.07% 5.25b 139.03c 3.66a,f 22.57b  0.93b,c 0.75c 

0.10% 6.00c 149.39d 5.05c,f,g 27.92b  0.86c 0.49d 

0.20% 8.33d
 165.31e 6.40d,f,g 36.96c  0.70e 0.26e 

0.50% 20.00e 195.61f 7.31e,g 51.18d  0.22f 0.19e 

a-gdifferent letters show significant differences (p < 0.05). 

 

ANNEX VI 
Whipping properties of recombined cream without and  with 0.2% monoacylglycerols rich in oleic (MAG-O) 

or rich in stearic (MAG-S) acid or with 0.2% of a 50 :50 mixture of both monoacylglycerols (MAG-OS). 
[MAG] 

(%) 
twh 

(min) 
Overrun 

(%) 
Serum loss 

(%) 
 Firmness 

(N) 

   1h at 20°C 24h at 5°C  1h at 5°C 24h at 5°C 
0% MAG 5.55a 114.86a 1.19a 12.80a  0.77a 0.67a 

0.2% MAG-O 4.19b 95.62b 0.00b 0.02b  1.49b 1.76b 

0.2% MAG-O 8.43c 153.97c 1.68c 60.72c  0.28c 0.26c 

0.2% MAG-OS 7.33d 139.56d 0.62a 15.90d  0.58d 0.37c 

a-ddifferent letters show significant differences (p < 0.05). 

 

ANNEX VII 
Whipping properties of recombined cream without MAG s and with MAG-O at different fat contents.  

Fat content (%) twh (min)   Overrun (%) 

 0% MAGs 0.2% MAG-O  0% MAGs 0.2% MAG-O 
35 6.2a,x 4.0a,y  125.6a,x 92.5a,y 

30 8.3b,c,x 4.7b,c,y  127.4a,x 112.6b,y 

25 10.2c,x 5.6c,y  150.7b,x 126.6c,y 

 

Fat content (%) Serum loss (%) 

 
After 1h at 20°C  After 24h at 5°C 

 0% MAGs 0.2% MAG-O  0% MAGs 0.2% MAG-O 
35 0.80.1a,x -a,y  13.8a,x -a,y 

30 4.9a,x 1.5b  15.8a,x 1.6b,y 

25 11.1b,x 7.9,x  35.0b,x 15.8c,y 

 

Fat content (%) Firmness (N) 

 
After 1h at 5°C  After 24h at 5°C 

 0% MAGs 0.2% MAG-O  0% MAGs 0.2% MAG-O 
35 0.66a,b,x 1.70a,y  0.63a,b,x 1.71a,y 

30 0.75a, x 1.15b,y  0.75a,x 1.16b,y 

25 0.58b,x 0.78c,y  0.51b,x 0.75c,y 

a-cdifferent letters show significant differences between creams with a different fat content (p < 0.05). 
x-y different letters show significant differences between creams with and without MAG-O (p < 0.05). 
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